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Abstract

Various methods of simplífying expressions of Boofean

algebra are presented and discussed" Most of these methods

produce the simplest form of each expression.

Unfortunately, the time required for simplification by these

methods is too great to make their use practical-"

A simplification method due to Zissos is presented"

Zissos' method has noÈ been sufficiently wel-l defined to be

implemented as a computer program" As a resul-t various

developments to the method have been necessary. However,

Zissos' method does not produce the simplest expression in

al-l cases.

Zissos' method has been modified. so that it is capable

of correctly simplifying more expressions than previously.

The method has been further developed so that it is

capable of simplifying multiple-output expressions and also

expressions involving "donrt-care" conditions.

Further developments and improvements to Zissos' method

are also suggested.

The program, ín PL/1, has been written for convenience

and not for speed or efficiency" It woul-d appear that a

more efficient version of the program, would be able to

produce simplifications of Boo.l-ean expressions faster than

previous methods"
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1. BOOLEAN STMPLfFTCATTON

Expressions of Boolean algebra can be used to represenÈ

electronic circuits. This correlation was first, descríbed

by Shannon (1938) 
"

Since that time, the simplification of Boolean

expressions has become important in the design of computer

circuits" Being able to obtain the minimal form of an

expression ensures that we have obtained the simplest

representation of a circuit. Thus, the development of

effective Bool-ean minimization techniques is essential to

the design of economic hardware units for computers.

Early researchers, Veitch ( 1 952 ) and the Harvard.

Computation Laboratory (1951 ) , have produced chart

simplification methods, which can be used manually for

expressions with a small number of variables"

Perhaps the best of these charÈ method.s is the map



method developed by Karnaugh (1953) The Karnaugh map

representation can easily be solved by inspection, using the

rules KarnauEh has developed for simplificat,ion. See Lewin

(1e68).

Unfortunately, the chart methods become unwieldy and

difficulL to apply when the number of variables and products

in an expression increases.

Quine (1952) has i-ntroduced a basic technique, which

has since been modified and improved by later researchers.

Major improvements have been made by McCluskey (1956). The

Quine-l4cCluskey method of simplification is presented and

discussed in the following chapter.

Researchers who have improved the Quine-McCluskey

nethod are Pyne and McCluskey (1962) , Ghazala (1957) t Necula

(1967) | l4orreale (1967), Luccio (1966), Choudhury and Das

(1964 t 1965) , and Petricl< (1956 ) "

Quine (1955) has afso developed another method for

simplification of Bool-ean expressions. This method is

presented and discussed in the following chapter. Quiners

second method is similar to the method developed by Samson

and }4ills (1954).

Further research, which has been developed from the

basic technique used in Quine's second method, has been done

by Mott (1960) and Scheinman (1962) 
"



A dichotomy has developed between the type of

simplification method required by engineers and circuit
designers, and the simplification methods listed above.

The methods l-isted above are theoretical minimization
methods, which v¿ilI always produce the minimal- sol-ution. To

do this exhaustive search techni-ques or long mechanical

met,hods have been used. unfortunately, as the expressions

increase in size, the methods become too tíme-consuming to
be of any practical use.

Engineers and designers require quick minimization
methods, which do not necessarily obtain the simplest
expression, but do produce an expression, which is
reasonably cl-ose to the minimal_ solution.

Most of the researchers mentioned above have tried to
improve the existing minimization methods in order to make

them faster and more efficient. However, the size of most

expressions precludes the use of exact, t,heoretical methods,

which guarantee a minimal- sol-ution in al-l cases.

Zissos (1970) has developed a Boolean simplificaÈion
method, rvhich should be faster than previous methods. The

method was designed to produce the minimal- sorution for
every expression. However, our work with the method

indicates that not every expression is complet,ery



s impl i fied 
" The

reasonably close to

Thus, Zissos'

sacrifices complete

required. As such,

engineers and logic
For a more

simplification, see

designers.

mathematical treatmenÈ

Hu (1968).

expressions produced, however, are

the minimal form"

method is a heuristic method v¡hich

minimization for a reduction in the time

Zissos' method is suited for use by

of Boolean

2. ZTSSOS' SIMPL]FICATION METHOD

Zissos' method is a systemized apprication of theorems

of Boolean algebra. As such, it is similar to euinets
second method and the method developed by samson and li{ill-s.

Hov¡ever, certain areas of the simprification process

are improved. These improvements have allowed a símpler

minimization technique to be used.

This thesis is concerned with implementing Zissos I

sirnplif icatj-on meLhod as a cornputer program* and then

testing the program on various types of expressions. llo

attempt has been made to obtain either the most efficient or

fastest program. (Suggested program improvements are given

in Chapter 7.) Instead, the em,phasís in this thesis has

*The program has been written in pL/1 for an rBI{ 360/6sJ.



been on the development of Zissos' met,hod"

During the testing of the program, it was found that
Zissosr method does not alvrays produce the simplest form of
an expression" Subsequent modifications we have made enable

the method to further simplify some of these expressions.

Unfortunately, the method, even with our modifícations,
still does not completely simplify al-l- expressions.

It would seem that the method, by using a simple

minimization technique, sacrifices the possíbility of alvrays

obtaining a completely minimaL solution. Hovrever, the time

required to find sol-utions is reduced. In most cases, the

solution obtained is close to the minima] representation.

Example 1

ãb-ðãe + ã6ãaã + ã6cãã + ãbcãe + ã¡-c¿ã + ãbcde + ã¡õãã + ãuõãe + ã¡õ¿ã
+ ã¡õae + ãbcde + ãbcde + a6õãä + abõde + aEã¿ã + a¡-ãde + a6cdã +
ab-cde + abðde + abãdã + abõde + abcdã i abcãe * abcde * abcde

Simplifying the above expression with our modified

Zissos' methodr wê obtain

abc *aed + abc * õãe + ã¿ã + cde * ã¡¿ã + a6ãã + ¡¿e

The minimal- form of the expression is

abe * eãe + abd * ãuõ + a¡õ + cde * ã¡ãe + ã64ã

As can be seen, the simpl-ificat,ion obtained using our



modified Zissos'

form.

method is close in size to the minimal

It is possibl-e that we may be able to further modify

Zissos' method in order to improve it,s ability to simplify
expressions. Some ideas on this subject are presented in
Chapter 7.

However, for each improvement, the time required for
the simplification would increase" Therefore, a thorough

investigation of these improvements is necessary, in order

to determine if the improved simplification v¿ould be worth

the increase in time that would be required for all the

expressions 
"

3. NOTAT]ON AND DEFTNITTONS

Before discussJ-ng further development of Zissos'

method, it is necessary to introduce some notation essential-

to this development.

The term rg'ate' refers to an electronic device, which

is capable of representing a Boolean operator.

NAND and NOR are Boolean operators. The NAtdD operator

is represented by alb, which is equivalent to ã + 5"

The Èruth table for NAND is given below. (The truth
values True and False are usually denoted by 1 and 0,



respectively. )

NAND

The NOR operat.or is represent,ed by a * b,

equivalent to ã. -b 
"

The truth tabl-e for NOR is given beLow"

NOR a*b

0

0

I
1

0

0

I
I

I
1

I
0

1

0

0

o

which l-s

l.trOR and NAND are dual-s of each other. That is, one can

be obtained. from the other simply by interchanging the

AlfD(. ) and OR(+) operators. Thus alb = ã + Ë can be obtained

from a1b = ã.6 ny replacing Èhe AND operaÈor by the OR

operator.

Similarly, ã"Ë can be obt,ained from ã + ¡, by replacing
the OR operator by the AIüD operaLor.



A resul-t of the principle of dualit,y is that any

simplification technique for the NAND operator can also

apply to the NOR operator.

A 'fan-in' restriction is a limiÈation on the number of
gate input.s that a gate may have.

A rfan-out' restriction is a limitation on the number

of gate inputs that may be driven from one gate output.

The notation rr->rt wiLl be used to indieate logical
implication.

The expression a-+b is equivalent in truth val-ue to ã +

ì.-

The term rm-i-nterm' will be used to indicate a product

in an expression in which all the variables of the

expression appear only once, either negated or affirmed.

A combination of truth values for a set of input

variables, for which the value of the output function is not

specified, is defined to be a|"donft-care" conditionr.

Examples are numbered sequentially within sections. If
a reference is made to an example, Èhat, occurs in the

section in which the reference is made, Èhe exampJ_e is
indicated siniply by its numkrer.



A reference to an example that occurs in a different
section is made by its section number, and its example

numberr âs in example 2"4"

References made to examples in other chapters are

indicated by the chapt,er number, tire section number, and the

example number, as in example 3.2"4.

4.''DONIT-CARE'' CONDTTTONS AND MULT]PLE-OUTPUT SIMPLIFICA-

TIONS WTTH ZTSSOS I METHOD

Whereas Zissosr Boolean simplificatíon method has been

designed to simplify one output funct,ion, most practical
Boolean simplification problems involve more than just one

output function. In Èhese cases, it is obviously important

to obtain a minimal representation of the output functions

in terms of the numlcer of products used and the number of

gate inputs " Minimizing each output function separately will
usually not produce a minimal representation of the output

functions. There may be no overlapping of products beLween

the different functions. Thus, each function may use a

unique seL of products.



If the output functions are simplified with the

intention of sharing products ]retv¡een the different output

functions, a representation using a minimum number of
different products wil-l be produced.

In order to minimize multiple-output functions so that
a minimum number of different products is used, it is
necessary to consider al-l- the output functions together"

One researcher who has developed such a technique is Bartee

( 1e61).

Fortunately, it is easy to cornbine his ideas with
Zissos' method" Bartee's method is given in a later chapter"

Examples of simplification of mul-tiple-output expressi ons by

our mod.ified Zissos' method are al-so presented"

It has been found that certain modifications can be

made to our developed Zissos' method that further simplify
multiple-output expressions. These modifications apply only

io ti:e simplification of multipJ-e-output functions.

Other improvements are suggested in Chapter 7 "

Although they have not been thoroughly Lested, it appears

that they will- be able to reduce tire time required for
multiple-output simplifj-cation, using our modified Zissos'

method.

Karnaugh (1953) presents

10

method by which his map



technique can be used to sirnplify expressions involving

"donrt-care" conditions. Bartee (1961 ) has also adapted his

method so that it is able to simplify expressions with

"don I t-care " conditions "

"Dontt-care" conditions occur in many areas of logic

design, such as micro-programming, multiplier units, and

code conversions. Thus, it would be economically worthwhile

to adapt Zissos' method to simplify expressions with

"don' t-care" conditions.

We have developed three methods for simplifying

expressions involving "don I t-cares " , using our mod-ified

Zissos' meÈhod. Al-I three methods have been able to produce

reasonably minimal expressions. However, two of the methods,

Method A and Method B, have not produced the simplest

expression in al-I cases" It appears that Method C wilt be

able to produce the minimal- expression j-n most cases.

FortunaLely, both the multiple-output and the

"don't-care" simplification techniques can be combined"

Thus r we are able to effect rapíd simplif -i-cation of

multiple-output

cond.itions.

expressr_ons involving "don t t-care"

11



tr NAND/NOR SII4PLIFICATToN

Ivlost logic circuits today are designed in terms of only
one gate, either a NAND or a NoR gate. Methods exist,
choudhury, chakrabarti, and sarma (1967) and choudhury and

chakrabarti (1969) for transforming minimal_ expressions into
minimal- three-Ievel- NAND neti,,zorks and could be directly
applied to the output of our modified Zissos' method.

However, it is felt that better simplification to a minimal_

three-l-evel NAND network wil-r occur if zissosr method is
modified to include the above techniques at the initial_
stage of simplification.

rt is also possible that work on obt,aining a new

notation for a trlAND or NoR expression, Zissos and Duncan

(1971), coul-d be incorporaÈed into our modified Zissos

method.

6. .APPLICATION TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

Quine (1 952) has stated the problem of Bool-ean

Holever,simplification in a theoretical- sense.

simplification techniques have developed since then. Today,

simplification is considered not only in term.s of obtaining
the simplest expression, buÈ also in terms of

12



multiple-output expressions, "don' t-care " cond.i tions ,

fan-in, fan-out restrictions, particul_ar types of logic
gates r approximate minimal- solutions, and most important,

the time required for a sol_ution.

Present day probrems in computer design and other
fiel-ds of engineering design invorve up to 20 input
variables and 20 output functions. Lewin (1971) gives a few

areas where these probrems occur. Logic circuits for a

traffic controller involve 17 input variables and zo output
functions. The control- logic for a sound recording studio
console may invol-ve 26 variables and. 20 functions. problems

such as these must be broken up and simplified separatery,
as t,hey are simply too J-arge Èo be simplified as a unit.
The wired micro-program contror for a smarl_ comput,er may

invol-ve from 50 t,o 1 00 input variabl-es.

rn most of these problems, many "dontt-care" conditions
are included.

To simprify problems of this magnitude by traditional
methods woul-d simply require Èoo much time to be

economically feasible.

Lewin and vr/aters (1969 ) f eel- that minimization
techniques shourd be used as a tool by the logÍc designer.
That is, a designer, r^rhile he is workingf on a particul-ar

13



circuj-t shoul-d be abl-e to investigate different approaches

to the problem. Thus, it is necessary that the designer be

abl-e to obtain rapid, reasonably mini¡ral solutions t,o

certain expressions he may wish t,o use in the circuit. He

may want to eval-uate the possible cost in logic gates of one

approach as compared to another.

I^7ith a rapid minimization program, the designer wirr be

able to investigate many more possibre circuits than he

coul-d with the previous methods 
"

From our initial research on developingl Zissos¡ method,

it appears that his method will be faster than previous

methods" However, as noted previously, our program has been

written simply to test Zissos' method and therefore is not

as fast as it could be.

lVhat is required now is Èo implement the suggestions

made ín Chapter 7 and test the program wj_th the type of
problems Lewin has indicated are rel-event to present-day

circuit. design.

1t+



Chapter 2

Quine-l¿cCluskey }{inimiaation Techniques

1. TNTRODUCTTON

Most of the minimization methods that have been

developed depend to a considerable degree on the basj-c

research done by Quine and McCluskey" Consequently, a good

und.erstand.ing of their work will help in understanding most

of the subsequent research.

Quine has actually developed trvo methods. The firsb
uses a tabular form, vrhile the second is algebraic.

Certain definitions are universal to all of the

techniques. These are:

(1) A 'variabler is any lower-case letter"
(2) A 'lÌteral-' is a variable or a negation of a

variable "

(3) A rfundamental formula' (clause) is a conjunction of

literal-s in which no literal appears twice" A

single literal may also be a fundamental formula.

15



(4)

(a fundamental formul-a wiIl be represented by an

upper case alphabetic character, excluding F, G and.

H")

A rnormal formt is a disjunction of fundamental

formulae " Each fundamental formul-a in the norma]

form is called a clause" A single fundamental-

formul-a may also be a normal- form. (A normal form

will- be represented by F, G or H")

A fundamental formula, A, is said to rsubsume'

another fundamental formula, B, if, and only if, all
the literal-s of which B is a conjunction are among

the literals of which A is a conjunction"

A fundamental formula, A, is calted a 'prime
Ìmplicant¡ of a normaf form, G, if, and only if, Ä

implies G, and A subsumes no shorter formula which

implies c.

In the case where A is in G, we test to see if A

implies G with A deleted" A normal form with a clause

del-eted will- be denoted by F*Br where F is the normal form

and B is the deleted clause,

(s)

(6)

The easiest test to see if A implies

of subst,ituting True for every variable in
affirmed in A and False for every variable

(We shal-I use True and

c (c*A) consists

G (c*A) which is

in c (G*A) which

False to mean,

16

is negated in A"



respectivel-y, the truth value true and the truth value

false. )

The resulting normal form is then evaluaÈed to

determine its truth value. ff Lhe normal form is a

tautology, t,hen A implies G (c*A); if the truth value is
conditional on another variable, then A does not imply G

(c*A) .

Example 1 shows a test for implication"

Exampl-e 1:

pq + pÍ + Er (1)

Test the normal form (1 ) to see if pi implies (1 ) *pf"

First pf is deleted from (1) to give

(1) * pF = pq + q.f

Substituting True for p and Fa1se for r in (1)*pfr wê

get

tq+qF

which is a tautol-ogy"

Therefore, pf implies (1)*p1. Since pF subsumes no

shorter form which implies ( 1 ) *pi, pF is also a prime

implicant of (1)"

(7) A normal form is call-ed ¡developed¡ if all of the

varialoles in the normal form appear in each of the

clauses; i.e. pqÍ + pqr is developed, while pqr + rs

17



is not developed.

2. QUINE'S FTRST SIMPLTFICÀTTON METHOD

2.1 fntroduction

Quine (1952) restricts the problem of simplifying a

BooLean expression to that of finding the shortest normal

equivalents of the Boolean expression. Äs such, euine's
technique only appties to normal forrns, which can easily be

obtained from any given Boolean expression. once the normal-

form is obtained, it is then transformed into a developed

normal form. The developed form can be produced by adding

the required l-iteral-s to fundamenta-l formulae l-ackincr

particular l-itera1s.

Example 1:

pq + tq;
Expand pq to pqr * pqf, so the developed normal form of
expression is

pqr+pqr*pqr

the

1B



2.2 Generation of prime Impl_icants.

The prime impli cants for the expression are obtained

from the developed normal- form. Thís is done by examining

the developed normal form and finding two c]auses v¡hich are

identícal except for a negation sign. The common part of
the two clauses is then added to the formul-a. A check mark

is placed above the two original_ cl_auses.

Exampl-e 1 :

In the expression pqr + pqr +

formulae pqr and pqi differ only in
the conmon part of the ti,¡o clauses,

expression to give
./ ./_pir+pir+pqr+pq

This process is arso appried to the fundamental

formulae which are added to the expression. A clause may

Èake part in this process more than once. The process is
continued until- no further fundamental- formula can be added

to the expression"

The prime implicants of the expression are al-l those

clauses, rvhich at the end of the pt:ocess, do not have a

check mark above them. That is, the cl-auses with no check

ÞQr, the fundamental

a negation sign" Thus,

p9, is added to the

19



marks are not subsumed by another fundamental formula in the
expressj-on and each of the clauses implies the expression.

Example 2:

F = pqrs + p[rs + pqis + pqrs + pqis + pqiã

Applying the above pïocess to F, we get

r = pql" + pqrs + p{i" * lA;" * n{æ * n#, *
////

(pqs + är" + pä¡ + iõi + lA + (pi + pi) )

The prime implicants of F are þQrsr pes, and pF.

2.3 Prime Implicant Tabl,es

The probrem of finding the shortest normal equivarent
of the expression stil-l remains. This can be achieved by

the construction of a table which euine refers to as the
table of prime implicants. The column headings aïe the
clauses in the originar expression, while the row headings

are the prime impricants obtai-ned by the above method.. A

cross is then inserted at the intersection of each row and

column for ivhich the formul-a in the col_umn heading subsumes

the formula in the rov¡ heading.

20



Exampl-g 1 :

For the expression given in example 2.2,

prime implicant tabl-e given by Tabl-e f .

have the

TABLE I

From the tabl-er the simplest combination of the

formulae in the row headings is chosen such that the formu]a

in each cofumn heading is represented at least once. For

the above tabre, afl- row headings musL be chosen in order to

represent each col-umn heading. Thus, for t.he original-

Boolean expression, the simplest normal- equivalent is

pqrs+pqs+pi

Example 2:

pq+pq+qr+qr

After deve]-oping the above formula and obtaining its
prime implicants, we have the following prime implicant

table.

21



TABLE II

Ex¿¡¡lining the tal¡l-e reveals two ways of picking three

row headings so that al-l- the column headings are represenÈed

at least once. Therefore, there are two simplest normal

equivalents for the formul-a. These are

p[+pr+qi and [r+pi+pq
Quine has developed rules which can be used in

determining the simplest normal equivalent from a prime

implicant table. The rules are:

(1) For any col-umn which has only one cross, record the

row heading of the row with the cross" These row

headings are necessary to represent the function and

are known as the rcoïer.

(2) Delete from the tabl-e al-l the rovrs and columns which

satisfy (1 ) .

(3) ff one col-umn, Ai, has crosses only in ro\,vs in which

another column, A.j , has crosses, then A. may be

deleted"

22



(4 ) Del-ete any columns whose cros ses

after performing (2) and (3) 
"

Example 3:

have been lost

rule (2) , we get the reduced

core consisting of þr and pf"

pqr+pr*pqs*pr*pqrs

gives the prime implicant tabl_e shown j-n Table IIT.
TABLE III

Applying

table shown by

(1 ) and

IV, and a

TABLE IV

rule

Tal:l-e

Applying rule (3), we

col-umn 2. Deleting column

cä.n delete either column

1 | rve obtain Table V.

or

pqrs pcr; pq;;

pq X

qr X X

pqs X

qrs X

23



TABLE

From Table V, v/e can get four possible combinations of

rov/ headings such that each col-umn is represented at least

once. These are:

pq + p.lõ, pQ * q-Iã, qr + pæ and qr + qrõ

Combining these with the core, the simplest normal

equivalents of the expression are:
P!+Pr+Pq+Pgg
P!+Pr+PC+gI9
P!*Pr*qr*Pqs
pr*pr+qr+qrs

As the number of literals and products in ar-r- four of these

forms of the expression is the same, there is no advantage

to be obtained from using one of the four in preference to
the others.

3 " QUINE-McCLUSKEY SIMPL]FI.CÀLÏON METHOp

14J. t Introduction

rmprovemenLs to Quiners method for simplification have

been developed by Mccluskey (1956)" The two primary aims of
Mccluskeyrs improvements have been to systemize the method

so that it is easier to program and also to al-low the method

to be applicable to more complex functions.

24



The improvements can be grouped into tv¿o main

categories:

(1) Improvements to prime implicant generation.

(2) Development of a systematic procedure to obtain a

minimum cover of a prime impli-cant t,abl-e"

3.2 Prime fmplicant Generation

Quine's method of prime implicant generation becomes

unwieldy as the number of variabLes and clauses increases.

To counter-act this, McCluskey makes use of a simplified
notation for the clauses and a more systematic method of
generation of prime implicants"

Binary numbers are used to represent literal-s in a

clause. Negated variables are represented by 0's whil_e true

variables are repïesented by 1's. For example, aEc becomes

101. This method of representing a clause requires thaÈ the

]iterals in al-l the cl-auses are ordered and that the

expression is in developed normal form.

The converted clauses are divided into groups having

equal numbers of 1 ts. The groups are then arranged in
tabular form with the group having n 1ts in each clause

above the group having n+1 1rs in each clause. Clauses in
adjoining groups are examined in order to find clauses which

differ in only one positíon, where one of the clauses has a

1, while the other has a 0.

25



A new clause is produced, identical to the first tr^¡o

except that it has a dash in the posiLion where the tlvo

original clauses differed. A check mark is ptaced besíde

each of the origj-nal cl-auses. Al-1 of the initial- clauses in
the expression are processed in this way.

The clauses produced from Èhis process are treated in a

similar fashion. The process is repeated until no further
clauses can be generated. Ät the end., the cl_auses having no

check marks are the prime implicants. By putÈing its
decimal equivalent beside each clause and also laberling
each new cl-ause ivith the decimar equivalents of the
generating clauses, the prime implicant generation process

can be further simplified. This is demonstrated in the
following example.

Example 1:

pqrs+pqrs*pqrs

has the equivalent
0000+0010+0011

The generation

techniques is shown

* pqrs + pqrs + p[iã + pq-is + pqr-õ

binary representation
+ 0110 + 0111 + 1000 + 1001 + 1100

of prime implicants using

in Table VT "

* pqrs + pqrs * pqrs

+ 1101 + 1110 + 1111

McCluskeyrs
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TABLE VI

0 o o o o ,1 (0,2) o o o (2,3,6,7)

(8,9,12,13)

0- 1-

1-0-2

B

0 010/
1000/

(o,B) 000
(2,3) 0 o 1 - /
(2,6) 0 - 1 0 /
(8,9) 1 0 0 - /
(8,12) 1 0 0 /
(3,7) 0 - 1 1 /
(6,7) o 1 1 - /
(6,14) - 1 1 0 ,1

(9,13) 1 o 1 /

(6,7,i4r15)

(12t13,14,15)

-11-

1-3

6

9

12

0 011/

01 1a/
1001r/
110 0/

7

13

14

01 11/
11011
111 0,1

15 11 1 1/ (12,13) 110 - /
(12,14) 1 1 0 /

(7 ,1s) - 1 1/
(13,15) 1 1 1 ,1

(14,1s) 1 1 1 - /
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From the tabl-e, it can be seen that the term associated

t^¡ith (2, 3, 6, 7), 0 - 1 -, is equivalent to the term

associat,ed with (2, 6, 3, 7). characters having trvo dashes

can loe formed in two different v/ays. similarly, characters
with three dashes can be formed in three different ways.

using this fact, Mccluskey has establ-ished the general

rule that we need onÌy generate new terms from terms whose

labels form an increasing sequence of numJ:ers when placed

together" That is, we need not generate a term from (8, 12)

and (9, 13), as they do not form an increasing sequence of
numbers. Tf this shortening process is used, ho\,r'ever, a

check must be praced next to al-I terms whose labels contain
only decima] numbers i,vhich occur in the label of the new

term" This must be done to indicate that these terms are

not prime implicants of the expression.

3"3 Prime Imp]ic?nt Table Fimplification
The rules Quine developed for obtaining the simpJ-est

normal equivalent from a prime impricant t,able did not appry

when there v¡ere trvo or more crosses in the corumns. The

method Quine used in this case \,vas exhaustive examination of
the table" As can be seen when the number of cl-auses in the
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original expression increases, and the number of prime

implicants also increases, solution of a prime implicant
tabl-e for a minimaL cover l¡ecomes difficult.

Mccruskey has obtained some rur-es which help in solving
tables of greater complexity. However, in effect al_I

possible combinations of the entries of a table must stiIl
be tried in order to determine that a minimal r or even a

near-minimal, normal equivalent has been found.

Mccluskey has arso developed an argorithm which can be

used to obtain not only the minimal cover of a prime

implicant tabl-e, but also arr- t,he other normal equivalents
vrhich can be obtained from the tabl-e.

First, each of the rows of the t,able is given a label_.

Then, each corumn is searched and a disjunction formed from

the labels of each row which has a cross in that particular
corumn" A conjunction is then formed of these disjunctions.

This expression is multipried out and simplified using
the rules A + AD = A and A.A = .A. Each product in the
resulti-ng expression represents a minimal- normal equivalent
of the originar expression, with each variabl_e in each

product representing a prime impJ-icant.
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Example_I :

From the expression given in Example 2.3.3, we can form

the prime implicant tabl-e given by Tabre rrr " Labelling
each row alphabetically, we derive the expression

(A+B) (a+e¡ (A+c) (A+c) (c) (c+r') (B+D) (B+D) (D) (n+n) (e+r¡

This simplifies to give

ÀCDE+ACDF+BCDE+BCDF

À,CDE represents the minimal- form pq + pl + Þr + ÞQS, ACDF

represents pq + p? + Þr + Qï3, BCDE represents qr + pf + Þr
+ Þ85, and BCDF represents qr + pF + Þr + EfS"

4. T}4PROVEIIIENTS TO TH.E QUINE-MCCIUS5EY TECHNTQUE

ïmprovements to the euine-I4ccluskey technique have

concentrated on reducing the time and effort spenÈ on

generating the prime impricants and also finding a rapid
method of selecting a minimal cover of a prime implicant
talcl-e "

Necula (1967) gives a method for generating a set with
rì

3 -1 reduced terms from the n variables associated with a

Boolean expression. Representing the expression by its set
of constraÌned designation numbers, tests can very easily be

performedto determÌne if the reduced Èerms impry the
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expression. That is, to find out if they are prime

implicants.

The program is fast for strongly minimizabre Boolean

functions (that is, functions which have prime implicanÈs of
a sma]] size). For weakly minimizabl-e Boolean funcÈions

(functions ivhich have onry prime i-mpJ-icants of a great

size), the Suine-Mccluskey method is faster. other
disadvantages of the program are its great length and the

time needed to determine the constrained designation
numbers.

other algorithms, partitioned list algorithms, have

been developed lolz Morreale (1967) " These algorithms are

related to the usual- euine-Mccluskey argorithm for
generation of prime implicant,s.

However, these argorithms have the folrowing
advantages:

(1) They avoid repetit,ion whil_e generating clauses.
(2) They represent each crause by only one binary

configuration 
"

(3) They reduce the memory requirements.

(4) They apply the basic operators by means of
non-exhaustive techniques.

Morrealers algorithms are faster È.han the
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Quine-Mccluskey algorithm for generat.ing prime impJ-icants.

However, they do not reduce the am-ount of time taken to find
minimal covers for Èhe prime implicant tabl_e.

Luccio (1966) has produced a p-table, which is an

extension of a prime implicant table" A techni-que for
P-table reduction is developed"

unfortunately, the technique does not work in ar1

cases" For these cases, either a rinear program must be

sol-ved or 'rbranching', techniques must be used.

choudhury and Das (1 964) present a technique for
divid.ing a compl-ex prime implicant table into smaller
t,ables " By solving the sub-tabres for minimal covers, ar]
the minimal- covers of the originar expression can be found.

For some expressions, however, duplicate covers may be

obtained in the final solutions, which have to be elÍminated
by comparison amongst t,he sol_utions.

choudhury and Das (1965) have adapted the above method

so that, it wil-L give one minirnal solution. The amount of
time to find the minimal_ solution has been reduced.

fn a1l- of the above improvements to the determination
of a minimal coverr the methods have still found it
necessary to work with all the prime impli-cants.
Determining a minimal- cover from a
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table, considering the possibre combinations of
is still a difficurt task and cannot be performed

implicants,

rapidly 
"

5" ADVANTAGES AND DTSADVANTAGES oF THE QUINE-McCLUSKEY MET]-IOD

The euine-Mccluskey technique is a mechanical technique
that is easiry programmed. The main advantage of this
method is that it gives the minimar normal equivalents of an

expression and also the near-minimal normal_ equivalents.
This can be usefur- if the sor-ution is to be changed to a

different representation such as a 3-]evel NAND network.
since any circuit can be represented in terms of only

NAND gates, there is an economic advantage in designing NAND

networks. However, no suitable method has been developed to
simplify NAND expressions. Thus, the synthesis of NAND

expressions must be effected from the minimal normal
equivalents of an expression.

rn some cases, the 3-revel NÄND representation obtained
from a minimal normal equivalent wi-ll not be as simpre as

the 3-l-evel NAND representation obtained from a near-mj_nimal
normal equivalent. Thus, there is an obvious advantage in
obtaining alr-. the minimar and near-minimar normar_

equivalents of an expression.
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The main

tim.e required

length of time

required to be

disadvantage

to produce

taken is the

in developed

with the method is

solutions. A major

condition that an

nor¡nal form.

the amount of

cause for the

expression is

Example 1:

The expression must

Pgrst + Pgrg!
pqrst * pqrst
pgISt + pgI"!
pqrst * pqrst

pr*s*pqrt

be expanded to
+ pqrãt + pqrãE +
f pqrsË * pqrst *
+ pgl:t * pqrst *
+ pqrst

pgrst + pqrst +
pqrst + pqrst +
pqrst .l pqrst *

Thus, in many cases, the prime implicants must be

obtained from a large and curnÌ¡ersome expression. Even with
the use of Mccluskey's simplification, obtaining the prime

implicants from the deveroped normal form is long and

involved.

The Quine-Mccluskey method al-so requires al-l the prime

implicants of an expression to be found. Frídshal (1957)

has determined the prime implicants for some expressions

with varying numbers of variabl-es. He has found exampres

v¡hich yield the foll-owing numbers of prime implicants 
"
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Number of Variabl-es

2

2J

t+

5

6

B

9

10

11

Number of P. I. rs

1
L

6

13

32

92

218

576

1r69B

4,300

1 1 ,000

As can lse seen, the number of prime implicants
increases rapidly as the numÏ:er of variabres increases.
Thus, the Quine-Mccluskey method woul-d. take an extremely
long time to generate aIl the prime implicants of an

expression containing only B variables.
rn cases where there are a large number of prime

implicants, the prime implicant Èabre wour-d be too large to
use a simprification method on it. Finding a cover for a

tal:l-e with 111700 rows woul-d be a difficul_t and

time-consuming task.

Thus, the euine-McClusJcey method is good for an

expression with fev¡ variables and few cl-auses. rt provides
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an exact minimal

expressions the

practical use.

sol-ution in
method is

For tvzo cl_auses which

negat,ed in one cl-ause and

'concensus' is defined to be

v'¡ith the negated and the

cases. However, for larger

time-consuming to be of any

contain the same variable,

affirmed in the other, the

the conjunction of the cl-auses

af f irmed variable del_eted 
"

al-1

too

6. QUINE I S SECONL SIMPL]FTCATTON METHOD

6.1 Introduction

Quine's second method of simplification (1955), which

is simil-ar to the simplification technique devel-oped by

samson and Mill-s (1954), does not require an expression to
be in developed normar form. Rather, the prime J-mplicants

are obtained by the folloiving two rules:
(1 ) Delete the olovious superf luities, if one of t,he

clauses in the expression subsumes another, delete
t'he subsuming clause. Also, â * ab can be replaced

by a * b and ã + ab can be replaced by ã + ¡"
(2) Add to the original- expression the concensus of two

clauses.
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Redundant literals are then removed from the concensus, e.g.
the concensus of abc + ãcA is bcã"

Rul-e (2) is not to be applied in the case that the
concensus subsumes a clause which is already present. This

prevents an oscill-ation between rule (1) an<1 rule (2) 
"

The two operations are to be performed untit rule (2)

introduces no more ne\^/ clauses into the expressi on and rule
(1) is no longer applicable. lr7hen neither can be applied
any further, the expression consists of all- the prime

implicants for the expression.

To obtain the shortest normal equivalent, cl-auses are

tested for dispensabirity. The largest combination of
jointly dispensabÌe clauses is Èhen deleted.

All cl-auses which \^zere added after the last appl_ication

of rule (1) are jointly dispensable. Brackets are used to
indicate dispensability.

unbracketed clauses are tested for dispensabirity.
That is, to see if the cl-ause implies the remainder of the
expression. rf the cl-ause is dispensable, it is bracketed.

The unbracketed part of the expression is the core and

must be incl-uded in the shortest normal equivalent.
Bracketed clauses are tested to see if they impry the

core. If they do, they may be del-eted. fn Example 1,
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belov¡r flo single set of brackets implies the core.

The next step is to test groups of bracketed clauses

for joint dispensability. To test a group of bracketed

clauses for joint dispensability, determine whether each

bracketed cl-ause implies the expression with this particuJ_ar

group of bracketed cfauses removed. If each bracketed clause

of a group implies the expression with the group removed,

then the group of bracketed cfauses is jointly dispensabrl-e.

Example 1:

ps + pã + q-t + prs.+ qrõ * pqrt

pïs subsumes pst therefore, prs can be deleted.
.'. We have ps + põ + {t + qrõ + pqrt

The concensus of ps and qrs is perr which is subsumed

by pqrt"

,'. trVe have ps + pã + q-t + qrã + pqr

Applying rule (2) again, \,ve get

ps + !ã + qt + qrõ + pqr + (rst + prr)

(rSL + prt) are jointly dispensable, since they have

been added after the last application of rule (1).

Testing for dispensability, hze find that qrs and pqr

are indivj-dually d-ispensahle.

,', We have ps + pã + [t + (qrã) + (pqr) + (rãt r prr)
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The core for the expression is ps + ñã + qt"

since no bracketed cl-ause impries the core, none can be

del-eted.

Testing the bracketed cl-auses for joint dispensability,
it is found that qrã + rãt + prt and pqr * rst + prt are two

groups which are jointly dispensabl_e.

Thus, the trvo minimal normal equivalents are:

ps*ps*qt*pqr ps+fã+q-'t+qrJ

6.2 Advantages and Disadv?ntages

This method has the obvious advantage that it does not
require the expression to Ï¡e in devel_oped normal form.

However, alÌ the prime implicants are obtai_ned. As

with the Quine-Mccruskey met,hod, determination of al-l- the

prime implicants for some expressions woul-d take an

excessive amounù of time.

The method of determining the minimal- normar equivarent.

is by trial and error. Thus, for many prime impricants, the

possibte combinations of clauses that must be tested for
joint, dj-spensability woul-d. be very large and. consequent,ly

v¿ould Ì¡e too time-consuming to be of any use as a pract,ícaI

method of finding a minimal_ sol_ution.
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unforturnately, this method does not always produce the
simplest normal equivalent. This is demonstrated in the
example below"

Example 1:

ac*bc+cã+õ¿+ã¡ã
Rul-e (1) cannot be applied Èo the above expression.

Applying rul-e (2) , \¡úe get

ac * bc + cã + õ¿ + ã¡ã + (ad + ¡¿ + ã¡ã)

(ad + bd + ã6d) are jointry dispensabre since they have

been added after the last appJ_ication of ( 1 ) .

Testing for dispensabilityr v/ê find that âcr bc, cã,
õd, and ãËã are individually dispensabte.

.'.we have (ac) + (bc) + (cã) + (c¿) + cã6õl + (ad + ¡¿ + ã6ã)

since Èhis expression has no corer Do bracketed cr_ause

can be tested to see if it implies the core. Thusr no

bracketed clause can be d.e1eted..

Testing the brackets for joint dispensabirity, we find
that ac + bc + õd, ac + bc + ã¡c, and ad + bd + ãËã are
j ointly di spens ai-r Ie .

Thus the three minimar- normar equivarents are:

ãu-õ+cã+ad+¡¿+ãEã
cd*cd*ad*bd*abd
ac*bc+cã+õa+ã6ã
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However,

we can see

expression is

examining the Karnaugh map

that one minimal normal_

of this expression,

equivalent for this

c

ac*bc*cd*abd

Thus, Quine's second method is not always able to
produce the simplest normal equivalent.

rt is possibl-e that euine's method does not produce the
minimal- normal- equivarent only for expressions which have no

core.

For a more detailed discussion of cores of expressions,
see Quine (1959).
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1.

Chapter 3

ZÌssos' Simplification Method

ÏNTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this chapter is t,o describe Zissosl
(1 970) minimization method and arso to compare Zissosl

method with the Quine-Ì¡lcCluskey method.

The various minimization methods and the problems with
each are gíven below"

The cut-and-try method uses the posÈulates and theorems

of Boolean algebra. unfortunately, the application of this
method depends on the experience and ability of the

individual using the met,hod" There has been no

sysÈemization of this method to make it easy to apply"

The Karnaugh map and Veitch diagrams are useful for
expressions involving few variables and cl-auses. However,

as the number of clauses and variables increases, the

Karnaugh map becomes very large and difficult to simplify"
The step-by-step methods, which are generally
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variations of the euine-l4ccluskey method, also become very
difficult to apply when the number of variables and cl_auses

increases.

Thus, previous methods have not been especially suited
for expressions with a large number of variables.

Zissosr algorithm uses theorems and postulat,es of
Boolean algebra in a systematized methocl. The algorithm can

be eit,her hancl-executed or computer-executed. presently,

the algorithm is in a dever-opment st,age and wil_r undoubtedly
be further modified in the light of current work.

rn describing his method, Zissos uses the term optionaÌ
product. For two products which contain the same variable,
affirmed in one product and negated in the other, the
roptional product' is defined to be the conjunction of the
two products with the

deleted.

affirmed and the negated variabLe

The theorem ab + ãc = ab + ãc + bc, where bc is an

opÈi-onal product, allows us Èo introduce optional products
into an expression. The optíonal product may be

subsequently used to simplify the expression.

In effect, an optional product correspond.s exact,ly to a

concensus of two cl-auses, which was defined in 2.6.1.
A computer implementation of Zissos¡ method had not
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been done prior to the present v¿ork.

Zissos' examples are hand-executions of
relatively smal_l number of variabl_es and

ConsequentJ_y, aI1

expressions with
clauses.

of

a

2. zrssog ' METHOD

Zissos' Boor-ean simplification method is a systematieed
method of using certain theorems of Boorean algebra to
simplify an expression. These theorems are:

(1) a'ã = 0

(2) a.a = a

(3)a+ab=a

(4) ab*ãc=ab+ãc+bc
The minimization process is carried out by a series of

four steps:

Step 1:

The expression to be minimized must be in normar_ form.
(rhe expression need not be in deveroped normal form. )

obvious simplifications are then performed. These are:
(i) Del-etion of products that contain a variabre both in

its true and inverted form, using the Bool-ean

relatìonshipr â.ã = 0"
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(ii) Deletion of recurring variables in a product using

the relationship, âo â. = a.

Step 2:

Delete redundant products in the expression using the

Bool-ean theorem, ab + a = a. This corresponds to t,he

deletion of all subsuming products in euine's second. method.

The method consists of sel-ecting each product in turn
(start,ing for convenience with the smal-l-est product) and

scanning the remaining products" A product, which contains
al-1 the literals present in the first product, is
automatically el-iminated.

Step 3:

Generate optional products using the theorem, ab + ãc =

ab + ãc + bc, where bc is the optional product. Each

variable is selected in turn (for convenience, variables are

selected in arphabetical order) and the expression is then

scanned for pairs of products that contain the literal in
its true and inverted form. T,lhen such a pair is foundr âÍr

optional product is generated by concat,enating the two

products, after deleting the variable in both its true and

inverted form.
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As each optional product is generated, it is used to
ej-ther 'eliminater non-parent products j_n the expression or
to 'replace' parent products. A 'parent product' is either
of the tvzo products that \^/ere used to generate the optiona]
product. A Inon-parent productr is any other product in the
expressl-on.

If an optional product is used to replace a parent
product, the optional product is no longer optional and musÈ

be int,roduced into the expression. rf an optionar product
is used to eriminate a non-parent product and does not
replace a parent product, it is stirl- opt.ional and is,
therefore, not introduced into the expression.

rf an optional product is unable to replace or Èo

eliminate products in the expression, it is introduced into
an 'optional product string'. To discriminate this string
from the original expression, it will- be bracketed.

Step 4:

The optional- product string is minimized by steps 2 and

3, but no further optionar product string is generated.

That is, if an optionar producÈ does not eliminate or
replace products in the optional product string, it is
ignored,
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Each optional product is selected in turn from the
minimj-zed optionar product string and step 3 is appried
between it and the expression. rf an optionar product so

generated repraces or el-iminates a product in the
expression, the optional product is transferred to the
expression; otherwÌse it is del-eted from the optional
product string"

when the optional product string is reduced to null_, it
is hoped that the expression is minimal-. As will be seen by

our later work, this is unfortunately not always the case.

The two exampres given below wilr il-l_usÈrate the
simplification process.

Example 1:

This example was simpÌified by the euine-Mccluskey
method in example 2.2.3.3"

pqr+pr*pqs*pr*pqrs

Step 1: Does not apply.

Step 2z Does not appfy.

Step 3: Introduce optì 6¡¿1 products
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pqr_ + pr + pqs l-Vr * Vgrs
\ ----'

\t t replaces pqr

pr * pqs * pr *-pqrs * qr

pq pqs

Step 4: The optional product string ÞES + pq is
minimal" Simplify the expression usíng the products j_n the

optional product string

\:_:-7
qrs

pr + pqã + pr +.qr + [iã'\ ,--'\ _---pq - eliminates pqs

pr * pr_* qr * qrs\><,/\

(pqs)*pr*pr*qr+qrs\/\/
qrs eliminates qrs; therefore pqs is

transferred Èo t.he expression.

Since the optional product string is no\^/ empty, the

rninimal- representation of pqr + p; + pq5 + pr + pqtss, is
pq+pAõ+pl+pr

This is one of the mj-nimal forms obtained by the

Quine-McC1uskey method

(pq)- + pqã + pi +-pr + qx-\ ..'.,.-qr' eliminaËes qr; therefore, pe is
transferred to the expression

replaces pqrã

do not eliminaËe or replace products
in Ëhe expressionr'so Ëhey are intro-
duced ínto the optional product string.
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Example 2:

ab+ (ã+u+õã) e+ãf+rg

Step 1: Multiply through

ab + (ã + ¡ + ãã) e + ãr + fg = ab + ãe+ be + õãe + ãr + tg

No further simplification can take pIace.

Step 2z Does not apply.

Step 3: Introduce optional products

"\{/il{,(S-.Þ?{rl "be àe -af' -bf cdf

Step 4: Minimize optional product string
be * ae + ãr +-6r + ããr
\ \ l---'\ - ,--Y/_et/ et

These optional products neíther eliminate nor replace products
in the expression, so Ëhey are introduced ínto the optional
product stríng.

These optional products neither eliminate nor replace products
in the optional producË string, so they are ignored.

Simplify the expression using

product string.
the products in the opÈional_

õãe+ãr+tg

replaces be and 6e, eliminates ãe
and cde from the expression and
ae from the optional product string.

replaees ef, eliminates_fg from
the expressíon and af, bf, and
cdf from the optional product
stríng.

(be) + ab + ãe +-6e +
\ --t'\"/

ab+ã f*fs*e
\"/'

f

ab*e*f
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since the optíonar product string is now empty, the
minimal normal equivalent of

ab+(ã+6+õã)u+ãr+rg
is ab + e + f.

vüith Zissos' method, tautoÌogies can readiry be

determined. i,Ìhenever an optional product is generated that
is 1, the expression being simplified is a tautol-ogy.

Example 3:

ab+ãb+ã¡+au'
Step 1: Does not appfy.

Step 2z Does not apply"

Step 3: Introduce optional products

ab+ãb+ã¡+a6'
\/
b' replaces ab and áb

ã6+a¡+¡

E replaces ã6 and ab

Therefore, the express.ion is a
tautology.

3. COMPêRTSON OF QUINE'S AND ZISSOS' T{gTHODS

rn this section¡ â comparison of the re]ative

b+b

1
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advantages and disadvantages of Zissos' method, t,he

Quine-Mccluskey method, and. euine's second method wirr be

made. The comparison, at this stage, will be made on the
basis of the theoretical- description of each method, since

the practical resul-ts which will be obtained depend upon

certain developmenLs of Zissos' method v¡hich wil_l be made in
later sections.

As can be seen from Èhe description of the three
methods, all have certain simirarities. The first major
step in all of them is Èhe generation of prime impricants.

rn the Quine-Mccluskey method, the expression is
required to be in devel_oped normal form. As v\ias shown in
example 2.5"1, the expansion into deveroped normal form is
time-consuming and usually produces a cumbersome expression.

Quiners second method and zissosr method do not require
the expression to be in developed normar form. The use of
the concensus of two cl-auses by euine and optional- products

by Zissos is simil-ar.

3.1 Prime fmpl-icants

The main differences during the generation of prime

implicants using optional prod-ucts* are:
+slnce this thesis is concerned mainly with d.evelopments ofZissors simprification technique, his terminol-ogy wirr be
used wherever possible.
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(1) Ouine includes all- optionar prod-ucts generated in
the expression. Zissos onl_y inserts an optional
product in the expression if it replaces a parent
product.

Thus, in euiners method an optional product which does

noL simplify t,he expression is still involved in the
generation of subsequent optional products. euine ( 1 959 )

proves that this method gienerates arl the prime impJ_icants,

and only the prime implicants of an expression.

Zissos I method, during step 3 (the gieneration of
optional products) will not arways produce an expression
which consists of only prime impJ-icants. rn example 2.2, at
the end of St.ep 3, the expression is :

ab*ãe+6e+õãe+ãr+
which contains ãe, 6", õde, êf, and

implicants of the function.

Suine maintains a normal equivalent of the expression
at all- times, but there is no real_ attempt to maintain a

minimal normal- equivalent, during the generation of optional
products.

zissosr method Èries to obt,ain a minimal_ normal_

equivalent duri-ng the generation of optional products.
(2) Quine tests for dispensability after aIl the prime

fg,

fg which are not prime
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implicants have been produced. Zissos, however,

keeps a list of optional products during the process

and thus eliminates the test for dispensability at ,, ,,,1

the end.

.'t¡:'..'r-

3. 2 Minimal Equivalents ::'1'' 
':''

..1 ,... .'

There is a major difference between Quine's two methods 1,?'i-,

and Zissos' method in the determination of a minimal normaL

equivalent.

Quiners meÈhods use long Èime-consuming techniques to
obtain the minimar normar equivalent, from the prime 

l

implicants.

Because Zissos I method attempts to obtain a minimal

normal equivalent, during the generation of optional
:

products, further minimization is a st,raight-forward
r: -

process. OpEional products, which may be prime implicants '1',,.,.'.:

,.t- -',,.

are gene::atecl Jretween the expression and the optional :r,,,i,,,

product string and used to simplify the expression . 
'' 

"t',,

Zissosr method, like çuinets second method, may not
always prod.uce the minimal normaL equivalent, but the easier .:.:

n,;ii¡;
minimization process during the second st,age makes it more È:;:i;i'":l

pracÈical to use on expressions with a large number of

i.i:! :ì: ¡1,::Ìi
i.-. .¡':::'a i53



variables and clauses.

(1 ) The Quine-Mccluskey method provides a mechanical

technique for obt,aining the shortest normal-

equivalents from the set of prime implicants of an

expression. Howeverr âs the number of variables and

the number of clauses in the original expression

increases, the simplification process becomes t.oo

time-consuming to be practical.
(2) Quine¡s second method uses an exhaustive technique

for finding the shortest normaL equivalent. This

method is al-so too time-consuming when there are a

large number of clauses and prime impj_icants.

(3) Zissos' meÈhod simply has to determine whether each

product in the opt,ional product string can further
simplify a partialry simplified expression. The

test for simplification is simple and easy to apply.

The símprification process does not become as difficult
and time-consuming as the other met.hods, when the number of
variables and clauses increase. products are noÈ considered

in combination for further simplification, which, although

it does not guarantee the minimar equivalent, does reduce

the tj-me taken for simplification.
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1.

Chapter 4

The Program and Modifications to Zissos¡ Method

Tntroduction

Zissosr simplification met,hod is a research algorithm
which uses Bool-ean algebra theorerns and rel-ations in a

systematic method to simplify expressions.

The method as presented by Zissos (1970) is more

suitabl-e for hand-execution than for implementation as a

computer program. This is because the method has not been

presented in a fuIly developed algorithmic form.

certain stages of the method have not been completely
defined. Although the method can easily be implemented

manually by a person with some knowled.ge of Boorean algebra,
it is not rigorous enough to be programmed.

Äs this is the first attempt at a computer

implementation of Zissos' work, it has been necessary to
develop Zissos' methocl in ¡nore detail. This has been done by

examining the possible al-ternatives avairabl-e to the method
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at, certain stages and using the alternative which wirl
produce the best simplification for the expressions.

Thus Zissosr method has been deveÌoped to be a more

mechanical Èechnique. The development,s to zissosr method

are given in this chapter, together with their
j usti fication.

Parts of the method, while easiry performed manuarly,

are not suitabre for direct use in a computer

implement,ation. consequently, minor modificat,ions have been

made to the method. These modifications have not al_tered

the method, but have made it more easily programmed.

ït was found that the program did not arways produce

the simplest norma1 equivalenÈ of an expression.

rn an attempt to modify the program so that it would

obtain the simplest normal- equivalent of a1l expresèions, a

check for clausal- redundancy \^/ä.s introduced into the meÈhod.

This modification did improve the ability of the
program to simplify expressions. unfortunately, the

modified program \^/as not successful in all cases.

2. The Program

The program will be described in terms of Zissosr four
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simplification steps.

STEP 1

The program was written so that an expression could be

entered as a multi-Ievel surn-of-prod.ucts form oï as a

multi-level product-of-sums form. The expression is then
converted into a two-Ìevel sum-of-products (Axn/on) form and

simprified by apprying the Boolean relations a"Ë.=0 and aé

cr-d.

Example 1:

a (f+ã+ã) + ab (cd+bef) + fg
is multiplied out to give

af + aã + aã + abcd + abbef + fg
which is simplified to

af+aã+abcd+abef+fg

STEP 2

Redundant products are eliminated using the Boorean

theorem a*ab=a.

rn the program successive products in Lhe expression
v/ere chosen and compared with succeeding product,s only, and,

not v¡ith preceeding products.

Tn order for this t,echnique to function correctly, a
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check is necessary to determine whether a product either
eliminated a succeeding product or v¿as iÈself elim_inated by

a succeeding product"

This approach el-iminates the need to determine the
various sizes of the products and t,o select them

accordingly, as is required by zissos' original met,hod.

Examp{g 2:

ab + ã6 + õa * acde + abe + ace + Ece

The term ab is used to simplfy

ã6 + Ea + acde + abe + ace +Ece

Since abe subsumes ab, abe can be deleted to give

ab + ã6 + õ¿ + acde + ace +õce
ãb cannot simplify .ã + acde + ace + ã".
õd cannot simplify acde + ace + Ece

acde cannot simplify ace +Ece, but acde subsumes ace.

Therefore, acde can be deleted to give

ab+"U+ã¿+ace+ãce
No further simplification of the expression occurs in

STEP 2"
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STEP 3

optional products are generated., using the Boolean

theorem

ab*ãc=ab*ãc+bc;

if possible they are used to simplify the expression by

eliminating non-parent products or by replacing parent
products.

First a list v¡as made of all the variabLes in the order
of their occurrence in the expression. optional products

\^Iere formed by searching for a t,rue occurrence of a variable
and a fal-se occurrence of the same variab]e.

The first true occu.rrence of the first variable in the
list was found and optionar- products generated between it.
and all the false occurrences of the same variabre. The

process was repeated for the next true occurrence of the
variabl-e.

optional products were generated in this manneï for all
the variabl-es in the list.

Example 3:

ab+ãe+fg+õãe+ef+¡e

The list formed of variables in order of their
occurrence in the expression is : (a, b, e, f , gt cÌ d).
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The first true occurrence of a is in ab; the first
false occurrence of a is in ãe.

ab+ãe=ab*ãe+be

The optional product be is formed.

There are no more false occurrences or true occurrences

of a.

The first true occurrence of b is in ab; the first
faLse occurrence of b is in Ue.

ab*6e=ab*6e+ae

The optional product ae is formed.

There are no more fal-se or true occurrences of b.
ãe+ãr=ãe+ãr+ãr

There are no more false occurrences of e.

ããe+ãr=õãe+ãr+ããr
There are no more false occurrences of e.

¡e+ãr=be+ãr+ur
There are no more false occurrences or true occurrences

of e.

There are no fal-se occurrences of f or g and there are

no true occurrences of c or d. Therefore, no furÈher
optional products may be generated.

The optional products generated are (be, âêr ãf , õa-t,

¡rl .
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optional products which eliminated non-parent products,
without replacing a parent product, vr'ere inserted in the
optional product string.

However, optionar products which replaced a parent
product were introduced into the expression. The process of
generating optionar products was then restarted from the
beginning, with a nev/ list made of the variabl_es in the
expression. This is necessary since the optionar product
added to the expression may generate further optiona]
products" consequentry, all variabres in the expression must

be used in order to generate optional products. rf the
process of generating optional- products is not restarted,
possíble optional products may not be produced and the
resulting simplification may not be minimal_. This is shown

in the example bel-ov¡.

Example 4:

a¡cã+uc¿+ã¡

gives the list, of variables

No optional products can

For variabl-e l:

(a, b, c, d) .

be formed from variable a.

abcd*bcd*ab\/\/_
acd replaces the parent product abcd and

musË be inËroduced Ínto the expression.
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bcd*ab*acd

No further optional
variable b"

products can be formed from

is
a"

No optì-onal proclucts can be formed from variables c or
d"

since the optional product string is empty, the minimal

expression obtained is
bcã+ãu+".ã

However, if the process of generating optional products

restarted, optionaÌ products can be formed from variabl_e

bcã+ãt+acã
\/\!
bcd eliminaÈes the non-parent product bcd

and is therefore added to the optional
producË stríng

Thus the simplified expression is
ab * acd

An optionar product which did not simplify the
expression was put into a separate optional product string,
instead of being joined to the expression as suggested by

Zissos. This \,'/as done for convenience and efficiency. The

optional product string was deleted whenever the process of
generating optional products was restarted. This was done

in order that dupl-icates of certain products did not appear

in the string and make r-ater simplification of the string
more difficult.
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Exa¡nple 5:

ã¡"+ac+ãbã+ãõa+a¿

gives the list of variables (a, b, c, d).

ã¡"+ac+ãbã+ãõ¿+a¿
\/
bc replaces the parent product ãbc

and must be introduced into the

ac + ã6ã + ããd * ad * oexPression'
A new list of variables, (a, c, b, d), is formed.

ac+ãbã+ãõd*ad*bc

.b-ã does not simplify the expression, so
cbd is added to the optional product

ac + ãbã + ãõd * ad * bstring'
\,/
ia replaces the parent product acd and

must be introduced into the expres-

ac + ãEd * ad * bc + ãdsíon: The opËí.93"1 pi"9uct string,
consisting of cbd is deleted.

.A new list of variables, (a, c, b, d), is formed.
ac+ã6ã*ad*bc+õd

\./
c6ã does_not, sinplify the expressíon

so cbd is added to the optional
ac + ã6ã * ad * bc + õdProduct string'-\\.\

\.4/ eliminates the nori-parent product ad
and is added to the optional product

ac + ãbã + bc + õd string
No ne\^/ l-ist of variabr-es is formed and the optional

product string is not d.el-eted as the optional product is not
introd.uced into the expression.

ac+ã6ã+bc+õd
\/
bd does not simplífy the expression, so

bd ís added to the option¿l producË

ac + ã6ã + bc + õd 
stríng'

\,/
ãã" does not simplify the expression, so
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ac+abd+bc
\

ã6c

No further optional

expression at the end of

ac+ã6ã+¡c

and the optional product

c¡ã+ad*bd

does not
ís added

products can

STEP 3 is
+õd

string is
+ ããc + ãbã

simplify the expression, so ã'lrã
to the optional product stríng.

be generated" The

+õd

STEP 4

The optional product st.ring is simplified using srEp's
2 and. 3" Any further optional product string thaÈ is
produced is ignored.

Each individual optional product in the string is then

used to simplify the expression.

rn the prograrû it. has been determined that the
simplification process is improved if products in the

optional product string are used to absorb products in the

expression and not just to generate further optional
products.

rf an optional product, is equivalent to a product in
the expression, the product in the expression may not be

deleted. However, the optional- product need not be used in
an attempt to simprify the expression, thus reducing the
time taken for Èhe simplification process.
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Example 6:

ade*bã+6cd+aõe

generates the optional product string
abd+c¿ã+aUõ+a¡¿e

which simplifies to

ade * abd *

The term ade is in
prod.uct string. Tf ad.e

are lefL with

cde -| abc

both the expression

is deleted from Lhe

and the optional-

expression we

be*bcd*ace

As can be seen from the Karnaugh Râp, abcde, which is
includ.ed in *d, is not covered by

be+bcd+aõe

Therefore, an optional product which occurs in both the

opÈional product string and the expression, is not really
opti-onal- and cannot be deleted from the expression.
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ff an optional- product is subsumed by a product in the

expression, the subsuming product may be deleted from the
expression. However, the optional product must then be

introduced into the expression. Attempts are made to further
simplify the expression by generating optionar products from

the expressj-on and using them for simprification" rf an

optional product cannot produce any further simplification,
it ís deleted.

Example 7:

ade*¡e+bcd+aõ
generat,es the optional product string

abd*c¿ã+a¡¿

which simplifies to ad + cdã.

The term ad is subsumed by ade in the expression.

Therefore, ade may be deleted from the expression, but,

ad must be introduced into the expression. rf ad is not
introduced into the expression we aïe left with

bã+bcd+aõ

I"l
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As can be seen from the Karnaugh map, abcde, which is
included in ad, is not covered by

bã+bcd+aã

Therefore, ad + be + 6cd + aõ, is the simprest normal-

equivalent 
"

using an optionar product for reduction in this way is
similar to the simplification performed in srEp 3" However,

since the parent product,s of the optional product are not
known, the optionar product must be introduced into the
expression to ensure m.aintaining a normal equivalent.

rf an opÈional product is not equival-ent t,o or subsumed

by a product in the expression, further optional products
are then generated betleen the optional product and the
expression" rf an optional product generat,ed in this manner

eliminates a non-parent prod.uct, the original optional
product is introduced int,o the expïession. rf the generated

optional product replaces a parent product, the generated

optional producÈ is introduced inÈo the expression.

Generated opÈional products which cannot simplify the
expression are del-eted. The simplification process ends

when there are no opÈional products left in the optional_

product string.
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Development gf Zissos' Simplification Method

some of our deveropments are concerned. with the
efficiency of the method, but the majority are attempts to
improve Zissos' method j-n those areas in which it fails to
produce the simplest normal- equivarent for an expression.

3 ""1 RedundanÈ prodgc.ts

During the testing of the program for Zissos¡
simplification, certain expressions were not simplified to
their simplest normar equivalent. The Karnaugh maps for
these expressions showed that there were many al_ternate \^/ays

of grouping the minterm. Zissos' method- did not have an

adequat,e criterion by i,uhich Èo chose groupings for these
expressions. Such an expression

bel-ow.

is given in the example

Example 1:

a6c¿ + a6cd * r6õa + abcã + abcd

+ ãtõa +
+ abõd + ãbcã + ã¡c¿ + ã¡õa + ã¡cã

ãb-ãã

This expression simplifies by Zissosr method to
ac*bc+cã+ã¿+ãUõ

c

lID
)

l
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However, a simplest normal equivalent

ac*bc+ã¡¿+ãa
l_s

c

rt was found by checking for redunclant products, that
some of these expressions could be further simpJ_ified.

Quine (1952) has used the process of removing,

redundancies from normaL formulae in order to simprify them.

There are two types of redund.ancy: crausal- redundancy

and literal- redundancy.

A clause is redundant in a normal formula, if removing

from the normal- fonnura, does not change the Èruth val-ue

the formula.

A particular occurrence of a l-iteral is redundant in a

normal formula, if the removal- of t,his occurrence does not
cause a change in the truth val_ue of the formul_a.

The test Quine uses to see if a cl-ause is redundant is
to check if the crause implies t,he expression" (see Example

2"1"1)

ir
of

d
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To check if a particular literal in a clause is
redundant vre have to see if the cl_ause, with Èhe literal in
question del-eted, imolies the formul_a.

Exampl-e 2:

Determine if Èhe first occurrence of q in
pq+pqr+tc;

is redundant.

check to see if pr (pÇr with q deleted) implies the
formula,

pq+q+pqr
This gives us rq + q + rqn , v¿hich is a tautology.
Therefore, pr impÌies pq + q + pi; and pq + pqr + põ,

is equivalent to pq + pr + põ=.

unfortunat,eÌy, this method of producing 'irredundant
formulae' (a normal- formula with no redundant clauses and no

redundant literals) does not usually produce the simplest
normal equivalent.

This can be seen in the exampÌe be1ow.

Example 3:

The expression

pã+pq+qi+q-r
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is an irredundant formul-a.

map for the expression,

equivalents.

However, examining

there are two

the Karnaugh

simpler normaL

q

p{

tr

qr+pr+p[ pl+pq+qr
The process of checking whether an expression is

cLausally redundant can be successfully merged with Zissos¡

method of simplification"
After performing STEPTs 2 and 3 of Zissosr method, the

expression is checked for clausal- redundancy and simplified
by deleting redundant products.

Tn srEP 4, when an optional product has been successful
in simplifying the expression, another check for c]ausal
redundancy is made, and redundant products deteted.

The check for clausal redundancy is used below in
simplifying the expression in Example 1 "1 "

Example 4:

The partially simplified expression after srEp¡s 2 and

3is
ad*bd+cã+ã¿+ã¡ã

q
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and the optional product string is
ac*bc+ãbã

There are no redundant

ad*bd+cã+õ¿

Simplifying wit,h ac \de

products in
+ ãuã

get

cd *-cd * abd

* abd, which has no
get
cã+õa+ãbã

(ac)+ad*bd*
\"¿

redunð,ant products.

\u
bc*ac+cd+ã¿+ãuã (t)

Testing to see if cã * (1)*cd we get

a * b + F + a6, which is a tautology.
Therefore, bc + ac + cd + õa + ãÈd is equivalent to bc

+ ac + Ad + ã6d-.

The maín reason zissos' meÈhod does not arways produce
the simplest normar equivalent, is thaÈ the generatíon of
optionar products is not carried to a deep enough lever.
Generating all- the opÈionar- products wourd possibly enabre
the method to obtain the simplest normal eguivalent, but
would require consÌderabllz more time. The cases where
generation of optional products will help the simplification
process are few, as has been determined by experimentation
with the program. ALso, even in these cases the method does

ac*bd+cã+õ¿
Simplifying with bc we

(bc)+ac*bd*
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produce an expression reasonabry close to the minimal_ form.

Therefore, the extra time required t,o obtain a minimal-

expression by generation of alL the optional products,
cannot usually be justified.

Further discussion on this topic folrows the example

below "

Exampl,e 5:

Simplifying the expression,

ae+ã6+cã+c¿+¡ã
the optional product string, 6e + ac + ãã, is generated,

which is in its simplest form.

coml:ining the first product of the optional product
string with the expressìonr we get

(5e)-t ae + ãb- + cã + cã + ¡ã\-ì-><- ."'Ë" t 
"a/

Simplifying, the optional products, E. and ed., are
produced. since they do not. simplify the expression, Èhey

are discarded together with Ëe" Hov/ever, if a further
optional product, cã, \^zas produced from ¡c and bd, the
expression courd be simplified by deleting cd. since -bc and

be are stil-I opÈional, t,hey could be deleted, giving Èhe

expression

ae+ãb-+cã+¡ã
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(The same resul_t can be obtained by

optional products from eA. I

generating further

so far we have yet to find an adequate criterion which
rvill indícate when it would be beneficiai_ to generate
f urther optional products. Thus \,ve are faced with the
problem of either generating aJ-1 the optional product,s and

guaranteeing the simplest normal equivalenÈ or not
generating al-l the optional products, in this way keeping
t'he time required to a minimum, but not having the guarantee
that we have produced the simplest normal equival_ent. ïn
most cases the time spent on the greneration of further
optional products does not significantly simplify the
expression any further" of course, if we wish to guarantee
the simplest normaL equivalent, \,re coul_d use one of the more

time-consuming, traditional- methods.

Fortunately, some improvement to zissos' method results
from checking for clausal redundancy. rn some cases it
enabl-es us to del-ete superf ruous clauses and further
simplify the expression. There may be more Èhan one

redundant clause in an expression. Therefore, a thorough
check for clausal redundancy must be made for the whole
expression. (see Example 1 in "Appendix B)

zissos' method deletes al-r litera] redundancies during
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the generation of optional products.

literal redundancy is not necessary.

The check for clausal redundancy

a Karnaugh map as follov¿s.

Therefore, a check for

can be interpreÈed on

Example 6:

The expressj-on in Example

shown bel-or,v"

1.5 has the Karnaugh map

e

From the Karnaugh map it can be seen that each of the
minterms included in cd, is incr-uded. in at least one other
product in the expression.

Checking to see if

cã*ae+cã+ã6+¡ã

we get

ae*e+ab+b, v¡hich

Thus a Karnaugh map, like the

is a tautology.

test for implication, can
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be used to indicate
very cumbersome to use

more than 4 variabl_es.

cl-ausal redundancy. Of couïse it
a Karnaugh map for expressions

is

of

3"2 Choice of Products

As was noted at the beginning of t,he previous section,
Zissosr method does not reriabry simplify expressions that
have many possible different groupings of the minterms.

The check for crausar- redundancy wir_r ofÈen aid in
simplification. However, in certain cases the large number

of possible groupings make it difficult for zissos¡ method
to simplify the expïession to its minimar- norma] equivarent,.

Zissos' method, hovlever, does provide an expression
which is cl-ose to the mini_mal form.

The time required to find the minimal_ form of an

expression containing a large number of variables and.

clauses, is often too great to make obtaining this minimal
form practical. what is required in these cases is an

approximate sorution that can be obtained quickry. Lewin
(1971) states that the sor-ution obtained in these cases must
be as good or better than the sorution obtained by an

experienced designer using Karnaugh maps oï other hand
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simplification methods.

Zissosr method meets al-1 these requirements. The

solution to the example below was found in 46.42 seconds.

since the program is the first implementation of zissos'
method it \,^/as written in pL/1 so that subsequent

developments to Èhe program coul-d be made easíry. Because

it is a first attempt, it has not been written as

efficiently as possible. Thus the time given for the
example, is not a

method "

true indication of the speed of the

Examplç:_1 :

abcdef *

ã6c¿ãr +

a¡ãaãF +

a¡c¿ãt +

a6õdef +

aË'cdef +

abcd-ef *

abcdef *

ã6cdef +

a¡ãaer +

abcaeF +

a6'caãr +

auõããt +

abcdãi +

abcdef

ã6cdef

ãbcðãF

ãbcdef

ab-cd-ãf

abããeF

abcdãf

+ ã6c¿ãr

+ abõd'ãF

+ ä¡cã'ãr

+ a6õããF

+ a6cd-ef

+ abãdef

* abcdeF

+ ä¡-õ¿eF +

+ ã¡cã"ãr +

+ ãbcd'eF +

+ a6c¿ãt +

+ a6cdeF +

+ abõdef +

* abcdef

a6ca-eF +

füãd-ef +

ã¡c¿ãt- +

a6õã'er +

a6c¿ãt +

abcdeF +

The simplification obtained is
ãõãã + a¿er + a6õã + ã6õãr + õããr
,---=abcet * acef * abef * abef * acdf

abce * bcdõ

+

+

abdef * bdef +

cdf*ã¡ãã+a¡ãã
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Looking at the Karnaugh ffiâp, it can easily be seen that
it would be time-consuming to obtain a hand simplificatÍon
of this expression that was minimal.

Most simplification problems invorve more variables.
However, this example does give some idea of how difficulÈ
it is to obtain a hand simplification of an expression.
(More examples are given in Appendix B" )
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r
"l

e

X X

X X X

X

X
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Chapter 5

Sirnplif ication Involving "Don' t-Care " Cond.ì tions

1. fntroduction

Most of the l-iterature on Boolean simplification has

been concerned with the simplification of expïessions that
do not invofve "dontt-care" conditions.

A t "don I t-care" condition' for a set of input
variables, is d.ef ined as a combination of truth val-ues for
the variables, for which the var-ue of the output function is
not specified.

"Dontt-care" conditions occuï in many areas of logic
design, such as micro-programming, multiprier-units, and

code conversion.

As a typical demonstration we give the requirements of
a code conversion circuit in the example below.

Exampl-e f :

A circuit is to be designed to convert naturar- binary
coded decimal- numbers to their decimal equivarents. TABLE r
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gives the codes and indicates the conversion that is to take

place.

TABLE T

NBCD Decimal- Equivalent

0000
0001
0010
0011

0100
0101

0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100
1101
1110

1111

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

BO



The six input condit:l-ons 1010 r 1011 , 1100 | 11a1 , 1110,

and 1111 shou]d never occur and are consequently labelled
the "dontt-care" conditions.

ttDon I t-carett conditions can be used in the
simplification of expressions. rn most cases, use of the
"donrt-care" conditions wirr- produce a simpler expression
than could be obtained without them.

one researcher who has tried simplifying expressions
with "don't-care" conditions, Karnaugh (1953), has used the
map synthesis method rvhich he has developed. use of the map

method becomes difficul-t as the number of variabres
increases beyond 5, r,vhich is a veïy serious restriction.

Bartee (1961 ) has adapted his method to obtain
simplifications of expressions with "donrt-care" cond.itions.
Bartee uses a prime implicant table to obtain the minimal
cover. As a resurt, when the number of variables increases,
it becomes difficul-t to obtain a minimal_ cover from the
Lable.

The Quine-Mccluskey method, as described in chapter 2l

can be used to simplify expressions with "d.on I t-care"
conditions" The prime implicants for the expression, with
the "don't-care" conditions incr-uded, are found i_n the
normal manner. For the prime impricant tabl-e, hov.rever, only
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the minterms in the expression, without the "donrt-care,,
conditions, are l-isted along the abscissa. The prime

implicant tabl-e is then simplified using any of the
avail-ab1e methods.

However, this method of simprification with
"donrt-cares", also becomes difficurt and time-consuming as

the number of variables and cl_auses increase.

our developed Zissosr methodr âs described in 4"3"1, is
eas i 1y adapted to simplify expressions involving
"donIt-care" conditions. Three different variations of
simplifying expressions with "don't-care" conditions, in
conjunction rvith our modificatíons Èo Zissos' method, have

been tried.

Two of the methods, Method A and Method B, do noL

always give the simplest expression. Method A fairs because

it does not generate a sufficient number of optional
products in some cases. Method B fails because the

'rdonrt-care" conditions become too close]y involved with the
expïession and cannot always be eliminated when not
necessary.

Method c, on all the examples tested, has been abl-e to
produce the simplest expressj-on. However, Method B is
easier to implement than either Method A or Method c.
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All si.mplifications in Methods A, B, and C, unl_ess

otherwise stated, have been performed by our d.everoped

Zissosr method.

The example given belol shows the simprification of an

expression with "don't-cares " using the euine-I4ccluskey
method. The example has been presented by Lewin (1968) as a

typical expression invorving "d.on't-care,' cond.it.ions. The

expression is simple, only involving 6 variables and 27

clauses.

As can be seen from the example, simplification by the
Quine-Mccluskey method invol-ves a considerable amount of
work.

Example 2:

ùüfrxyz + úüvzxyz + uvùxlz- + üvwxfz + uüviÌla + uïwiyã
uvwxfz * uÇwxyz + uvüxfz + uvw*yã + uvwxyz + uvwxyz (L)

The expression above is to be minimized using the
"don I t-care" conditions

ürlixyz + ùüwilz + üùviyz + hlwxlz + irvùrxfz

úvwÌyz + ùwzxyz + uùixlz + uùñxyz + uüwx!ã

uvwi!ã+uwvifz+uw*yz
The determination of the prime implicants

the lists given bel_ow.

+ üwuiiz

+ uVrvïyz

is shown in
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LI.ST 1

zvxwVu

5

9

20

40

00
00
01
10

010 i/
1001/
0100/
1000/

7

11

13

21

25

37

41

42

56

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0001
0010
0011
0101
0110
100i
1010
1010
1110

1/
1/

1/
1/

1/

1/

1/

o/
o/

15

27

29

39

43

45

53

00
01
01
10
10
10
11

111

101
1i0
011
101
110

010

/

/

/

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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57

5B

111
111

001
010

/

/
31

47

59

61

011
101
111
111

111/
111/
011/

101/
63 /

z.vu

LTST 2

vwx

517

5,13

5 ,21

5 ,37

9 ,11

9r13

9 t25

9 ,41

20 ,21

40,41

4A ,42

40,56

0001
00 1

0-01
001

0010
001-
0-10

010
0101
1010
1010
1-10

1/
01/
01/
01/

1/
01/
01/
01/
0-A
0-/

0/
00/

7 t15 0 0- 1/
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7,39

11,15

11 ,27

11,43

13,15

13 ,29

13,45

21,29

21 t53

25 t27

25 r29

25 ,57

37,39

37 r45

37,53

41,43

41r45

41 ,57

42 ,43

42 ,59

56 r57

56,59

00111/
001-11/

0-1011/

01011/

0 011 1/
0-1101/

01101/

01 101/
10101/

0110 1/
011-01/

110 01/
10 01 1/
10 101/
1-0101/

1010 1/
101-01/

1-1001/

10101-/

1-1010 /
11100-/

1110 ol
15,31 0 1/

B6



15 ,47

27,31

27 t59

29,31

29 t61

39 ,47

43 ,47

43r59

45 ,47

45r61

53,61

57,59

57,61

5Br5g

01

011
11

011
11

10

101

1-1
101

1-1
11
111
111
111

111/
11/

011/
1- 1/
101/

111/

11/

011/
1- 1/

101/
101/
0 - 1/

- 01/
01 /

31.63

47,63

59r63

61,63

11
1-1

111

111

11/
11/
11/

1/

1

1

1

LIST 3

UVWX zv

5,7/13r15

5,7 /37 ,39

1

1

0 0-
0c)

1/
1/
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5,13/7 ,15

5,13/21 ,29

5,13/37 t45

5,21 /13 t29

5,21 /37 ,53

5,37 /7 t39

5r37/13,45

5 r37 /21 ,51

9,11/13,15

9 ,1 1 /25 ,27

9,13/11 ,15

9,13/41 ,45

9 t25/11/27

9,25/13 29

9,25/41 ,57

9 ,41 /1 1 ,43

I ,41 /1 3,45

9 ,41 /25,27

40,41/42t43

40,41/56 t57

40,42/41,43

40r56/41,57

1-

10

10
10

010

01

10
010

1-
10
t-

1-0
10
1-0
100
10
1-0
100
10
100
10
100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1¡

1¡

1¡
1t v

1¡
1t v

1¡

1/
1/

1/
1/
1/
1/
1/

1/

1/

1/

1/

0

0

1

1

1

1

7 ,',\5/39 ,47 0 /
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7 t39/15 ,47 -
11t15/27,31 0

11 ,15/43,47

11,27/15,31 0

11 t43/15 t47

11,43/27,59

13 ,15/29 ,31 0

13,15/45,47

13,29/15,31 0

13 t29/45,61

13,45/15,47

1 3,4 5/29 ,61

21 ,53/29,61

25 t29/27 ,31 0

25 r29/57 ,61

25,57 /27 ,59

25,57/29,61

37 ,39/45,47 1

37,45/39,47 1

37 ,45/53,61 1

3-7 ,45/ 45 ì 61 1

41,43/45,47 1

41 ,45/43 ,47 1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

1-

1-

1-

1-

10

11
11
11
11

11
11

1

1-
1-

10

1-

1

1

1

1

1-
1-

11

11

11

11

11

11

1

1

1

01

1

01

01
1

01

1

01

1

1

01

01
1

1

0

0
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41 ,45/57,61 1 -
41,57/43,59 1 -
41,57/45,61 1 -
42,43/58,59 1 -
42,58/43,59 1 -
42 t58/45,61 1 -
56 ,57 /59 ,59 1 1

56,58/57 ,59 1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0

0

0

0

01
1

01
1-
1-
01

15,31/47,63

1 5,47/31 ,63

27 t31/59,63

27,59/31 ì63

29 ,31 / 61 ,63

29 t61/31 t63

43,47/59 t63 1

43,59/47 ,63 1

45,47 /61 t63 1

45,61/47 ,63 1

57,59/61,63 1

57 t61/59 t63 1

11
11

11
11
111
111

1-
t-

11
11

11
11

11/

11/

11/

11/

1¡

1/
11/

11/

1/
1/
1/

1¡
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LIST 4

zxwVu v

5,7 /13, 15/37,39/ 45, 47

5,7 /37,39/13,15/ 45, 47

5 t13/7 ,15/37 ,39/45,47

5,1 3/21,29/37, 45/53,61

5 t13/37 ,45/7 ,15/39 ,47

5,13/37 t45/21 ,53/29 ,61

5,21/13 t29/37 ,45/53 t61

5,21 / 37,53/13,29/ 45, 61

5 ,37 /7 ,39/13 ,15/45 ,47

9 t11/13,15/25 t29/27 ,31

9, 11 / 13,1 5/41, 43/45, 47

9 | 1 1 / 25, 27 /1 3 | 1 5/29,31

9, 4/25,27 /41,57 /43, 59

9 ,13/11 ,15/25,29/27 ,31

9,13/11 t15/41,43/45, 47

9,13/25,29/1 1, 15/27,31

9 ,13/25 ,29/41 ,45/57 ,61

9,13/41,45/11,15/43,47

9, 1 3/ 41, 45/25,29/57,61

9, 25/11 t27 /1 3,15/29,31

9,25/41 ,57/11 ,43/27 ,59

9, 25/ 41,57 /1 3,29/ 45,61

0

0

0

0

1-
t-

t-

10
t-

10
10
10
1-

l-

t-

1-
10
1-
1-
l-

1-0
1-
1-0
1-
10
1-0

1B

1

1

1C
1

1

1

1

1

1/
1/

1/

1/

1/

1/

1/

1/
1/

1/
1/
1/

1/

0

0

0

0

0

0
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9, 41 / 1 1, 43/13, 15/ 45, 47

9, 41 /11,1 4/25,27 /27,29

40,4 1 /42,43/56,57 /58,59
4 0 ,4 1 /56 ,57 / 42 ,43/58 ,59

1-
10
10
10

1

1

/

D

11 ,15/27 ,31/43,1t7 /59 t63

1 1,1 5/ 43,47 /27,31 /59,63
1 1 ,43/27 ,59/15,13/47 ,63

13, 15/29,31 / 45, 47 /61, 63

13, 1 5/ 45, 47 /29,31 / 61, 63

13,29/ 45, 61 /1 5, 3 1 / 47 | 63

25,29/27 ,31/57 ,59/61 ,63

25,29/57, 61 /27,31 /59,63
25,57 /27 ,29/29 t31 /61 ,63

41, 43/ 45,47 /51,59/61, 63

41, 45/57, 61 / 43, 47 /59,63
41 ,57 /43,59/45 ,47 /61 ,63

LTST 5

1

1

1

1

1

1

t-

1-
t-

11
11
11

11
11
11

1-
t-

t-

t/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/

1/

1/
1/

1/

1/

1/

zYxwVu

9, 11 /13,15/25 t29/27,31

41, 43/45, 47 /57,59/ 61, 63

9, 1 1 /1 3,1 5/ 41, 43/ 45, 47

25 ì29/27 ,31/57 ,59/61 ,63

9 t 11 /25 t27 /41,57 / 43, 59

E
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13, 1 5/29,31 /45, 47 / 61,63

9,13/25,29/ 41, 45/57, 61

11,1s/27,31 /43, 47 /59 t63

The set of prime implicants
ltxz, xÍ2, uwF, \^tz)

The prime implicant. Èable is

1

that is
I

derived is (üvwxf ,

given l;elow

The minimal-

tabl-e is

"**t + xyz

val-ent of (1).

2. Method A

Method

conditíons

simpJ-ify the

(1 ) rhe

cover obtained from the prime impli-cant

+ urøi + wz , which is the minimal_ normal_ equi-

A involves using the simplified "donft-care"
as an optional product string in order to
expression. The steps involved are:

simplification of the "dontt-care" conditions is
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found.

(2) The simprification of the expression, wiÈhout the

"don I t-care" conditions i_s obÈained.

(3) The "donrt-care" products are used to simprify È,he

expression by generation of optional products

between the "donIt-care" simplification and the
expression. Any product,s generaÈed which do not
simplify the expression are discarded. The

"don't-care" simplification products are not
introduced into the expression, even when an

optionar product generated between them and the
expression, simplifies the expression.

Example 1 illustrates Èhe simplification pïocess.

Exampl-e 1 :

Ð. ,F2 rF3, and FO , are the expressions to be simpJ_ified;

D is the set of "don't-care" conditions.
F, = abcd *

--=!'^ = abcd +
z

na = ã6cã +

-i-=-t', = abcd *
4

D =a6cã+

abcd

ã6cd+ã¡õã+ã¡ã¿

ã6cd+ã¡cã+ã¡c¿

ã¡-cã+ã¡õa+ãucã

a6cd+abcd-+abcd

a6õã

auõa + a¡ãã

+

+
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c

por .p, by (1)

D simplifj-es to dac + ab.

F9r F r, by (2)

Ft
'{

F 1 sirnplif ies to ãËð.

By (3) ' optional products

product in D and the products in
the expression. However, no

generated.
-:-I'l = abc

For F 2, by (2)

r'-2

(a 'r¿rr in the Karnaugh map
indicates a ttdontË-carett
condition)

I"l
]'

are generated between each

F. , and used_ to simplifyI
optional producÈs can be

"{

]'

c

c

d
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,, simplifies to ã¡õ + ánc.

By (3), optional products

product in D and the products

products are then used to simplify

(ac)+ãuõ+ã¡c
\- t/-\- ,,'

bc

(ab)+ã¡õ+¡-c

are generated between each

in F^ . These optional
2

the expression.

no símplification occurs. There-
fore, ac is discarded.

,Il

2
=bõ+Ec

For Fq , by_ (21_

F^
J

F 3 simplifies

Bv (3),

F3="

For FA, by (2)

'{

to ac.

(ac) + ãc
\/\,/

c

(ab) + c

c

]'

no optíonal products can
generated

be

c

"f j'

\t
bc

(ab)+¡ã+¡c
\'/ \/

ac

d d d d

d d

X X

X 4

F,
4
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E4 simplifies to ad + trc-ã.

Bv (3), ta( +ja + ¡õã

cd

'"(l_y-u
abd

(ab)+ãã+uõã
\/

bd

(ab)+ãã+6õ¿
\-/
\¿a/

'D:-,.I.4 = ad * bcd

However, by examining the

see that the simplest form

"donIt-care" conditions is ,4 =

il-lusÈrates an instance where

simplest results.

no símplification occurs, there-
fore cd is discarded.

no s1mp1if ication occurs, there-
fore abd is discarded.

no simplification occurs, there-
fore bd is dÍscarded.

no simplífication occurs, Ëhere-
fore acd is dÍscarded.

Karnaugh map for FO r \üê can

for F,. , involving Lhe4

ð. Thus, this example

Method A does not, give t,he

Method B

Method B involves using the "don't-care" conditions in
the original expression. The steps are:

(1) The simplification of the "don't-care" cond.itions is
found 

"

(2) The simplification of the expression, with the
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I'don I t-care " conditions included, is found.
(3) The simplified expression is then examined, and any

product which is equal to, or which subsumes a

product in the "donrt-care" simplification is then

deleted.

The simplification process is shown in Example 1.

Example 1:

n=ãbcd+ãbcA
F. =ã¡-.ã+ã¡ã¿-I
Fz=ã6c¿+ã¡ãã
F^=ãbõA+ã6cd

J
F4=ã6õA' +a¡ã¿-

Fs=ã6ãa+ã6õ¿

D is joined to each F i when

Fgr D, by (1)

"{

D simplifies to ac + ucl

* abcd * abcd t abcd t abcd

+ ãuãa + a6'õã

+ abõã + a6õ¿

+ ãtã¿ + abãd

+ abãd + a6ãã

+ ãb-ca + a6õa

sÈep (2) is applied.

: -:::i:
i'-1:;i:

rI::
fri j

cr:r:f-¡
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cFor Fl , by (2)

F 1 simplifies
BY (3), ac may

;' Fl= cã + a6d-

For F2 , by (2)

Fz

F2 simplifies

By (3), ac may

"'E2=cd+ba

¡'or F3, by (2)

)'

--zJ d

tocd+abd+ac+

be deleted since

+ ãu.

to cd + bd + abd.

be removed since

+ abd"

ãu.

it is contained in D.

+ ac.

it. is contained in D.

F¡ 
"{

I'

c
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F3 simplifies to abcd +

By (3), ac and bc may

contained in D.

F3:ãËõA+cd+bd.

For F4, by (2)

F,
4

"{

simplifies to

(3) , ac and bc

,=ãnã¿+ad+
4

For FS, by (2)

F*
5

F simpl-ifies to5-
By (3), ac and bc

,. t, : ãbd + ¡õ4.

Thus, Method B

bc"

since they are

cd+bd+ac+

be del-eted

F
4

By

;.F

c

J'

d

ã6õ¿+a¿+bc+

may be deleted.

d.IJ .

ac + ab"

i'

ã6ð+¡õA+ac+bc.

may be del-eted.

succeeds

100
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exPressions for Fl, F2, F3, F4, and F5"

However, Method B does fai1 to obtain the

equivalent for some expïessions.

Example 1.2, demonst::ates this
The expression

Example 2:

simplest

given in

f=

F=

UVI¡;¡Xyz

uvr.r1(ll
uv\,xyz

uv\.{'xyz

"lwxyz

g.n*i,
uwix¿z
uV\^IXyZ

uVi¡7XyZ

uvw*y"

uvwxyz
uv\¡txyz
r!v\{xyz

uvwxyz
uwvx!z

uvrdxyz
uwrxyz

w\¡rxyz

"vwxyã

;y"=yg
W\¡IXyZ

UVI^|XyZ

uvr*!z

uvtrxyz
uvrdxyz

UV\^I"XyZ

uV\¡I'Xyz

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

For D, by (1) ---l----=---

r'l

'{

+
+

]"

]"

'{

]"

ì

]"

r
"L

z

z
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D simplifies to

uv\¡rxyz l_Vwxyz * uwxyz + \rxyz
uvlvlyz * uvwyz * uvwxz * vwxz

For F, by (2)

F simplifies to

xyz + -vxz + wz + üvilrxy + uwx

No products in F occur in the simplificati_on of the

"donIt-cares". Therefore, no products can be deleted from

the simplification of F.

Thus the minimal equivalent of F is

F = xjz + vxz * wz I "*nt + uwx

However, examining Èhe Karnaugh map of F, we can see

that this is not the simplesÈ form of the expression.

I
"l

i"

,{
ì,.
J ]"

I"l

z

z

1A2



The Èerm vxz can be del-eted withouÈ affecting Èhe

validity of the expression.

Therefore, the simplest form of F is

f = xjz r wz t "**t t uv¿x

4. Method C

Method C is similar Èo Method A, however, the

simplification process is taken one step further.
The steps are

(1) The simprification of the "don't-care" cond.itions is
obtained.

(2) The simprification of the expressions without the

"don't-care" conditions is found.

(3) The "dorr't-care" products are used to simplífy the

expression by generating optional products between

the "donrt-care" products and the expression. Any

products generaÈed which do not simplify the

expression, are put inÈo an optional product string
and the string is simplified by our modified zissos'
method." The ttdon t t-care,' products are not

introduced into the expression.

(4) The simplified optional producÈ string is used to
simplify the expression.
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Example 1 illustrates this simplificatj-on process using

the expressions from Example 2 "1 "

Exampl-e 1:

By (1), D = ac + ab.

By (2), t, = ãbc.

By (3), (ac) + ã6c, no optional producÈs can be

generated. Therefore, ac is deleted.

(ab) + ã6õ, no optional products can be generated.

Therefore, ab is deleted.

By (4), Step 4 is omitted since no optional product

string has been generated.

-E'_ = abc.I
By (2) , ,, = ã¡õ + a6c.

By (3), (ac) + ãbõ + ãËc\ -//t- 
t//

.bc

(ab¡ + ã¡ã+ ¡c
\_/þc

(ab)-+bõ+6c\./\,/ac ac is put into an optional product string
and the stríng is rhen símplífied by our
method.

By (4) , (ac) + nc + -bc

\/
ab no símplificatÍon occurs, therefore ac

is ignored.
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.'' Fz = bc + bc"

By (2) , F, = ãc.

By (3), (ac) + ãc
\/

I

(ab) * c no

By (4), Step 4 is
string has been generated.

'E':-̂3
By(2)F =ã¿-+Ecð"

+

By (3) , (ac) + ãd +
\_/
cd

(ac)

optional product can be generated

omitted since no optÍonal product

bcd

no simplífication
into the optional

occurs; cd is put
product string.

+Eõã+ãa

abd

+ãd+FcA
\,/\ __,.'

acd

no simplificatíon
into the optional

occurs; a6'ã is put
product string.

(ab) +ãa+6ðd-
\/
bd

(ab)

no simplíficatíon
into the opËional

occurs; bd is puË
product string.

no simplífication occurs; acd is put
into Èhe opt.ional product stríng.

The resul-ting optional product, string, cð + a6d + b¿

aõã', is simprified by our modified Zi-ssos' method to give

cã+bd+a¿
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By (4) , (cã')_ + ãõ

tfo

+ -¡cA-

(bd¡ +ãa+6ã-'.- ,/\- _./
d

(aa-¡ + d
F4 = d, which is the simplest form of

C succeeds in obtaining the simplest normal

Method À failed.

F5. Thus Method

equivalent where

5" Discussion Concernj-ng the Thr.ee Methods

As can be seen from the examples in the previous

sections, all three methods provide the simprest expression
in most cases. However, Method A and Method B have certain
characteristics which cause them to fail for particurar
expressions.

Basically, Method A does not fulIy utilize t,he optional-
products that can be generated between the "don't-care"
conditions and the expression.

simplifying the "don't-care" cond.itions and the
expression separately creates disjoint products for the

"donrt-care" conditions and the expression. These disjoint
products must be combined in order to create the simprest
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expression" This requires the creation of many of the
optional products, which can possibry be generated betrveen

the expression and the t'don r t-caïes " , and their use for
further simplif ication.

Method A discards optionar prodcuts that cannot
immediately simplify the expression, rather than generating
further optional products from them. rn some cases an

opt,ionar product that is vital to the simplification is not
generated and, consequently, the minimal- form is not
obtained 

"

Thus Method A, whiLe it requires l-ess time than MeÈhod

B or MeÈhod c, wir] not always produce the simprest
expression involving ,'dorr I t-care " conditions.

The probrem with Method B, is thaÈ unnecessary

"donIt-care" conditions become involved in the final
expression and cannot be removed.

rn Method B, the simplification of the expression, with
the "donrt-cares" included, is obtained. Thus the emphasis

is on obtaining the simplest form of the expression with the
"d.on I t-cares " . The resulting simplif icat,ion is further
simplified by removing crauses which are derived compretely
from the "dontt-care" conditions.

However, cÌauses in the expression may contain boÈh
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"don t t-care " conditions and expression minterms. For

particular clauses, the expression minterms may be contained

in some other clause, while the "don¡t-care" cond.itions are

not found in any other cl-ause in the expressíon. This is
demonstrated by the Karnaugih map for the expression in
Example 3"2.

For the clause, Vxz, only the minterms uVlFxyz and

üinfxyz, are not contained in some other cr-ause in the

expres sion " However, these minterms are "donr t-care"
conditions and are not necessary to represent the function.
Thus the clause, vxz, is not necessary for the function.

However, since the emphasís in MeÈhod B is on obtaining
a minimar representation of the expression with the
t'donrt-cares", the term, -vxz, is not deleted"

Method C is an extension of Method. A. Optional
products that do not simplify the expression are stored in a

string and this string is then simplified. using this
string for l-ater simplification, allows a sufficient number

of optionar products to be generated, so t,hat the method is
reasonably sure of obtaining Èhe simplest expression.

Also, since the expression i_s not si-mplified with the

"dontt-caret' conditions included, unnecessary "dontt-cares"
do not become invol-ved in the representation of the
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expression.

Thus iL appears that Method c is the best meÈhod of
simprifying expressions with "donr t-care" cond.iÈions, in
conjunction with our modified Zissos' method"
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Chapter 6

Simplification of Multiple-Output Expressions

1. Introduction

Most logÌc design problems are concerned with obtaining
a set of output functj-ons from a given set of input
variables, rather than the simpler probrem of obtaining just
one output funcÈion from the input, variables. In the

majority of these problems, there is an overlappíng of
minterms between the output functions. consequently, there
is the possibility of effecting a hard\^/are saving by using

certain products in more than one output function. since we

are obviously concerned with the most economical hardware

representation, iÈ i-s important to consider this
possibility.

This chapÈer is concerned with adapting Zissos r method

so thaÈ it can produce an economical representation of a set

of multiple-output functions. The adaptation will
incorporate Barteers (1961) notation for multiple-output
expressions.
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simplifying each function separatery will- lead to a

minimal form for each function and also the most economical

representation for each function. However, combining these
functions wÍ11- not necessariÌy result in the most economical

representation of the set of output functions, since each

function may use products that do not appear in anoÈher

function" Thus the total- number of different. products
required may be large, causing t,he cost of representation to
be relatively high.

rf an at,tempt is made to use products that occur in two

or more output functions, the individual- functions will not
necessarily be minimal. However, the number of different
products used for the functions wil-l be minimal-.

The example below shows the saving in the number of
products that can be effected by considering the output
functions together, rather than individually.

Exampl-e .1 :

TABLE I

inputs outputs

a b c X v Z

0

0
0
0
I
I
1
1

0
U

1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
I
0
1
tt

I

1
0
0
0

I
0
0
I

1

0
0
I
1
0

o
0

0
0
0
I
1
I
1

I
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Simplifying each output

"=ã¡ã+abõ*abc=y=A6c+ãÞg+ab-õ=
z=abc*abc*abc*

function separately we get

uõ + a¡c
6õ + ã¡c
abc+abc=bcfa

which are the minimal representations for each function.
The number of different products required for this

representation is 5 (U-4, abc, ãbc, bc, a). The functions
given bel-ow, realize the same set of functions, but with a

smal-l-er number of dif ferent products.

x=¡õ*abc
y=þõ+ãbc
z=abc]-a

This representation requires only 4 different products,
(6c, abc, ãbc, a). The function z is noÈ represented by Íts
minimal form, bc + a. However, the representaÈion used,
produces a saving of one J\llD gate, which would be needed to
obtain the product bc.

The saving produced by trying to reduce the number of
d.ifferent producÈs used for a set of output functions, while
not of major significance in the above example, is
obviously more important as the number of input variables
and the number of output functions increases. Foï some

expressions the saving in the number of gates required can
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substantially reduce the cost of the representaÈion.

obviously it wirl require more time for a

multipre-output simprification than for a síngle ouÈput

simprifcat,ion. Ho\,,/ever, when we consid.er the total_ time
taken for the minimization of each of the output functions
separately, we find that a comparable amount of time j-s

required for the two approaches.

Barteer s Multiple-Output Si lification Method

2.1 e -terms

Bartee has developed an algorithm for reducing the
number of different products used for a set of output
functions. The algorithm makes use of e-terms, which are
obtained from a truth table of input-output combinations.
The e-terms, which consist of a v and a 6-section, are
derived from the rows of the truth t,able.

The v-section of the rterm is a conjunction of the
input variabl-es. Each variabl-e in the v-section of the

s-term for the ith row, is complemented or uncomplemented,

depending upon whether the truth value of the variable is 0

or 1 respectively, in the i_th row.
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The ç-section of the e-term for the ith ro\^/ is a

conjunction of some of the output functions. rf an output
function in the ith row has the truth var-ue 0, the output
function appears complemented in the 6-section. rf an output
function has the truÈh value 1, iÈ is not incruded in the

6-section.

An e-term is formed only for those rows which have at
least one function with the value 1 " The example berow

illustrates the formation of the s-terms.

Example 1:

TABLE II

0
0
0
0
1
I
1
t
0
0
I
0
1
1
1
I

0
I
0
0
0
0
1
I
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
I
0
1
0
I
0
I
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
I
I
0
0
1
I
0
0

1
1

0
0
0
0
I
1
-l

1
0
0

0
0
I
I
t
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
1

0
1
0
0
1
I
0
0
0
1
1
1
I
I
I
1

abcdy
:-

abcdx
ãbðdx

--aDco.z
ãbcdZ

"!-ãgrabcdx
aBca!
abðãf
äbad;
abcã
abcd

outDuËs
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For example, the 7th row from the top has at l_east one

output function with the value 1 in the row. Thus the
e-term formed for this row has the v-section, ãncã, and the

6-section, z" The a -term is ãbcãt,

The 9th row has no output function with the value 1.

Therefore, no e -term is formed from the 9th row.

Essentially the 6-sect,ion of an Ê-term indicates which
output functions are associated with part,icular minterms.
That is, ãbcd'ã indicates that ã¡cã is associated_ with output
functions x and y" The e -term abcd indicates that abcd ís
associated with all_ of the output functions.

The next step in the algorithm is the generation of the
rmultiple-outpuL prime implicants'. A multiple-output prime

implicant is an e-termr such that:
(1) th.e v;s.qction of the e -term implies the expressions

for the output lines indicated by the 6 -section, and

(2) the y-section subsumes no shorter v -section having

the same Ç-section or a E-section containing fewer

of the same litera]s 
"

Bartee suggesÈs two possibre methods for generating the
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mul-tipl-e-output prime implicants. The first is the

Quine-Mccluskey method (see chapter 2) and the second is the

method of iterative concensus formation developed by samson

and Mills (1954). (rhe Èechnique developed by samson and

Mills is simil-ar to euiners second simplification method

outlined in Chapter 2")

one of the disadvantages of using the euine-Mccluskey
method is that the expression is required to be in developed

normar form. Thus in the above example, where we have the

e-term, ãEãayr wê must reprace Èhis term by the canonical

terms,

ã6ãa*yz + ãuðaxyã + ãtõaiy, + ã6ãaxyã

This greatly increases the amounL of time needed to
generate the mul-tiple-output prime implicants.

The Quine-Mccluskey techni-que may be modified, however,

so that the expression need not be in developed normal form.

rnstead, only the v-sections need to be in developed normal

form with respect to the input variables. The 6 -section now

merely performs the function of indicating which products

are associated with particular output functions.
The method developed by samson and }ilirl-s can be used

without making any major modifications.
The process of generating the muttiple-output prime
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implicants can be greatly simplified
products which have Ç-sections consistj-ng

by

of

discarding alÌ

all- t,he ouLput

functions " These products have v-sections which are not
associated with any output functions and therefore cannot,

be used to represent the functions. Any product generated

from these products will- also have ç -sections consisting of
al-l- the output functions.

Thus a product with a 6 -section containing all the
output functions neither represents a function, nor can be

used to generate a product which will represent a function.
The example beLow illustrates this with the use of the

e -terms from Example 2,1.1"

Example 1:

ã6õav + ãuõ¿i + ã¡ð¿i + ã¡cãã + ãacdã +
auõay + a6cãx + aË'ed! + abããi + abõdx- + abcã * abcd

By the process of iterative concensus I the product
ãõdff may be generated.

ãt-ãay + ãuãai
\,/
ãõany

From this product we may further generate ãbdlyZ

ãõaiy + ã¡c¿ã
_\ _/_
abdxyz

However, the 6 -section of ãbd*yz, indicates that the
product ãbd is not associated with any of the ouLput
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functions xr y, or z. Thus the t,erm ãbd cannot be used in
any of the functions"

Furtherr ahy products generated from ãbdxtt, rvill_ have

a E-section consisting of xyã" This is because there are no

output functions represented in an uncomplemented form in
the e -terms. Therefore r ârl output function variabl_e can

never be used to generate products and subsequently an

output function variable cannot be del_eted from a crause.
since an e-term with arr the output functions

represent,ed can neither represent a product in a function
nor produce a product that can represent a function, the
t,erm can be iqnored.

2.3 Minimization Critsria
The second step in Barteers method involves the

determination of a minimar set of multiple-output prime

implicants 
" The implicants can be sel_ected according to

three criteria" The set of prime impricants satisfying the
first two criteria can be found from one table of
murtiple-output prime impricants. The set of implicants
satisfying the third criterion requires a different tabte to
deÈermine its minimal_ form.
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The three criteria are:

(1) The number of literal-s i-n the set wil-l_ be minimal_

with respect to any other equivalent set.
(2) The total number of different product terms wil_l_ be

minimal- with respect to any other equivalent set.
(3) The number of diodes (gaÈe inputs) wirl be minimal-

with respect to any other equivalent set.
The set of murtiple-output prime implicants satisfying

the first, two criteria may be found from a prime implicant
tabl-e consisting of the mul-tiple-output prime implicants and

a set of terms formed from the tabl_e of input-output
combinations 

"

The multiple-output prime implicants are

the ordinate of the prime implicant tab1e. The

from the table of input-output combinations are

the abscissa of the prime implicant table.
The number of terms formed from the table of

input-output combinations is equa] to the number of 1's in
the output section of the table" A term is formed from the
input variabres joined with the output, functions, except
that insÈead of eliminating output functions which
correspond to 1 outputs, all output variabl_es are incl-uded
in each term. Each term is formed from the input variables,

listed along

terms formed

listed along
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compl-emented or uncomplemented. depending on the input values
for the row, together with the output variabres, with only
one output variable uncomplemented, and. that variable
coTresponding to a 1 in the table "

Exampl-e 
-1 :

Two terms are formed from row 2 in TABLE rr in Example

1.1.

The v -section is a-¡è¿ and the output function values
are x=1, y=0, and z=1.

Two terms are formed from this row. The first term
consists of the input variabl-es joined with the ouÈput

functions, each of which is complemented except for one

function, x, which has a value of 1 in row 2.

The first term is ããèaxyã. The second term has the
sarne input variables. The output functions are again
complemented, excepÈ the function, z, which has a value of 1

in row 2.

The second. term is ã6caiiz.
There are as many terms formed for a ro\^r as there are

1rs in the output section of that ro\^/.

After the terms have been formed they are listed in the
prime implicant tabl-e together with the mul_tiple-output
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prime implicants. An x is then put at the inLersection of a

row containing a multiple-output prime implicant and a

col-umn containing a term which subsumes the mul_tiple-output
prime implicant.

The table is then sol-ved by any method desired, to
yield a set of multiple-output prime implicants, minimal
according to criteria ( 1 ) and (2) .

The prime implicant tabl-e that is used to simplify the
multiple-output prime impricants according to criterion (3)

is simil-ar to t,he table used for criteri-a (1) and (2). The

abscissa, consisting of the terms formed from the tabl-e of
input-output combinat,ions, remains the same.

The set of multiple-output prime implicants that is
used for the ordinate is expanded. These nev/ terms are
formed from the multiple-output prime implicants as fol]ows:

The 6 -section of each implicant indicates which
functions the v-section implies, and thus can be used in.
If a 6-section indicates that j-ts v-section can be used in
both x and y, the y -section might be used in both x and. y,
in x and not in y, or in y and not in x. consequentlyr ârr

expanded set of multiple-output prime implicants is formed,

with each y-section the same, but with the 6-sections
listing each possible combination of output functions j-n

which the y-sections might lce used.
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Example 2:

The multiple-output pri-me impricanL a-naf, indicates
that the term aËa may be used in both function x and z. rt
may arso be used in only x or in only z. Thus the prime

implicant, must be expanded to

aUaxy + aAayã + aUay

which indicates that a6d may be used in only z, or in only
x, or in both x and z.

some of the terms may be el-iminated by use of the rul-e:
If a term cx has a v-section which subsumes the

v -section of another term g , and the Ç-sections
of each t,erm are identical, then o may be

eliminated.

The terms remaining after applying this rule are then
lisÈed aÌong Èhe ordinate of the muJ-tipre-output prime

implicant table.

The minimaL cover for this tabr-e, which may be obtaj_ned

by any suÌtable method, will satisfy criterion (3).

MulLiple-Out rsi l-if ication with Zissos' Method
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3" 1 Introduction

zissosr method wit,h our modif ications can al_so be used

to find a minimal set of multiple-output prime implicants.
However, further modifications must be made to Zissos'
method to enable it to obtain the .simplest set of output
funct,ions. The example be]ow shows a fail_ure of Zissosl
meLhod to obtain the simprest set of output, functions.

ExampLe 1:

The e-terms found in Example 2"1.1 were simplified
using our modification to zissos' --method. The final-
si-mplified expression obtained was

a6'ay + uãay + acãi * abc + bõ; + bc?, (r)

which gives the foll_owing output funcÈions

x=abd+¡õ¿*abc*bc
y=acãiabc+bõ+bc
z = aËð. + ¡õ¿ + acã * abc * bõ

Each function can be

introducing new products,

redundant products. Applying

x=a6d+6õ¿+¡c
y=acã+bõ+bc
z=a6d+6õ¿+acã+

further simplified, -without

by deleÈing subsuming and

this process, we obtain

abc + bõ
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During the course of the simprification of the
multiple-output expression, t,he program also produced the
expression

Uãay + acãi + acdy + abc * ¡õi + ¡cã e)
As can be seen, this expression contains the same

number of products and Litera]s as (1)" However, the output
functions contained in this expression are

x = 6ãd * acd * abc * bc = Uõ¿ + acd + bc

y = acã * abc + bc + bc = acã + bõ + bc

z = Eõ.a + acã * acd * abc + bõ = 6ð¿ + acã + acd

The product abc is redundant in z and can be deleted.
This set of output functions contains fewer products

and fewer literals than the set above. However, both
multiple-output prime impricant expressions, (1) and (2),
are equivarent as far as the number of products and

liÈerals" Thus there is the possibility of obtaining a

minimar multiple-output expression, which does not represent
a minimal set of output functions according to our criteria.
The set of functions derived from .expression (1 ) , when

compared with the set of funct,ions derived from expression
(2) , is noÈ minimal- with respect to criteria (2) and (3).

*bc
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3"2 Further Modifications to Zissosr Method

The test for clausa] redundancy, which we added to
Zissos' method, can be srightly modified to furÈher simprify
muIt.ip1e-output expressions .

This modification depends upon the theorem given berow,
which proves that the expression resurting from the test for
redundancy for a clause can be used to determine the
irredundant minterms for the clause.

Consider ar¡ expression
q (xr x2, ...., xrr, y1 , yz, .., yin),

containing the n*m variables, XlrX 2t....rXrr ryLryZ r....ry* t

and suppose that Q is in the form

Yv\--r, ...... ! L J -1m
X,,,

+
|r'
TG

r=1

(*r, y, e{o,t}, 1 < i < n, 1 < j
One further restriction which

expressions are in t,he form in which

<m)

will ensure that the

we require them, is

, (*,,x2,..., xr, Y'y2, ..., y*)
for some k"

Our theorem will
portion of F in 0.

be concerned with the irredundant

*1 ,*2t....rxrrrYyrY2 r....r!*r will be used to denote the
truth values assumed. by X I ,X2 ,.... rxn ,yl ,y 2 ,..., rym ,

respectively.
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that F and G (1 < r < k) are a1l clauses.r-
there is only one assignment, \ ,*Z¡.. . . rxrrr

which makes F (Xl ,X Z, .. . . , X, ) assume the value

assumed in the theorem that x1rx2¡"...rXrrr
refers to this assignment.

(The notation t=rt is used to mean equal

value. )

Theorem

The irredundant portion of F(XirÞ ,....X*) in

t (x' x2, ..., Xr, Y1, Y2, .., tr) is
1-

v, (Y1' Y2 .....'
r=-L

Consequently,

true" It is

in truth

t (Xf , XZ, .. ., Xr)

where

Ïret

",)]

Proof

Now

irredundant

the conditions

portj-on of F (X,

necessary

tXZ, "... r*r )

for A to

in Õ are:

(*1 , *2r ......., *rr, Yl , Y2, ...., Yr)

Y, (vt, v, , Yr)
k
T

r=1

be the
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(1) A+Õ is a tautology.

(2)

(1)

k
G, (X1' 

"2r=1

t (x1, x2, . ' *r)

F (xI, x2, .......,

Xrr, Yl , Yz, ., Y-)-+ Ã- i= a tauto]-ogy.
1-
^( I, Y, (tt, t2, ......, Y*)) ->

r=r
k
t, G, (x1 , x2 .., xr, Yl ,

r=1

takes the val-ue true, then F musÈ

Therefore, the right hand side

left hand side takes the value

is true anyway.

t (xr x2,

x)+n'

Y)
m'

Y2'

If the l_eft hand side

also take the value true.
takes the value true.

Al-ternatively if the

false, then the implication

k
t- Y. (y', y,,

r=I

.'. A+0 is a tautology
1-

(2) G. (x' xr, ....., xr, y1, y2, ..., 
"*)r=1

Y)
m
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(.
t5t I '_
lr=t

If the

val-ue fal-se

k
I

r=I

F

Now F

only

v (Yy Y2, ....... 
'

right hand side

, then

*, ("1, 
"2, 

......,

(
Ym) + lr (x1' 

"2

of the implication

ì
*"),J

take the

(x1' x2 '

(x1' x2 '

=T:.r í (1 <i<n)

........t x)n
X

t'n) takes the

takes

takes

value false and

value true.

val-ue true if , and

the

the

if x.
l-

't-
Ã

I
r=1

k
I

r=1

,k
I

r=1
(
lk*l ç.l L
I r=1
t

k
tT --

r=l-

fu
lvt"
I r=1
I

G ("1 , X2' ......' xr' Y1 , Y2' . r , .Y*) reduces to

Y, (Yt, 
"2, 

......, t*) when the right-hand side takes
the value fa]se.

n)
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But

takes

value

akes

f al-

case

Alte

th

tru

L

vafue

this

k
I V- (Y.,, Y, ... Y )

r=1tL'¿''m'

the val-ue false when the right hand side takes the

se. Hence, the expression assumes the val_ue true in

rnatively if the right hand side of the implicatíon
e value true, then Èhe expression also takes the
e.

1-

--1, 
Gr (xl , x2' """, xr, Yy, Y2, .., "r) 

*
r=1.
(t

l.ir*, (" , Y2, , Ym) + 
[i,*,. ,x2, , 

""),)
tautology and the resul-t foll_ows.

k
r.Y , (Yl, Y2, ' .

r=I

in0

IIere

r-s a

" F (Xt, 
"2, 

.,....11, Xr,)

redundênt portion of

t (x1, x2, , xrr)

is the ir-

CorollarI

When
k
r. Y, (Y¡ Vr, ....., t*)

r=l.

t (Xf , X2, ..., X.)

rs a tautology,

is redundant in 0"
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The proof of Èhis corolJ-¿ry is obvious.

using this theorem we can determine if certain
multj-ple-output prime implicants are redundant in particular
output functions.

consider a muÌtipJ-e-output prime impri-cant expression
with output function" Zl ,Z 2r. .. . ,Zk.

rf all the irredundant products of a particurar
multiple-output prime implicant contain either at least two
or more uncomplemented output functions or no uncomplemented

functions, the prime impricant can be der_eted. This is
because the irredundant products are not irredundant in
single output funct,ions.

obviousry, this modification of Zissos' method is
applicable only to multiple-output expressions.

The example beLow demonstrates how this modificat,ion
works.

Examp]e 1 :

Uca! +a.ai + acdy * abc + bõ; + bcl (t)
Test abc for redundancy"

i"e" does abc + (1 ) *abc"

¡'+ ãx + dt + F +;, which is noÈ a tautol_ogy.
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However r

abc (ã" + ay + i¡ = abcdyz1 abcãxz * abcxyz

= abcd.yz * abcd-xz

Therefore, abc is irredundant in yz, the area coÍrmon

between functions y and z, and is also irredundant in xz,
the area common between funcÈions x and z. But abc is
redundant in x. y t and z, as t,here are no terms invoJ_ving

onry one of the output functions xr y, or z. Therefore, abc

is functionally redundant and can be del-eted to gj-ve the
expres sion 

"

6õay + a"ã* + acd! + ¡õi + ¡cã

The foJ-lowing example gives an expression where a

multiple-output prime impricant is irredundant for an output
function, and j-s, therefore, not funct,ionally redundant.

Example ?_:

õ¿ + ã6õ+ 6õx+ ãõi*bc * ac (t)

Test cä for redundancy.

i.e. does ðd * (1)*cLd

ã6 + ¡x + ãy + F + F rvhich is not a tautology.
Determining the irredundant products gives

õ¿ (ã6 + 6i + ãvl = aãdx + bõdy + abõd

Thus, õd is irredundant in x(xy), irredundant in y (x'),
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and al-so irredundant

functionally redundant and

in "y" Therefore,

cannot be del-eted"

cd notl-s

J'

i'

c

c

c

"{

J'
"{

c

I"lt ^[
t

ì

I'
d¿

X

As can be seen from the Karnaugh map of
õ¿+ã6õ+bõ;+ããv*bc*ac

aõd is irredundant. in xy, bõd is irredundant in xy, and abõd

is irredundant in xy.

fest ã-bõ for redundancy.

i"e" does ã6c * (1)*ãbõ.

d*x*y

d

d
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Determining the irredundant products gives

ã6õ(d+x+vl=ãuããxy
Therefore, ã6c is irredundant only in the area

to functions x and y, that is the intersection of x

This can easily be seen from the Karnaugh map.

Thus ãË-õ can be der-eted to give the multiple-output
expression

ãa+6õx+ããy*bcrac
Further simplification of the individual functions can

be made as \^râs noted in the previous section, by deleting
subsuming and redundant products in the individual
functions" simprification may be done, dependent on the
condition that no product that is not among the set of
different products for the funct,ions is introduced int,o a

function 
"

To simplify, by

obviously defeat the

simpli fication.

ïn most cases, this rul-es out the possibility of
simplifying by generating optiona]_ products. However, i_n

the case where the optional product is a single literaI,
simplification may occur without introducing new products.

conÌmon

and y.

introducing new

purpose of

products would

mul t j-p 1e- outp ut
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Exampl_e 3:

¡c+bõ¿4acd*abc

can be simplified by deJ-eting abc, which subsumes bc.
bc+6ãd*acd

6õ¿+acã+acd+abc+bõ

can be simplified by dereting abc, which is redundant in the
expression.

¡õa+acã+acd*bc
The terms acã and acd may not be deleted by introducíng âcr
since this wourd add a new product to the set of producLs.

¡ã¿+acã+acd+bã

bc+bõ+acã
can be simplifÌed by dereting bc and bõ and introducing b.
The literal b is the opÈionar- product of bc + bõ, but since
it is just a l-iteral, it may be introduced into the function
without increasing the number of product,s.

b+acd

simplifying the mult,iple-output expression using our
modified zissost method is comparabre to minimzation
according to Bartee's crit,eria (1) and (2). That is, we are
reducing the number of different products necessary for
representation of the funct,ions.
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simplifying the individual- functions by deleting
redundant and subsuming products, and simplifying wiÈh

optionaÌ products that are singre literal-s, is simil_ar to
Barteers minimization according to criterion (3). Like
Bartee we are removing extra gate inputs, without increasing.
the number of producLs concerned. (see Appendix D for more

examples of simprification of mul-tipIe-output expressions. )

6. 3.3 Mul-tipl-e-Output lification with "Don't-Care"
Conditions

simprification of multipre-output functions with
"donrt-care" conditions can be accomplished by a combination
of the murtiple-output and "donrt-care" simpÌification
techniques.

Method (B) described in Chapter 5 can be very
used i-n the simplif ication process. The steps
process aIe:

easily

in the

(1) The "don't-care" cond.iÈions are simprified using our
modified Zissos' method. vüe do not have to concern

ourselves with multiple-output simplification of the
"don I t-carett conditions r âs each "don r t-care,,
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condition may be used in each output function"
(2) The multipre-output expression is derived from the

tabl-e of input-output combinations and combined with
the "don't-care" conditions. This expression is
simplified using the multiple-output simplification
technique.

(3) The "don't-care" conditions are then dereted from
the mul-tipIe-ouÈput function.

(4) The individuar functions are formed and simprífied
as indicated in the previous section

The exampl-e berow shov¡s the murtiple-output

sirnplification process for Example 5 " 3. 1 "

E{ampl-e_ 1:

TABLE II]

ínput,s e-terms

abcd

0

0

0

0

0

0

000
001
010
011
100
101

0101
0011
0001
1100
1000
0100

abcxyw

ãuõaxyã

ã6cayãw

ã¡c¿iwu

ã¡õãã¡¡u

ã¡ã¿iwü

0

0

1

0

1

1

outputs

XyZ\^7U
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0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1lt0
1111

00000
00000
10010
0100r
00000
00000
01010
00110
00000
00000

abcAy¿i

a6õ¿iZw

abcdxzu

aDcclxyu

The "donIt-care" cond.itions are

ã¡cã + ãuc¿ + a6cd + a6cd + abcã + abcd

which simplifies to

ac*bc

The mul_tiple-output expression v¡iÈh the
conditions is

ttdon ¡ t- care tt

ã¡cã + ã¡c¿ + a6cã + a6cd * abcã + abcd * ãËcA;v,,¡
;lgg!ÍZ + ãg-gayly + ã6c¿xwu + ãrõqw" + ãuõaywu'+
abcdyài + a6õ¿xwã + abõãxãü + auõaïyü

This expression simplifies to give

Afg!¡F + ã6õaxyã +_"9¡y" * ggtly + ãuaywu + abdiyü
ab& wu * abdxzu * abdxzw + abdlàu * ac * bc
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Dereting t,he "don't-care" conditions ac and bcr we

obtain the foll-owing output functions

x=cd+ã¡¿+ãuã+abã
y=cd+ã¡ã+abã+a6d
z=ã¡ãã*cd*ãu¿+a¡¿
w=ã6õ¿*abd+abã+a6ã

"=ãuõã+ã¡õa+cA+abd

This representation only requires 1 o different
products. The representation of the functions, with each

function in its minimal form, requires 1 4 different
products. (see Appendix E for exampres of simplification of
murtiple-output expressions with "don't-care" conditions. )
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Chapter

Discuss ion

1 " Future Developments

1 "1 Tntroduction

The efficiency of the program in iÈs present

development could obviously be improved considerably" This

is because it has been written t,o determine whether zissos'
method woul-d be amenabre to a computer impJ-ementation. The

program has been written in Pr,/1, using the character string
handling facilities" since it is probably advantageous to
retain a high leveI language, improvements which wil-l- make

the program more efficient and quicker are suggested in this
chapter 

"

As \^ias noted in Chapter 4 , Zissos ¡ method does not

always produce Èhe simplest expression" Modifications which

may enabLe the program to completely simplify Èhe
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Present day computer technology praces certain
restrictions on the type of expressions that can be

implemented as computer circuÍts. one of these, economic

restrictions requires that expressions be represented in
ei-ther NAND or NoR form. rf a circuit can be constructed
completely from one logic aate, this partícul_ar gate can be

mass-produced very cheaply.

various l-ines of research which courd be developed to
enable zissos¡ method to produce NAND or NoR simprifications
are discussed.

expressions

discussed.

1.2 Efficiency Tmprovemente

Àn obvious improvement to
the minterms Èo be enÈered by

Thus instead of having to enter

abcd*abcd*abcd*abcd
a6cã+abõã+abã¿+a¡cã

which it previously f ailed, are al_so

the method would

their decimal

the expression

+ ã¡õa + ãuc¿ + a6õã
* abcd ,

be to allow

equivalent "

onJ.y the decimal equivalents (0, 2,3, q,5, 7, B, 10,12,
13, 14, 15) woul-d have to be ent.ered.

This method would require the expression to be in
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developed normal form. As such, it would be ideal_ for
expressions which are originally derived from a truth table.

Allowing the decimal equivalents to represent an

expression, will make the task of entering the expression
more convenient. The possibility of making an error whil-e

entering the expression wi]r will also be reducedr âs the
decimal- representation is much easier to check than the
character representation.

The simplification process wourd be speeded

considerably if a numericar, rather than a character
representation for the clauses, was used in the program,

particularly if certain of t,he minimization steps could be

represenÈed as numerical functions.
For example, the absence of a particular variable could

be denoted by 0, the negation of a variabre by 1, and the
affirmation of a variable by 2.

Thus the expression

a6cd+ãõ¿+uã+ã¡

would be represented by

2L22+1012+0201+1100

This representation requires that the literal-s have a

certain order in each expression.

rf the minÈerms are enLered by their decimal_
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equival-ents, as suggested above, the l_iterals wil_l- already
have a particular order in each minterm.

Por partiaÌly simprified expressions, a simpre routine
coul-d be introduced to order the literals in each clause
alphabetically"

Zissosr method will- have to be adapt,ed so that it is
capabre of simprifying the numeric repïesentation of an

expression. Research into how the method wil_l have to be

alt,ered, has already been done. From this research it is
apparent that zissos' simplification method could be very
easily altered.

simprifying expressions using a numeric repïesentation
of Zissosr method would very considerably speed up the
simplification process.

1 .3 ImpËovements to the Basic Method

At present our developed Zissos r method does not
generate opt,ional products in the most efficient way. That

is, there is much duplication in the generation of opt,ional
products.

Research should be done to determine if there is a moïe

efficient method of generating optional_ products. Morreale
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(1967 ) has developed a ne\^/ cl-ass of algorithms, partit.ioned
list algorithms, for generating prime implicants for the
Quine-Mcclusky method. These algoríthms have two important
advantages over previous met,hods, namely:

(1) They avoid repetition whi-re generating clauses.
(2) The use of non-exhaustive techniques to generate

cl-auses and delete non-prime implicant.s.
It appears that Morreal-ers algorithm coul_d be adapted

to Zissos I method and thus enable the program to generate

optionaÌ products in the most efficient manner.

Presently the test for functional- redundance in
multipre-outpuÈ functions has not been incorporat,ed into the
pïogram" As was noted in Chapt.er 6, the expression
remaÌning after the test for implication of a parti-cular
product, can be used to determine the irredundant portion of
.the product in the expression. rnverting this expression
and multiprying by the product. in question will give the
irredundant portion. The Èest for functionar redundance is
then applied to the resulting irredundant portt?".

To effect this test I a routine wourd be needed to
invert the expression resuÌting from the tesÈ for
implicat.ion. This routine would be an impremention of De

Morgan's Law and woul-d require a bit of computing time.
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However, it appears that functional- redundance may be

det,ermined from the expression itself, without having to
invert it and multiply it by the product. This woul_d save

the time required for an j-nversion routine and wourd thus

speed up the simpJ-ification process.

Another possible saving in time could be effected by

not testing all- the terms in a muJ-tiple-output expression
for functionar redundance. For example in the expression

6õay + acãi + acd! + abc * uõx + ¡cã ,

the term -ncai indicates that the product ¡ãa cannot be used

in the function y" Tf the term cannot be used in y, then it
seems reasonable to assume that it j-s not functionally
redundant "

Thus, for murtiple-output expressions, it appears that
it wil-l- onry be necessaïy to test terms, which contain no

output functions, for functional- red,undance, e.g. in the
expression above it woul-d only be necessary to test the term

abc.

As can be seen this would considerably speed up the
simprification process for multiple-output expressions.

However, further invest,igation is required to determine

whether this modification would be justified.
The program has not been adapted to del-ete terms in
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which al-l- the output vartables occur" This adaptation wil-I
not improve the ability of the program to simplify the
expression, but wil-l reduce the time required for
simplification.

ovements Èo the Simptification process

The major proJclem in obtaining a minimal representation

is that of chosing the rightwith Zissos' method,

combination of optional product,s. From experimentation with
the program, it appears that the order in which the optional
products, from the optional product st,ring, are presented to
the expression for further simplification, greatly
infl-uences the result,ing simplification.

"A's noted in chapter 2 there are many minimar and near
minimal- equivalents for an expression. one particular
ordering of the optionar products may simplify the
expression to one of the near minimal equivalents. FurÈher

optional products, in the optional string, will not be able

to further simplify this equivalent.

our requÌrement at this stage is to back-Lrack and

commence sj-mplification of the expression with a re-ordered
optional product string.
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This problem is simil-ar to the hill--crimbing probJ_ems

encountered in machine intelligence programs. The program

has reached a local peak and can go no higher for this
particurar peak" There may be higher peaks but the program

cannoÈ telI. only by drastically altering it's position can

the program hope to find a peak which may be higher, if
there are any.

ïn our case, the program cannot determine if it has the
simprest equivalent. only by re-ordering the optional
products and starting this stage of the simplification
process over again, can the program hope to determine other
minimaL sol-utions.

More work is necessary ín this area to attempt to
define some ordering of the optional products which wirl
improve the simprification of the expression. The main

approach at this stage, is to determine if a criterion may

be derived from the frequency at which the different
literaLs appèar in the expression.

i .l NAIÏD/NOR Simg_lif icat.ions

Most circuits t,oday are designed to be buirt with only
one type of logic gate, such as a NAND or NoR gate. Most

work in this area has concentrated on obtaining a minimal
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normal equivalent of an expression and then transforming the
resul-t into a three-level NAND netv¡ork. (choudhury,

Chakrabarti, and Sarma (1g67) ¡ Choudhury and Chakrabarti
(1e6e) ) "

The simprification from our modified Zissos' program

coul-d be simply transformed into a three-lever N.AND network
by any of the previous methods.

However, the minimal normal equivalent does not always
produce the simplesÈ three-level NAND network. previous

research has shown that the most economical network is
obtained onJ-y when suitable redundant prime implicants are
included with the prime impricants of t,he minimal cover. For
most methods, the inclusion of the suitabte, red.undant prime
impricants becomes difficult. This is because these methods

are concerned with finding the complete set of minimal
covers for the expression. To modify these methods to
include redundant prime implicants in all the covers and

then to determine which one will- produce the minimal
three-leveL NAND network is time-consuming and impractical-.

However, our modified zissos¡ method is only concerned,

with finding one minimal normal- equivalent. Although, our
modified Zissos' method would not always produce the
simplest three-l-evel NAND network, it is hoped that this
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approach \^/ould provide reasonably minimal_ solutions in a

comparatively short time"

There is al-so the possibility
could be modified, so that it will
equivalent more suited for a

three-l-evel- NAND network.

that STEP 4 of the method

produce a minimal normal

transformation into a

During this step, the expression is simplified by the
optional product sÈring. This step, however, courd be

adapted so that redundant optionar products coul_d be

incruded in the expression, if they wij_l enabre the
expressj-on to be transformed into a simpler three-level NÀND

network. Prel-iminary research seems to indicate t.hat this
approach is quite feasibLe

other researchers have attempted to simplify a normal_

expression into the simplest :rthree-l-evel NAND network,
without producing an intermediary minimal normal equivalent.

Gimpel (1967) has adapted the guine-Mcctuskey method to
simplify expressions to a NAND formulation. rt appears that
our modified Zissos' method coul-d be adapted to his
Èechnique and thus be used to produce NIAIID simplifications
directJ-y from normal expressions.

Zissos and Duncan (1971) feer- that the major reason

simpÌification of NAND or NoR expressions is difficult, is
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because of the awkward notation used for these functions.
To this end, they have developed a theoreticar notation for
the NAND and NoR operators and have also derived theorems,
in their particular notation, for NAND and NoR operations.
The notation has been especially designed for use in the
design of switching circuits.

Further research is necessary to determine if our
modified Zissos' method could be altered to incorporate
their ideas"

our developed Zissos' simplification method

been designed to take into considerat,ion the
fan-out restrictions for particurar logic gates.

fn order to enable our program to be of more practical
use, it wilL have to be adapted to incrude fan-in and

fan-out restrictions. As these restrict,ions vary with
differenÈ circuits, the program should be adapted so that
they can be input, together with the expression to be

simplified 
"

2. Conclusions

has not

fan-in and

Zissos' method is
always produce the

a heuristic method, which will_ not
simplest normal_ equivalent of an
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expressl_on " However, it
compensate for this defect,
minimal solutions quickly.

appears that the method

by being abl_e to produce

wil-1

near

so far the program has been tesÈed mainry with
expressions involving less than eight variabr-es. The

resulting simplifications have been produced in fairly'short
Èimes "

To be practicar the program musÈ be able to obtain
quick, reasonaby minimal solutions to expressions involvi-ng
twenty or more variabr-es. However, before the program is
tested on these expressions, the modifications to the
program suggest,ed in 1 , should obviousLy be made.

The results obtained so far seem Èo índicate that the
method wilL produce, in a ïeasonable amount of time, either
minimal or near minimal solutions.
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Appendix A

Simpl-if ication Program
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SIHPLFY: PROCEDURE OPTIONS(HAINI ;

SI,HPLFY: PROCEDUfìE OPTIONS(MAINI ;

/* MÀIN PRÚGRAM; DIRECTS THE SIMPLIFTCATION PRCCESS ÀND PERFORMS
T,/O FUNCT IONS *I

2 DCL OP CHAR f 8OO ) VAR;
3 DCL STRING CHAR(8OO) VAR;
4 DCL CARD CHAR(8OOI VAR;
5 DCL TÂUT BIT(1';
ó DCL STEP4 CHAR(9gI VAR;
7 DCL REMCVE RETURIiSf CHÂR(8OO) VART¡
8 ÙCL INDTC BIT(I);
9 ON ENDFILE (SYSINI GO TO STOP;

/+ THE EXPRESSION IS READ IN+,/

I T NEW-EXPR:
GET L IST(CARD};

L2 ûP = rr'

/* THE EXPRESSION CAi\¡ BE PLACED AI''IYI.IHERE ON THE CÂRD AND CAN CONTAIN EMBEDDED
i]LANKS; THE EXPRESS I'N IS TRAIII SFERRED TI] OP AND ANY EMBEDDED BLANKS ARE
REMO VE D* /

/* THE FIRST NOI.I-81ÀNK CHARACTER TS FOUND*/

13 DO l'1=I T0 LENGTH(CARDI;
l+ IF S(,BSTR(CARDIMrlt -= I r THEN c0 T0 EXPR;
16 END;
L7 EXPR:

D0 I =M T0 L EIIGTH ( CARO I ;

/+ BLANKS FOLLOl^tTNG THE EXPRESSION OR EMEEDDED ¡N THE EXPRESSION ARE LOOKED
FOR*/

18 IF SUBSTR(CÂRDrI rl) 3 t r THEN GB T0 CHECK;
20 i]P = CPIISUBSTR(CARDIIIIIi
2L END;
22 cHEcK:

t)0 L= t+l To LENGIH(CARDI;

/* IF IHE ELANKS ARE EI'IBEDDED BLANKS THEY ARE ELIMINATED BY EMBED*/

23 tF SUBSTR(CÂRDrLrll -= r I THEN GO TO E,TBED;
25 END;
26 PUT L INE(31 EDIT( TBooLEAN EXpRESSIoN i,ltrH BRAcKErsr I (Ál ;27 PUT SKIP (2 I EDIT (OP¡ (ÀI; ì

28 GO TO START; i :29 EMBED:
OP = OPI ISUBSTR(CARD,L,IIi

30 H = L+li
31 GO TO EXPRS

T+ IF THE ËXPRESSIOI.I CONTAINS BRACKETS, REMOVE IS CALLED TO
REI,IOVE THE BRACKETS BY MULTIPLYTNG THROUGH */



SIMPLFY: PROCEDURE OPTIONs( MAINI ;

32 START:
33 IF INDEXÍOP' I ( ! l=0 THEN G0 T0 FINIS;
34 íJP = REMOVE(OP);
i5 G0 fo sfART;
3ó FINIS:

PUT SKIP(3I EDIT( IBOOLEAN EXPRESSION I.IITHOUT BRACKETS! } (A};
37 PUT SKIP(z) EDTT(OP)(A);
38 0p = ¡+rllopllr+ !;

,/* BOOL EXPR TS SIMPLIFIED. BY ZISSOSIS STEP L .*I 
.

39 CALL AND(OP I ;
40 PUT SKIP(3I EDIT(IBOOLEÂN EXPRESSTON AFIER REMOVING REOUNDANT TERÞISII(At;
4L PUT SKIP(2I EDIT(SUBSTR(OP,2TLENGTHIOP)-3II(AI;

/* EOOL EXPR IS SIMPLIFIED BY ZISSOSIS STEP 2 *T 
.

42 CALL ABSCRBÍOP'; ..

43 PUT SKIP(3¡ EDIT(IBOOLEAN EXPRESSICN AFTER ABSORPTIONII(AIi
44 PUT SKIP(2I EDTT( SUBSTR(OP,2ILENGTHIOPI-3¡ ¡ (AI;

,/* OPTION IS CALLED TO PRODUCE OPTIONAL PRODUCTS FOR THE BOOL EXPR
AND CREATE AN OPTIONAL PRODUCT STRING IF NECCESSARY *f

45 CALL OPTTON(OPITAUT,STRINGI i

/* CHECKS TO SEE IF EXPR IS A TAUÏOLOGY +I

46 IF TÀUT THEN GC TO TRIVIAL;

/* CHECKS TO SEE IF OPT PROD STRING IS Í,ITNTI.IAL +/

48 IF STRING-' I THEN GO TO FINAL;
50 PUT SKIP(3) EDIT( 'BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER STEP3II(AI;
5L PUT SKIP(2I EDIT(SUBSTR(OP,2,LENGTH(OP)_3TI (À';

/+ SIMPLIFIES STRTT{G BY PRODUCING OPTIONAL PRODUCTS */ 
I

52 CALL OPTION( STRINGITAUT,CARD';

/* CHECKS ÏO SEE IF OPTIONAL PRODUCT STRING TS A TAUTOLOGY *1.
53 TF TAUT THEN GO TO TRTVIÁL;

,/+ CHECKS TO SEE IF OPT PROD STRING IS MINIMAL *I
55 IF STRING=.r THEN GO TO FI¡JÄL;
57 PUT sKIP(31 EDIT(TSIMpLIFIED oprloNAL pRooucr sTRING!l(Ar;
58 PUT sKIP(zt EDIT(sugsrR{sTRINGT2TLENGTH{srRINGt-3t¡lAt;

/+ REDUNDANT PRODUCTS ARE REMOVED 8Y REDUN */
59 CALL REDUN(OPI;

/+ ZISSOSTS STEP 4 *l
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60
ót

62

SIMPLFY: PROCEOURE OPTTONS(MAINI ;

l=2;
NEXT:
L = INiDEX(SUBSTR(STRINGTII rr+r )i
IF L=0 THEN Go T0 FINAL;

,/* F INDS NEXT OPT PROD TN OPT PROD STRÍ NG *I

64 STEP4 = SUBSIR(STRTNGI IIL-II i
65 I = I+L;

/* SUBROUIINE AB SIMPLIFIES ÏHE EXPRESSION USING AN OPTTONAL PRODUCT */

66 CALL AB(OP,STEP4,TAUTIINDICI;

/* CHECKS TO SEE IF THE EXPRESSION IS A TAUTOLOGY +I

TF TAUT THEN GO TO TRIVIAL; I

/* TF INDIC TS SET TO IIIB I THEN AN OPTIONAL PR,ODUCT HAS BEEN USED TO
S II'1PL IFY THE EXPRESSION AND A CHECK SHOULD BE ì4ADE FOR REDUNDANT
PRODUCTS */

69 TF INIDIC IHEN CALL REDUN(OPI;
7I GO TO NEXT;
72 TRTVIAL:

PUT SKIP(2) EDIT( rTHE 800LEAN EXPRESSI0N IS A TAUToLocYT I (Al ¡
73 GC TÜ NEW-EXPR;
74 F INAL:

PUT SKIPI3} EDIT( IFI¡ìAL STI'lPLIFIED BOCLEA}I EXPRESSTC¡.J I I TAT;
75 PUT SKTP(2I EDIT(SUBSTR(OP,2ILENGTH(OPI-3)I(ÂT;
76 GO Tû NEI,,I-EXPR;
77 SToP:

END SIMPLFY¡
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2
3
+
5
6
7
I
9

REMOVE: PROCIS) RECURSIVE REIURNS(CHAR(4OOI VAR};

REI'IÛVE: PROC(S) RECURSIVE RETURNS(CHAR(40O) VAR';

,/+ RECURSIVE PROCEDURE TO REHOVE BRACKETS FRCM BOOL EXPR */

DCL S CHÄR ( BOO ) VAR ;
DCL (FIRSï'SECOtlDl Cl{r1R{8001 VÂR;
DCL (NÊHTOLD) CIlAR(99) VAR;
DCL PRÚDUCÏ CHAÍI{BOOI VÂR;
DCL (IIJTKTL,M,N,IJ,IK) FIXED BIN(I5I;
DCL CLOSING EÀJTRY(CHAR(80O¡ VAR'FIXED BIN(I5I I RETURNS(FIXED BIN(I5)I ¡
DCL T{Ii\IDÊX EI'JTRY( CHAR { 8OO) VAR ICHAR( I) ) RETiJRNS ( FI XED BI I'J( I5) I ;
DCL REI.lOVE RETURNS( CHAR(8OOI VARI;

CLOSING ! PROC(S,L) RETURNS(FIXED 8IN(I5II;

/* FUII.ICT IÛN HHICH F INDS ¡4ATCHING CLOSTNG ERACKET FOR ONE
PARTICULAR OPENING ERACKET. RETURI.IS THE POSTTION IN THE STRING
OF THE CLCSING BRACKET */

DCL S CHAR(8OO) VAR;
DCL (L,K,I¡ FIXED 8INI15';
K = L;
I = l;
D0 wHfLE(I-=Oli .

K = K+l;
IF SUBSTR(SrKrl)=r ( t THEN I=I+li
ELSE IF SUBSTR(ST K¡ I)=I ¡ I THEN T = I-Ii
END;
DClllO¡\ll(1.

END CLOS ING;

NINDEX : PROC(STRING,A} RETURNS(FIXED BIN(15}¡¡

,/+ FUNCTION WHICH SEARCHES BACK ALONG A STRING FOR A PARTICULAR
CHARACTER. RETURh¡S THE POSITION IJF THE CHARACTER IN THE STRING *f

l0

ll
L2
l3
l4
I5
ló
t7
I9
2L
22
23

24

25 DCL STRING CHAR(8OOI VAR;
26 DCL A CHAR(I);
27 DCL J FIXED BIN( 15};
28 J = LENGTHÍSTRING);
29 D0 |,JIIILE(SUSSTRfSTRING'Jrllr=¡¡;
30 J = J-l;
3t END;
32 RETURN{J¡;
37 EI'¡D N INDEX| .

34 PRoDUcf = rr'
35 S = r+rllsll'+';

/* FINDS FIRST BRACKET *I

36 L = INDEX(Srr{rli
?7 i,l = CL0SING(SrL!;
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REMOVE: PRDC(SI RECURSTVE RETURNSICHAR(1rOO) VARIi

/* ELI¡4INATES BRACKETS T¡I THE CASE +(AB¡+"

38 IF SUBSTR(SrL-lrl. l=r+r t SUBSTR(SrI{+lrll=r+r THEN
39 RETUIìN( SUßSTR (5,2,L-2I I ISUBSTR(SIL+I,¡,I-L-T ¡ I I

suBsTR( S I i'l+I I LENGTH( S )-M- I ) ) ;

/T DETERMT|.JES THE TERMS II'¡VOLVED IN THE MULTIPLICATION FOR CASES
(1) .....+A(A+B¡
12.'t ..,..+(A+Blc
f3) ...".+fA+Bl(E+Fl *l

IF SUBSTR(SrL-1rl)¡=r+r THEN
DO; N = NINDEX(S'J8STR(S, I,L-II¡IAI¡'

FIRST = SUBSTR(Srl'l+lrL-N-11 i
SEC0ND = SUBSTR(S'L+l'M-L-11 ;

L = Ni
I = M+[;

GI] TO I.IULT;
END;
FIRST = SUBSTR(S' L+lrM-L-ll ;
L = L-Ii
IF SUBSfR{SrM+lrl )=r ( | THEN
DO;
I = CL0S ING( Sr t'l+I I ;

SECOND = SUBSTR(S'M+2I I-M-2I i
I = I+l;

E¡ID i
ELSE DC; i = iNDEXíSUBSTR{STM+I)I'+')+ 'I i

J = IITDEX( SUBSTR{Srl¡+I }, I ( I )+l.l;
lF J=M I J>I THEN SECOND = SUBSTR( SrM+L r I-M-l t;
ELSE Dü i SECoND = SUBSf R(SrM+lrJ-l'l-l);

I = Ji
END;

END;
MUL T:

,/* CHECKS TO SEE IF THE TERMS IN THE ¡4ULTIPLTCATION CONTAIN BRACKETS.
I F SC REMOVE I S CALLED TO REIIIOVE THE BRACKETS */

68 IF INDEX(FIRST, I ( I ¡-O THEN GO TO CHECKz;
69 FIRST = REMoVE(FIRST);
7O GIJ TO ¡4ULT;
7L CHECK2 2

iF INDEX(SECONDT t ¡r ¡-=0 THEN
72 DÙ; SEC0ND = REM0VE I SECoND I ;
74 GO TO CHECKz;
75 END;
16 FIRST = FIRSTI I I+ I;
77 SECOND = SECoNDI I r+ . i
78 J = l;

,/+ TI,JO TERMS ARE MULTIPLIED TOGETHER BY CONCATENÀTING EACH
PRODUCT IN THE FIRST TERM [{ITH EACH PRODUCT IN fHE SECOND TERH *I

+l

+o
+L
+3
44
45
+6
+7
48
49
50
5l
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
62
64
65
66
67



REMI]VE: PROC(S) R€CURSIVE RETURNS(CHAR(4OO) VARI;

79 I'JEXT:
K = INDEX{SUBSTR(FIRSTTJI gI+I ¡ ;

8o IF K=0 THEN G0 Til OVER;
82 NEl,i = SUBSÏR(FIRST'JIK-II i
8] J = J+K¡
t]4 IJ = Ii
85 ¡rEXT_Or'tE:

lK = INDEX( SUBSTR(SECONDTIJI rr+r l;
86 IF IK=O THEN GO TO Í'JEXT;
88 I]LD = SUBSTR(SECÛNDI IJI IK:II i
89 IJ = IJ+IK;
eo PRCDUCT = PRODUCTI INEi,iI l0LOl | ¡+r;
9I GO TÛ I.IEXT-ONE;
92 OVER:

PR0DUCT = SUBSTR(PR0DUCT' I'LENGTH(PR0DUCTI-l) ;

93
94
95

/* PRCDUCT FORMEO FROM MULTIPLICÂTION CF TI^IO TERMS IS INSERTED
1I.,I STRII.JG AND ENCLOSED IN Bf{ACKETS IN CASE IT TAKES PART IN
SUESEQUEI'1T HULTI PL ICATIONS
tE .....(A+B) (C+D 

' 
(E+aF¡..... ¡i¡¡. r ". (AC+AD+BC+BDl (E+-Fl ".... *l

s = SUBSTR(Sr2rL-I) I lr(r I IPRODUCTI l'),IISUBSTR(SrIt;
REIURN ( SUBSTR ( S I I ILENGTH( S )-1 I ) ;
END REMOVE i
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AND: PROC ( OP ¡ ;

AND: PROC (OP ¡ ;

,/* PRODUCTS THAT CONTA INI A L I TERÂL BSTH I¡.¡ I TS TRUE AND I NVERTED FORM
ARE ELIf.lIIIATED USING B0uL RELAII0NSHIP Ä-A=0
THE RECURRENCE OF A SI¡IGLE VARIAELE IN A PRTDUCT IS ELIMINATED USTNG
THE 80JL RELATICNSHIP AA=A 0R -A-A--A */

DCL CP CHAR(8OOI VÂR;
't =2i
AGÁIN:

/* ISOLAÍES NEXT PRODUCT TN BOOL EXPR *I

N=I;
L=ttlDEX ( SUBSTRf CPt I ) r'+t t ;
IF L=0 THEN G0 TO OVER;
L=L+ I-l;
NEXT:

/* ISOLATES NEXT VARIAELE IN PRODUCT *I

lO IF SUBSTR(OPr Irl)=¡-r THEN I=I+l¡
Il IF I=L-l THEN
LZ D0; I=L+li
L4 GO IO AGAIN;
15 END|

/* CHECKS PRCDUCT FÛR AI',JCTHER CCCURRAIICE CF THE 5AI',IE VARIABLE *f

2
3
4

5
6
B
9

I6
L7
IB
20
2T
22

23

24

K = INDEX(SUBSTR(0P, I+lrL-I-II TSUBSTR(0Pr Irllli
IF K=0 THEN
D0; I=I+l;

GO TO NEXT;
END;
K=K+I;

/* DETERHINES HHETHER T0 USE A-A=0 0R AA=A +l

IF SUBSTR(OPrI-1tl)=rar t SUBSTR(OPrK-lrll-=rrt I
SUBSTR(tlPr [-lrl)-=r-r t SUBSTR{OPrK-lr l)=r-r
THEN DO;

/+ ELIMINATES PROD FROM BOOL EXPR *I

25 OP=SUBSTR(OP, I,N-2¡ I I SUBSTR(OP,L,LENGTH(OPI-L+IT;
2.6 I =N;
27 GO TO AGAIÀI;
28 END;

I* ELTMINATES REDUNDÀNT VARTABLE FROM PROD *I

29 IF SUBSTR(OP,I-ì,1t=I-¡ THEN
30 DO; OP=SUBSTR(OP¡L¡I-2)I ISUBSTR(OPrI+IILENGTHIOPI-II;
32 I=l-1;
33 L=L-Z; ;
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34
35
37
38
39
40

AND: PROC (OP I ;

END;
ELSE DOi OP=SUESTR{CP' I' I-I) I ISUBSTR(OP' I+I'LENGTHf OP}-I I ;
L=L-l;
END;
GO TO NEXT;
OVER:
END ÁND'



ÂBSCRB: PROC (OPI ;

ABSOR,S: PROC (OP ) ;

/* REDUNDANT PRCDUCTS ARE ELIt,l INATED USING A+AB=A

DCL OP CHAR(8OOI VAR;
DCL (FIRSTISECI]ND) CHÁR(99' VAR;
DCL COND BIT(2);
l=2i

/* ISOLATES FTRST STRING FOR COMPARISON +,/

AGATN:
L = INDEX(SUBSTR(0p, Ilr r+r);
lF L=0 THEN Go TO OVER;
FIRST = SUBSIR(ûprIrL-t¡; I

K = L+Ii

/* ISOLÁTES THE SECOND STRING FOR COMPARISON */
NEXT:
J = INDEX(SUBSTR(OP,KI rI+r) ;
IF J=0 THEN
D0; I = L+Ii

GÛ TO AGAIN;
EI,ID;
SEC0ND = SUBSTRf 0prKrJ-ll i

/* SUBROUTINE TÜ COI.lPARE F IRSÏ AND SECOND */
CALL ELIq(FI RST, SEC0NDTCONDI ;

/* COND IS 'OOIB IF NÛ ABSORBTTON CAN TAKE PLACE */
IF COf'tD - r00r8 THEN
I]Ù; K = K+Ji

GC TO NEXT;
END;

/* CCND IS IOlIB IF FTRST ABSORBS SECOND */
/* COND IS IIIIB IF FIRST IS EQUAL TO SECOND */
IF CCND = rOlrB I CONU =rllrB THEN
DO; DP = SUBSTR(OP,I,K-II I ISUBSTR(OP¡I1+3¡;

GO TO NEXT;
END;

/* CC¡ID IS ! IOIB IF SECOND ABSCRBS FIRST +f
3P = SUESTR(0pr1rI-1) I lSuBSTRt0prt+L);
GO TO AGA¡N;
OVER:
END ABSORB;

*/
2
3
4
5

6

7
9

t0

tl

L2
t3
15
ló
L7

IB

l9
20
22
23

24
25
27
28

29
30
3t
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I
2
3
t+

5

EL II'1: PRT]C( FIRST,SECOND,CONDI ;

EL Ii'I: PROC (F JRST, SECOND,COND ) ;
DCL (FIRST;SËCOI',]tJ¡ CHÀR(99I VAR;
DCL CÍIND 8IT(2I;
DCL (ABSI,A8S2' CI-IAR(99} VAR;
IJCL( ITfILIJI FIXED BIN(I.5I;

/+ DETERÈ4Il'tES' BY RELATIVE sIzE' t,,lHETHER T0 CHEcK IF FIRST ABSoRBS
SECOND OR SECOND ASSORBS FIRST +/

IF LENGTH(FIRST) > LENGTH(SECONDI THEN

/* COND = rl0rB IN0ICATES SECOND ABSORBS FIRST *t

D0; COND = rl0rB.i
ABSI = SEC0ND;
ABSZ = r !llÍ-IRSTi

EI.¡D;
ELSE DC;

IF LENGTH(FIRST) < LENGTH(SECONDI THEN

/* COND = r0LtB INDICATES FIRST ABSORBS SECOND */

COND = r0IrB; ELSE COND = rllrBi l

ABSl = FIRST;
ABS2 = | TIISECOND;

END;
I = I;
J= LENGTH(ÂBSII; :

1
9

l0
lt
T2
l3

L4
t6
L7
l8
l9
20

ii ?F'ñäi'iåio-i!'iEî +ä'1.å:Bcotirl)i'¡E0 
ii'r ÂBs2 *l

2L D0 HHILE ( I(=Jl;
22 M=!.;
23 tF SUBSTR(ABSIT I rl I = r-r THEN M = M+li
25 L = INDEX(ABS2TSUBSTR(ABSlrIrMl¡;
26 IF L=0 THEN G0 Tû t.toTHING;
2A IF M=t THEN
29 IF SUBSTR(ABSzrL-lr11 = r-r THEN G0 TO NOTHING;3l I - I+M;
32 END;
33 RETURN;
34 NOTHTNG:

COND = r0org;
35 END EL IM;
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OPT ION¡: PROC (OP,IAtJf , STR TNG) ;

T OPTIOT'¡: PROC {OPTTAUTISTRING';

/+ GEî'IERATES 0PTICNIAL PRODUCTS IJSING A-B+CB=A-B+CB+AC
EACH CPTID¡JAL PT.(ODIJCT IS USED TO EITHER ELIMINATE NON-PARENT PRODUCTS
ÛR TO REPLÀC E PAREI'IT PRODUCTS +.1

2 )cL 0P CHAR ( 800 l R;
3 DCL STR I ì\G CHÂR ( 8OO 

' 
VAR i

4 DCL ALPHABET CHAR( 2ó) VAR;
5 DCL {TRUTII, INVERSEI CHÀR(99) VAR;
ó DCL TEST CHAR(99I VAR;
7 DCL ( T,1U,\4, PÜP ) CHAR ( 99I VAR;
B DCL TAUT BTT(I);
9 DCL REPLACE EITÍI';

10 r[!f =:916'

/* SEARCHES EXPRESSION AND CREATES A LIST OF UNIQUE LITERALS */

I I NEW_STR TNG:
STRING - I'¡

L2 ALPHABET = 'I í
13 D0 I=2 Tt LENGTH(opl-2;
L4 IF SUBSTR(OPrIrl)=r+r I SUBSTR{0PrIrl)=rar THEN GO TO OVER;
ló L = If.lDEX(ÂLPHABETTSUBSTR(0PrIrlt);
17 IF L=O THEN ALPHABET = ALPHABETI I SUBSTR(OPI T I 1T i19 OVER:

ENO;

/* F I NDS NEXT TRIJE OCCURRANCE OF TI{E NEXT L I TERAL T<I

20 D0 l=t T0 LENGTH{ALPHABETI;
2L K=zi
22 TRUE:

TRUTH = Ir'
23 L = INDEX(SUBSTR(0PTKITSUBSTR(ALPHABETrIrltla
24 IF L=0 THEN G0 T0 FINISH;
26 K = K+Li
27 IF SUBSTR(0PrK-zrll=r-¡ THEN G0 To TRUE;
29 D0 N=K-Z T0 I By -t¡30 IF SUBSTR(OprNrl)=r+r THEN G0 TO NEXT¡
32 END;
33 NEXT:

fRUTH = TRUTHI ISUBSTR(OP,N+I,K-N-zI ;34 t"l = INDEX( SUBSTR(Cp'K) r r+r l;

í;,"IÍåË,ii';-3;i5i Iåå' î,il'?-,ll li?pHîl îi"î3i:å'iil^ff; T.GETHER

/* ÏHE PARE¡.IT PRODUCT FOR THE TRUE L ITERAL I WITH THE LITERAL TN
QUESTICN DELETED IS STORED IN TRUTH *f

35 MUI,I = TRUTHI ISUBSTR( ALPHAEÊTI TI I) I ISUBSTR(OPrKrN-II ¡36 TRUTH = TRUTH I ISUBSIR f OP,K,Íì¡-1 } ;37 J=Zi
38 FALSE:

INVERSE = 'r i
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t9
40
4Z
43
44
46
47

48

OPTION : PROC(OP,ÏAUT,STRINGI 3

/* FINDS NEXT FALSE OCCURRANCE OF THE L¡TERAL */
I¡I = IIr'DEX(SUBSTR(OP,JI r'-'I ISUBSTR( ALPHABETI II II I i
fF M=0 THEN GO T0 TRUE;
J = J+fll+[;
D0 N=J-3 T0 I BY -I;
IF SUBSTR(OPrNr!f=rar THEN GO TO NEXTONE;
END;

. NEXTONE:
INVERSE = INVERSEI I SUBSTR(OPIN+IIJ-N-3t ;' l,l = INDEX( SUBSTR{ûP rJ t ¡ r +r ¡ ;

/* DETERMINES OTIIER VARIABLES IN THE PRODUCT AND CONCATENATES TOGETHER
THE PÁRENT PRODUCT FOR THE FALSE LITERAL IS STORED ¡N POP */

/* THE PARENT PRODUCT FOR THE FALSE LITERALI I{ITH THE LTÍERAL TN
. QUESTION DELETED, TS STT]RED IN INVERSE *I

POP = INVERSEI I I-'I I SUBSTR(ALPHABET, I, r I I I SUBSTR( OPrJrN.l I i
INVERSE = INVERSEI ISUBSTR(0PrJrN-l¡ ;

/* TEST IS THE OPTIONÁL PRODUCT CREÀTED FROM MUM AND POP +I
TEST = TRUTHIITNVERSE;

/* lF TEST IS NULLr EXPR lS A TAUTOLOGY IE A+-A = À+-A+r¡ +l
I

IF TEST=rr THEN I .

DO; TÂUT = | l.Bi I'

END;
TEST = t+rllTESTll'+ ';
/* TEST IS STMPLIFTED BY AND 7,1.

CALL ÀND(TESTI; .

I* IF OPTIONAL PRODUCT IS NULL IT TS OMTTTED *f 
.

IF TEST=r+ ¡ THEN GO T0 FAi-SE;
TEST = SUBSTR{ TESTr 2TLENGTH( TESTI-3t ;

/* TNSERT TS CALLED TO SEE TF OPT PROD CAN ELIMINATE NON-PARENT
PROOUCTS CR REPLACE PARENT PRCDUCTS +f

CÀLL TNSERT;

I* IF A PARENT PRODUCT IS REPLACEDI T.HEN THE GENERATTON OF OPîIONAL
PRODUCTS IS STARTED OVER AGATN *I

IF REPLACE THEN GB TO NEI{-STRING¡

::lj.'.:.J:.'.: +';; j.;

52
53
i5
5ó
5T

58

49
50

5l

63
65
6ó

67
ó9

59
ó1

62

CO TO FALSE; 
:

FINISH3
END ¡
IF STRING=|r THEN GO TO FINIS;
STRING = SfRINGllr+ ,;

i,;.i.i'.,...,.{i
i:+:'.¡:i;rì



70

7l

OPTICN ! PROC(OP,TAUT,STRING} ;

/+ OP IS SIMPLIFIED BY DELETTNG SIJBSUI,TIí!G PRODUCTS *I
CALL ABSORB ( OPI ¡

I+ EXTERI.IAL SUBROUT INE INSERT

INSERT : PROC;

/* TNSERT DETERMINES IF AN CPT PRCD CAN ELIMINÀTE NON_PARENT PRODUCTS
OR REPLACE PAREI\IT PRODI,CTS IN THE 8OÚL EXPR *I

72 DCL TESTI CHAR{99I VAR;
73 DCL COND B IT (2 ¡;
74 DcL ELIMINA BIT(I}|
75 DCL (IIL} FfXED BIN(15);
76 ELII4 INATREPLACE - rorB;
77 Í = 2t

/* ISOLATES NEXT PROD OF BOOL EXPR */
78 AGAIN:

L = INDEX(SUBSTR(0P, I)r r+r l i
7e IF L=0 THE|'\I GO TO FINIS;

/+ CO¡4PARES LENGTH OF NEXT PROD OF BOCL EXPR Af\D OPT PROD TEST"
fF TEST IS LONGER THEN IT CAT]I,¡CIT ELI¡IINATE A PROD IN THË BOOL EXPR */

Si TF L-i<LEi,IGTii( TEST I THEN
82DO;I=I+Li
84 GO TO AGÂIN|
85 El'lD i

/+ NEXT PROD OF BOOL EXPR TS PUT INTO TESTI. +/

8ó TESTI = SUBSTR{OPIIrL-lt;

/S ELIIl IS CALLEO TO SEE IF OPT PRC]D CAN ABSORE A PROO
IN THE BOOL EXPR */

87 CALL EL IM( TEST,TESTI,COND);

/+ CoND=roorB IF oPT PRûD CANNOT ABSORB A PRoD IN THE B00L EXPR */
88 IF COND=|OO|B THEN
89DD;I=T+Li
9I GO TO AGAIN;
92 END:

/* TESTI IS CHECKED IO SEE IF IT IS A PARENT PROD *I

,/+ REPLACE ÀND ELIMINA ÂRE SEf DEPENDING ON I^¡HETHER OPT PROD
REPLACES OR EL I14INATES */

IF TESTI=MUM I TESTT=POP THEN REPLACE = 'l'Bi

*/

93
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OPT ION: PRSC IOPITAUTISTRINGI i

95 ELSE ELII.IINA = rIIBi

/* PROD IS REMCVED FROM BOOL EXPR *./

96 0P = SUBSTR(OPrlrI-l) I ISUBSTR(0prI+L);

,/+ CHECKS T0 SEE IF THE PRCD HAS BEEN RE,YOVED FR0H BEFORE WHERE THE
SEARCH F0R THE TRUE LITERAL IS POIr.lÏ ING. IF IT HAS THEN K tS C0RRECTED
BY SUETRACTI¡¡G L-I */

97 IF I(=K THEN K = K-L+li
99 GO TO AGAINi

/* fF OPT PROD REPLACED A PARENT PROD IT IS ADDED TO THE BOOL EXPR */

/* IF THE OPTIONAL PRODUCT HAS NOT REPLACED A PARENT PRODUCT OR
ELI)'l TNATED A l\iON-PARENT PRCDUCTT IT IS pUT INT0 THE ûpTIONAL
PRODUCT STRING *I

IOO FINIS: :

1O1 IF REPLACE THEN OP = SUBSTR(OP,I,LENGTH(OP)-T) I ITESTI t I+ ,;
LOz ELSE STRING = STRING II I+I II TEST;
IO3 END INSERT;
IO4 FINIS:

END OPT I OI,I ;
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REDUN ! PROC(OP¡;

2
3
4

REDUN : PR[]CfI]P)¡

/* TH\S R3UTINE IS USED TL.l DETER['1 INE REDUNDANT PRODUCTS BY CHECKING
TO SEE IF A PRTDUCT IMPLIES THE EXPRESSION WITH THE PRODUCT TN
OUESTICti DELETED. IF THE PRCDUCT IMPLIES THE ËXPRESSIOi'l l,JITH TTSELF
DËLETÊDr IT ¡ S REDUI'lDAhiT Af.lD I S CU¡'tPLETELY DELETED FROM THE
EXPRESS ION */

DCL OP CI{AR(BOO' VAR,TAUT BIT(II;
DCL STRII!G CHAR(8OOI VAR, TEST CHAR(99) VAR, SPARE CHAR(8OOI VAR;
| = 2i

/* NEXT PRODUCT IN THE EXPRESSION TS FOUND AND PUT INTO TEST */

NEXT:
L = INDEXf SUBSTR{OP, I)r I+. };
IF L=0 ÍHEN G0 TC OVER;
TEST = SUBSTR(OP'I'L-ll ll | ¡;

/+ STRING IS FORMED BY DELETING TEST FROM THE EXPRESSION *T

STRING = SUBSTR(CPr lr t-t) I I SUBSTR{0P'l+L¡;
K = l;

/* EACH LITERAL IN TEST IS CHOSEN ONE 8Y ONE. THE LITERALS tN STRING
ARE THE¡J EXAMINED. IF A L TTERAL IN STRING HAS THE SAI,1E TRUTH VALUE
AS THE CHOSEN LITERAL FROM TEST, THE LITERAL IS DELETED.
IF A I-!TERAL !i.,! STRIh]G HAS THE OPPOSTTE TRUTH VALUE ÂS THE CHCSEN
LITERAL FROM TESTI THE PROOUCT,THAT THE STRING LTTERAL IS TN IS
DELETED FROI,: STR ING */

5

ó
I

9
TO

tl DO WHILE (SUBSTR(TESTrKr1I-=¡ I );
L2 IF SUBSTRÍTEST,KT ll=r_r THEN

/* ROUTINE TO DELETE LITERALS OR PRODUCTS FROM STRING t,.lHEN THE TEST
LITERAL IS COMPLEMENTEO *f

13 DOiK=K+Ii
I 5 CHECK:

ta = fNDEX(STRING'SUBSTR(TEST'K'1, t;
16 IF M=0 THEN c0 T0 FINIS;
l8 IF S,JBSTR( STR INGrM-l rl' =r-¡ THEN
19 Dü; STRING = SUBSTR(STRING,I,M-2¡ II SUBSTR(STRINGII,I+1¡'
2L GO TO CHECK;
22 END;
23 DC HHILE (SUBSTR(STRINGrI4¡[)-=rçrt;
24 M = M-Ii
25 END;
26 J = INDEX(SUESTR(STRING,M+I)9I+II;
27 STRIIiG = SUBSTR(STRINGTITM-l) ll SUBSTR(STRINGTJ+Hr;
28 GO TO CHECK;
29 END¡ .

30 ELSE

/+ ROUTINE TO DELETE LITERALS OR PRODUCTS FROM STRING WHEN THE TEST



?o
3I

t2
34
35
37
v8
39
40
4l
42
+3
44
45
46

47

REDUN : PROC (OP I ;

¿rB CALL ûPTIrlN( STRINGT TÁUTr SPAREI:
+9 IF TAUT ÏHEN

L ITERAL IS UNCOI.IPLEMENTED +/

D0i
CHECKl:

ì'I = II.'IDEX( STRINGISUBSTR(TEST,KIII I;
IF M=O THEI'I GÛ TO F INf S;
IF SUBSTR(STRII'lG¡14-1 e I l-=t-r THEN
DO; STRING = SUBSTR(STRINGII'14-I) I I SUBSfR(STRINGIM+1I;

GO TO CHECKI;
END;
DO I{HILE ( SUBSTRI STRTNG'M¡} )r=I¡I } ¡

M = M-li
END;
J = INDÊX( SUASÏR( STRINGII'|+I)'I+, I ;
STRING = SUBSTR(STRII'JG'1'M-1¡ I I SUBSTR(STRTNG'J+I',I, ;
GO TO CHECKI;

END;
FINfS3
K = K+Li
END;

/* OPTION IS CALLED TO DETERMINE IF SÍRING IS A TAUTOLOGY +I

50
52
53
5+
55
56

/'X TF STRING IS A TAUTOLCGY I REDUNDANT PRODUCTS ARE DELETED FROM THE
EXPRESS TON .+/

DC; CP = SUSSTR{!P, T,I.I) I I SUSSTRICPTI+LIi
GO TO NEXT;

END;
I = [+Li
GO TO NEXT¡
ÙVER:
END REDUN;
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2

3
4
5
ó

7
8
I

AB : PROC(CPTSTEP4ITAUTTINDICl :

AB : PROC(CP,STEP4, AUT,INDTc) ;

/+ SUIJRÛUTINE TO ISt,LATE PRODUCTS IN THE EXPRESSIÛN ÀND SEE IF THEY
SUBSUME OR, ARE SUBSUi'IED BY PRCDUCTS I¡,J THE OPTIONAL PRODUCT
STR I NG.
STEP4 T S A PRODUCT FROI,I THE OPT IONAL PRDDUCT STR ING */

DCL OP CHAR(8OOI VAR, {TESTISTEP4I CHAR(99) VAR, SfRING CHAR(8OOI VAR,
TÀUT ßITIl);
DCL COND,BIT(2';
DCL II'IDIC BI TI l I;
DCL NEi.IOP BIT(1I;
START:
T[(Jf = rgtS'
INDIC _ IOIB;
J=2;
AGA T N: :,

/+ FINDS IIEXT PRODUCT CF CPTIONAL PRODUGT STRING +/

L = INDEX( SUBSTR(0PrJl r r+r I i
L0 IF L=0 THEN G0 TC OVER;
LZ TEST = SUUSTR(0P,JrL-ll;
L3 CALL ELII4( STEP4, TEST,CONDI;

/+ lF C0ND = rllrBr STEP4 IS EOUAL TO TEST
IF COND - IIOI8, STEP4 SUBSUMES TEST
THÉ¡ìEFûRÈ' STÊP4 C/rNhlilT S iÌ"iPLiFY rFiE EXPRËSSI0N */

L4 TF COITID=IlltB ICOND=IIOIB THEN GO TO FINTS;

/+ IF COND = t01tBr STEP4 IS SUBSUMED BY TEST. TEST CAN BE DELETED,
BUT STEP4 i\,luST BE INTRODUCED INTO THE EXPRESSION , */

16 IF CuND=rOIrB THEN
t7 Dc; oP = r+r I I srEP4 ll suBsTR(oprtrJ-l) I I SUBSTR(0PrL+J);
19 INDIC = rlrB;

/* IF STEP4 CANNGT SIMPLiFY THE EXPRESSÍON BY ABSCRPTTONI OPTTON IS
CALLED TI] GENERATE ÛPT¡ONAL PRODUCTS BETWEEN STEP4 AND THE
EXPRESSION FCR FURTHER SIf'lPLIFICATICN +I

20 CALL OPTION(OP,TAUT,STRINGI;
2L GO TO FINIS;
22 END; , ' 

.'23 J = J+Li
24 60 TO AGAIN;25 

SXilt'pruN(0p,srEp4,TAUr, rNDrc,NEr.¡'pt;

I* IF NEl.¿OP IS SET TO ITTBI IT INDICATES THAT A NEW OPTIONÂL PRODUCT
HAS BEEN GENERATED AND IS TO BE USED FOR FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION +f

26 If: NEWIJP THEN GO TC START;
28 FINIS:
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AB : PROC(OPISTEP4ITAUT'INDICI ;

END AB;
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OP-TUN : PROCf tJP,STEP4,TAUT, INDTC,NEþIOP) ;

CPTUI{ : PROC (OP,STEP4,TAUT,INDIC,NE|^lOPI;

,/* SUBROUTINE TC GENERATE I]PTIONAL PRODUCTS BETHEEN THE OPTTONÂL
PR0DUCT' STÊP4' AhlD THË c XPRËSSIOI'l . THE 0PTI0NAL PR0DUCTS
GEI'.IERATEO ARE USED TO S II-1 PL IFY THÊ EXPRESSION */

2 DCL 0P CHAR{800¡ VAR, STEP4 C|{AR(99) VARTTAUT BIT(Ir;
3 DCL S,,{ITCH BIÏ(1) r ÏEST CHAR(99) VAR,COND BTTI2};
4 DCL (REPLACEIELII4 IIJA) BIT( I};
5 DCL MUi't C¡1AR {99 ¡ VAR;
ó DCL FIRST CHAF(Í99) VAR;
7 DCL INDIC BTÏ{ II;
B DCL NEllOP BIT(T);
9 NE'rloP = rorg;

l0 STEP4 = sTEP4 ll I t;
It r{[-lf = r gr S'
L2 I =l;

/+L0CATII'lG INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES IN THE 0PT PR0OUCT' SHITCH IS SET T0
C IF VARIABLE IS i\iEGATIVE, I IF POSITIVE +/

13 DO HHILE (SUBSTR(STEP4TI¡l)-=t t¡'
L4 swITcH = rlrB;

IL5 IF SUBSTR(STEP4rlrl)=r-t THEN
16 Dù; silITcH =rorBi
l8 I = I+1;
19 END;
20 J=Zi
2L NEXT ¡

I F -Sr{176¡ Tt-tç¡
22 POSI T:

/+ RÛUT INE TO GENERATE OPTIOÌ'IAL PRODUCTS BETWEEN STEP4 AND THE
EXPRESSIONI IF THE GENERATING VARIABLE IN STEP4 IS l.IEGATEO */

23 DO; L = INDEX(SUBSTR(OPIJ}ISUBSTR(STEP4IT,I) );
24 IF L=o THEN co T0 FINISH;
26 J = L+Ji
?7 IF SUBSTR(OPrJ-2rf)=r-r THEN G0 f0 POSIT;
29 t4 = J-2i
30 DC |¿{HILE(SUBSTR(OPrMrIla=r+rl¡
3 I rtl = l.l-1 ;
J2 END;
33 N = INDEX(SUBSTR(OprJ)rr+rl-l;

/+ TEST CCNTAINS THE OPTIONAL PRODUCT GENERÂTED *I

TEST = SUBSTR(0P'r'1+lrJ-M-21 ll SUBSTR(0Pr¡r¡¡ ¡¡
SUBSTR(STEP4 ¡!¡I-2 ¡ I I SUBSTR{STEP4, I+LI LETIGTH(STEP4I-I-II;

/* MUM CONTAINS THE PARENT PROOUCT FROM THE EXPRESSTON *I

MUM = SUESTR(OP,r''l+1rJ-M-2) ll SUASTn(STEp4rIrll I I SUBSTR(0pr¡r¡¡ ¡
IF TEST ='r THEN
D0; IAUT = rlrBi

34

35
36
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39
40
4L
42
43

OPTUi{ : PR,OC(OP,STEP4,TAUT, INDIC,NEgIOP' ;

RETURN;
END;
GO TO cHEcK¡

END ¡
ELSE

/* ROUTII'JE TO GENERATE OPTIONAL PRODUCTS BETl,lEÊN STEP4 AND THE
EXPRESSION' IF THE GENERATING VARIAtsLE IN STEP4 IS AFFfRI4ED

Dt]; L = TI.IDEX(SUBSTR(ÛP,J¡,'-t II SUBSTR(STEP4,f ,ITI;lF L=0 THEN G0, T0 FINISH;
J = J + L +l;
M = J-3i
DO HHILE(SUBSTR(OPrMrl) r= rat ¡;

f'4 = M_li
ENDi
N = Il.lDEX( SUBSTRIOPTJI rr,+r I -l;

/+ TEST CONTAINS THE OPTIONAL PRODUCT GENERATED TI

ïEST = SUBSTRI0PIr'1+IrJ-M-31 il SUBSTR(0p,JrN) ll
SUBSTR{STEP4, I, I-I} I I SUBSTR(STEP4,I+IILEI,IGTH( STEP4)-I-II;

/* MUM COI.ITAINS THE PARENT PRODUCI FRoÀ{ THE EXPRESSTON *I
MUt{ = SUBSTR{0P'M+lrJ-M-31 ll r-r ll SUBSTR(STEp4rI¡}} ll
SUBSTR(OP,J,NI;
IF TEST=tr THEN
DC; TÂUT = rltB;

RETURN i
END;

ENO;
CHECK:
TEST - ¡+r ll resr llr+ r;
CALL AND( TEST) ;
IF TEST=r+ I THEN G0 TO NEXT;
TEST = SUBSTR(TEST,ZTLENGTH( TEST)-3t ;
CALL EL I M( TE ST T SUBSTR ( STEP4, I I LENGTH( SfEP4 )-1 ),CONDI ;

/* lF COI\D = | Ol I B THEN THE GEòIERATED flpT I0NAL PRODUCT, TEST, CAN
REPLAcE THE PAREI'lr PR0DUcr srEp4. rEsr I s puT Ir.rTù srEp4r AND THESIIIPLIFIcATI0N PR0cESs ' UsING THE l.iEH 0PTIONAL pRoDUcT' Is
RESTARTED. NEI,.IOP IS SET TO .IlIB TO fi\OICÂTE THIS *T

IF CIIND=r0lrB THEN
DO¡ STEP4 = TESI¡

NEW0P = rlrBi
RETURN 

'END;
REPLACETELIT4INA = r0rBi
N = 2;
CHECKI:

/* ISOLATES NEXT PRODUCT FROM THE EXPRESS!ON

K = INDEXT SUBSTR(OP,NI rI+r I i
IF K =0 THEN G0 l'0 OPTAL¡

*/
43
45
47
4B
49
50
5L
52

53

5+

55
56
58
59
óo
6l
62
63
65
66

67
óB
70
7L
72
73
74
15
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76
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78
79

OPTUN : PROC(OPISTEP4ITAUTIIIJDIC,NEHOPIi

FIRST = SUBSTR(ûPtNtK-1, ¡
CALt EL IM(TESTIFIRST,COND} ;

/* lF CONC = r0Irll OR rllrBr THEN TEST CA¡¡ DELETE PRODUCTS IN THE
EXPRESS ION +/

IF FIRSf=MUl'l THEN REPLACE = ¡lrB ; ELSE ELIMINA =r IrBi
Il',JùIC - rlrB;
GI] TO CHECKI;

EI'¡D;
N = N+Ki
GO TO CHECKI;
OPTA L :

/JT IF THE GENERATED OPTIONAL PRODUCTI TESTI ONLY EL II'1 TNATES
NOI.I-PARENT PRODUCTSI THE ORIGIíiAL OPTIONAL PRODUCTI STEP4, MUST BE
INÏRODUCEO II'JTO THE EXPRESSION */

IF ELIt4 INÂ 6 -RËPLACE THEN
D0;6p - r¡r ll suBsTRfsfEp4rtrLENGTH(STEP4l-1) ll 0p;

GO TO FINIS;
END;

/* IF THE GENERATED OPTIONAL PRI]DUCT REPLACES THE PARENT PRODUCT TN
THE EXPRESStOl..I , II MUST BE INTRODUCED TNTû THE EXPRESSTON *I

I F R EPLACE THE I'¡

D0; 0P = r+r ll TEST ll OP;
GC TO FTNIS;

END;
GO ÍO NEXT;
FINISH:
I = I+l;
END;
FIN¡S:
EI¡D OPTUN i

80 IF C0t'\tD='OlrB ICCìND=|llrB THE¡I
8l DO; OP = SUBSTR(JPr lrll-l I I I SUBSTR(OPrN+Kl ;

l* lF FIRST = l'lUMr THEhi TEST REPLACES THE PAREi.IT PRODUCT ¡N THE
EXPR,ESS ION; OTHERWISE IT EL IMII,IATES A NON_PARENT PR.ODUCf IN THE
EXPRESSION */

83
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Appendix B

Bool_ean Expression Simpl-j_fication

During the simprification of expressions, using our

rnodified Zissosr method, more than one red.undant product may

occur in an expression. This is demonstrated in the example

below.

Exampl-e 1 :

ãËc¿e + ã6cðe + ãËc¿e + ãucdê + ã-bcde + ãnõ¿e + ã¡cãã +

ã¡c¿e + ã¡cae + ãbcde + aËõde + aËc¿õ + a¡cde + aËcde +

abcde + abcdã + anãae + anõoã + abãde + abcã'õ + abcãe +

abcdê

During the simplification of the above expression, the
partially simplified expression

ç4. + 6de + ã¿e + cã + a¡ã + cã + aba

is obtained and Èhe optional- product string
abõe + 6'ce + ãce + a¡c¿ + 6cd + ãcd

is produced

The optional product, abce is used to simplify the

expression.
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(abõe) + õde + Ede + ãd.e + cã + abe + cã-+ abã

The product abõ replaces abõe. Therefore, abõ is used.

to simplify the expression.

a.bc

(abõ) + õde + Ede + ãde + cã + abe + cã + abã-
\

abë- elirninates abã, therefore abã rnust
be introduced into Ëhe expression.

abõ + dde +Bde + ãde + cã + abã + cã + anã'

For this expression, both c-de and abd are redundant and

can be del-eted. rf a check had been made for on]-y one

redundancy, abã would not have been deleted. from the

expression.

Examples 2 and 3 show the various stages of
sr-mplr-trcatron using our modified Zissosr method"
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BOOLEAN EXPRËSSION I.IIlH BRACRElS

rÂrBrCDE+rA-BC¡D<E+-A.g[,<[[+rArBCD¡E+<ATBGDE+TABTCDE+¡ÂBCrDrE+TABC.DE+rÂBCD<E+<ABCDE+A.B¡CDE+ÀrBC¡D¡E+ArBC<DE+A¡BCDrË+A<
B C D E+ ABrCrDr E +A BrCrD E + ABrCD-E+/\ B¡C DE +A BC -llrE+ABC¡DE +A BCD rE

BOoLEAN ExPRESSI0N I.ltTHOUT BRÂCKEÏS

-ArB-COE+-r\-SC-D-E+-A-BC-DE+aA-DCD-E+-ATBCDE+1A8.CDE+<ÀðC<D-E+aABC-DE+-À6CDrE+-ÀBCDE+ATBTCDE+ArBCrD-E+A-BCTDE+À<ECDTE+À¡
BCDE+AB-C-D- E+AB.C-DE+AB-CD.E+AB-CDE+AEC-D-E+ABCaDE+ABCD iE

BOIILEAN EXPRESSIT¡ll AFTER REIUIOVING REDUNDANT TERMS

-A- B-C DE +- A- B Ca D- E +- A- BC -D E+ -Â-AC D-E + -A- BC DE + -ABrC0 E+- AB Ci0-E+-ABC-DE +-A BC D- E+-ABC DE+A- B-C DE+ A-BC -D- E+A-BC-DE+A-BC 0rE +A r
ECDE+A8iC-D-E+AB.C.DE+A3.CD-E+AB-CDE+ABC-D-E+ABC-DE+ABCO.E

BOOL EAN EXPRESSION AFIER ABSI¡RPII ON

iA- B-C D E+-A- BC -D- E+ - A-BC-D Ê+-A-BC D-E + -ArBC DE+iA B-C DE +-ÀB C rDrE +TABCaDE+ iA BC 0-E+-ABCDE+Ar 8-C 0 E+ A-BC-D- E+A-8CrDE +A-BC 0-E + À-
BCDE+Arl-C-D-Ë+ABIC-DE+ A3-C0-E+AB-C0E+ABCTD-E+ABC-DE+ ABCD-E

EOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER STEP3

rCDE+- BDE +- AD E +C- E+ ÀB- E + -DC +r DÂ B

J

\|(n

SIHPLIFIED OPTIONAL PRCDUCT STRING

i C E AB +-B EC +.4 EC+-CD AB +.BDC+.4 DC

FINAL SI14PLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

icÂB+-B0E +rAD E +C-E+-ÐC

Example 1



BOOLEA\ EXPRESSICN HITH BR,ACKETS

-ÀrBrC-Dr E. F +rAr B-C. D- EF +lAiB -C-D EF +.A.B.CD.E F +.A.B.C DE'F +.4 -BC.D E 'F +. A- BC D. EF+. A.B C DE. F+1 A-B C DEF +IAB-C rDlErF +AÀ BlCID-EF
+-48-C-DEF+.AB-CD-E-F+-AB.CDEF+.ABCiD-E.F+TABCTOiEF+TABC.DETF+rI\BCDTEiF+.ABCD.EF+.ABCDE.F+.ABCOEF+A-B-C-D-ErF+Â.8-CrD-EF
+AiB.C.DE.F +A rB-C AD E F +A-B AC D1 E-F + A-BC -D- E-F +A -BC- D' EF +A- BC-D E'F +Ä- BC D-E F +A- BCDEF +A BiCIO'EF +AB'C rDE 'F +AB'C DE'F +A BrCDE F+A B

C iTI E- F +A BCr D E F+ A ECD- E- F + A I]C D- Ê F +A B CI'E- F+ A 8C D E F

BCOLEA¡I EXPRESSION WTTHOIJT ERACKETS

-A-B-C-D-E-F+-AaBrciD-EF+rArB-Crl)EF+-ATBTCDTEF+-A-B-CDE-F+-A-BC rDE-F+-i\-BCD-EF+rA-BCDETF+rA-BCDEF+-ÂB-C-0-ErF+-AB-C-D-EF
+-ABiCTDEF+TABACD-EAF+rAB-CDEF+.ÂBCrDrE-F+rABC-D-EF+.ABC.DE-F+-i\BCD.E-F+-ABCD-€F+¡ABCDË.F+.ABCDEF+A-BTCADlE-F+ArB.C-D-EF
+AI8-C-DE'F+i\rI]iC-DEF+ArB-CD-EAF+AIBC-D.ErF+A-8C-D-EF+A-BCiDE.F+A-BCD.EF+Â.BCDEF+ABiC-O-EF+ABTCTOE-F+ABICDE.F+ABICDEF+48
C-DÊ.F +ÀACTDE F+ABCD.E.F+ABCD-EF+AIICDETF+AECDEF

BOOLEÂI'I EXPRESSION AFÏER RE'4OVING REf]UI'iDANT TERMS

rA-8-CrDrE-F+-A-B-C-¡l-EF+rA-B-C-DEF+-À-BrC0iEF+-ArB-CDETF+rArBCaDEaF+ìA-8CD-EF+-A-8CDE-F+.4-BCDEF+rAB-C-0-E-F+-ABìCrD-EF
+iAB.C-DEF+iAB.CD.EAF+.AB-CDEF+-48C.Ð-F-F+-ABC-D-EF+-AIJC-DErF+.AIICD-EiF+-ABCD.EF+.ABCDE.F+TABCDEF+Â-B-CiDiEAF+A-B-C-D.EF
+A-B-CIDÊIF+Â-B-C-DEF+A-3'CDlE-F+A-BC-D-E-F+A'BCrI)-EF+A'8C-DE-F+A-8CD'EF+A-BCOIEF+AB-C'D-EF+Â8-C'DE'F+AB'CDEAF+AB-CDEF+AB
C-DË-F +ABC.DEF+ABCD-E-F+ABCD-EF +AtsCDE.F+AI]COEF

BOÜLEAN EXPRESSIT'hI qFTER ABSORPTIO¡]

-A-3.C-D-E.F+-A.B-CìD-EF+rA-BiC-OEF+-A-B-CD-EF+.4-B.COE-F+.4-BC.DE.F+IA-BCD-EF+-A.BCDETF+.ArBCDÊF+-AB.C.D.EIF+rABrC-D.EF
+-AB.C.DËF+-AA-CD.E-F+.AB-CDEF+.48C-D.E-F+-ABCTD-ÊF+.ABCTDE-F+.ABCD-ErF+.Â8CD.EF+-ABCOE-F+-ABCDEF+A-B.C-D-EìF+Â.8.C-D-EF
+A-B-C-DEAF+A-B'C'DEF+A-S'CD-ÊAF+Â-BC-D-E-F+A-BC'OrEF+A'BC-DE'F+A-BCD'EF+A'BCDEF+AB-C'D-EF+A8iC-DE-F+A8-CDEiF+ABTCDEF+AB
C-DE-F+ABC-DEF+ABCD-E-F+ABC0-EF+ABC0E -F+ABCDEF

BOCLEAN EXPRESSION AIJTËR STEP3

-C.D-EF+-A-BD.EF+-A-f]DE.F+BDEF+A-B-C-E-F+-ACE.F+B.ATEIF+BAÉ-F+.BiCrDF+iAIC.OF+CDF+A-B-D.F+iB.C-DIE+-DBrÀrE+AEA.8.D+CBAE+
BC D-E

J{
o\

SIMPLIFIED OPTIONAL PRODUCT STRING

5AlBACAÊF+8E-AlCF+CF-EA'B+CB'A'E+ABCD+DBAE+'CA-BiD+DTACE+BCE'F+EA-DìF+'ArC-D-E+'DCE-F+C-AOF

FINAL SIMPLIFIÊD ECOLEAN EXPRESSION

.A.C -D-E + E A.D. F+ -CA- B- D+. A. B-C. EF +-C-D -E F +.A.BDEaF + 8D EF +A- BrC. E!F +-AC ErF + BrAr E.F +8 AE rF+.ArC.DF+CDF +.DB- A- E+.E 4.8.0+C BA E +
8C0-E

Example 2
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BCTLEAN EXPRESSION \{ITH BRACKETS

-A -g rC -D rE -F -C+ aA iB rCr D- E FiG +rArBiC- 08-F G+-A-B-C¡- ¿1p1Ç+rAr B-C DrE FrG+rAr B-COE-FrG+rA -B-CDE -F G +iAiBC rD-E rFrG+¡ArBCrDrEFrG
+r Â- BC - D E -F G +-A-Bc0- E-F-G +- A -BC D- EF -G +-A-BCDE -F -G+- A aBC DErF G+- A- BC DE Fr G+-AB-C-D- ErF-G+-ABrC- D- EF-G+-AB-C- 0ErFG +- AB'C-DE F

G+-AB-CD-E-FrG+rABrCDìEF-c+-Ag..CDE-FG+rA8-CDEF-G+-ABC-D-E-F-G+-ABCTO-EF-G+rABC-DETFG+-ABC-DEFG+-ABCD-E-F-G+TABCDTEFaG+rA
BCDE-FG+A-B-C-DrE-FrG+A-B-C-D-E-FGr.A-B-CrD-EFG+A-B-Cd-E-F-G+A-B.CDrE-FG+A-B-CDE-FG+A-BICDEF-G+A-B-CDEFG+A-BCrD'ErFrG+ArB
C-D-E-FG+A-BCaDTEFG+AiBCD-E-Fac+A-BCD-E-FG+AiBCD-EFG+AaBCDEFG+AB-C-DE-F-G+AB-C-DEF-G+AB-CD-EF-G+AB-CD-EFG+AB-CDEFG+AgC-0
-EF-G+ ¡¡BC.DE-F.G+ABCD.ETF-G+ABCO-ÊF-G+ÀBCDEF-G}ÂBCDE FG

BttLEAN EXPRESSIT'!N'rtlTllCUT ERACKETS

-À-B-t-O-E.F-G+-A-BrC-D-EF-G+-A-B-C-DETFG+rA-B-CD-E-F-c+-A-BTCDTEFaG+-A-tì-CDE-F-G+-A-BTCDE-FG+-A-BC-0-ErFlG+-A-BC-D-EF-G
+-ArBC-DE-FG+-^-BCD-E-F-G+-A-BCD-ÉFac+-A-BCDE-F-G+-A-BCoE-FG+-A-BCDÉF-G+-AB-C-0rE-F-G+-ABrCrDrEFaG+'AB-CaDE-FG+-AB-C'DEF
G+-ÀB-CD-E-F-G+-.Ag-CD-EF-c+iABTCDETFG+-AB-CDÊF-G+-ABC-D-E-F-G+-ADC-D-EF-G+-ABC-DE-FG+-ABC-DEFG+-ABCD-E'F-G+-ABCDaEF-G+iA
BCDE-Fc+A-B-C-0-E-F-û+A-BrC-D-E-FG+A-B-C-D-EFG+ArB-C0-É-Frc+A-8-C{)aE-ËG+ÀrB-CDÉ-FG+A1ßTCDEF-G+A.BTCDEFG+A-BCaD-E-F-G+ArB
C-D-E-FG+A-BC-0rEFG+AiBCD-E-F-G+A-BCD-E-FG+a-tlc0-EFG+A-BC0EFG+AB-C-DE-F-G+aB-C-DEF-G+aB-CD-EF.G+aB-CD-EFG+aB¡CDEFG+ABC-0
-El--G +ABC-DÊ-F-G+dBCD-E-F-G+ABCD-EF-G+AUC0EF-G+ABCDEFG

81,-If.LEAN EXPRESSICN AFTER REI.1O'/ING REDUI'IDANT TER14S

-a-t]-c-D-E-F-c+..A-B-C-D-EF-G+-A-B-C-DE-FG+-A-B-CD-E-F-G+-Aa8-CD-EFìG+rA-B-CDE-FiG+-A-BTCDE-FG+rA-AC-D-E-F-G+-A-BC-rJ-EFaG
+-A-BC-DE-FG+-A-BCD-ElF-G+-A-BCD-EF-G+-A-BCDE-F-G+-A-BCDE-FG+-A-RCDEF-G+-AB-C-D-E-F-G+rABrCr0-EF-G+-Ag-C-0E-FG+rAB-CTDEF
G+-ÂB-CD-E-F-G+-A8-CD-EFrG+-AB-CDE-FG+-AB-C0EF-G+rABC-DlE-F-G+-A8C-D-EF-Gf-ABC-DE-FG+rÂBCaDEFG+a^DCD-ErFaG+'',1BCD-EF-G+-A
BCDE-FG+AiB-C-D-E-F-G+AaBrC-DrEiFc+A-D-C-UTEFG+ArB-CD-ËrF-G+A-B-CD-E.FG+A-B-CDE-FG+A-ß-C0EF¡G+A-B¡CDEFG+A-BC-DlErFrG+A-B
C-D-E-FG+^-BCTDTEFG+alBCD-E-F-G+A-BCD-E-FG+A-BCD-EÊG+A-BC0EFG+¡\BrC-DE-Ë-G+aB-C-0EF-G+À8-CD-EFrG+AB-CD-EFG+aBTCDEFG+ABCTD
-EF -G+ ABC-DE-FrG+ABCI) IE-F.G+ABCD-EF-G+ABCDEF.G+ABCDEFG

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTIO¡I

-A-B-Crû-L-F-G+rA-B-C-D-Ur-O+-q-O-C-DE-Êc+-A-B.CDiËiFiG+-AaB.CDTEF-c+-A-8-CDE-F-G+-A-ß-CDE-FG+-A-BC-DiE-F'G+rA-BC-D-EFaG
+-A-8CrDE-FG+-A-BCD-E-F-G+-A-BCD-EF-G+-A-0CDE-F-G+-A-BCDE-FG+-ATBCDEF-G+rA3-C-DrErF-G+-ABrC-D-EFIG+aAB-CTDETFG+-AB-C-DEF
G+-AB-CD-E-FaG+rAu-COaEFTG+-^BTCDETFG+rAB-CDEFTG+-AlìC-D-E-F-G+-ABC-D-EÊ-G+-ABCaDErl-G+rABC-DEFGfiÀBCD'ErF-G+r^BCDaEFaG+-A
BC0E-FG+a-B-C-D-E-F-G+a-B-C-o-E-FG+a-B-C-D-EFG+A-BrCD-E-F-c+A-B-Co-E-FG+A¡B-C0F¡FG+A-B-CDEF-G+A-B-CDEFG+A-BC-DrE-F-G+A-B
crD-EìFG+A-BC-ùlEFG+Â-BCD-EaFaG+A-BCD-E-FG+A-BCD-EFc+A-BCDEFG+AB-C-98-F-G+AB-C-DEF-G+AB-CD-EF-G+AB-CD-ÉFG+AB-CDEFG+ABCiD
.EF-G+ABC-OE.F-G+ ABCD.E-FAG+ABCD' ËF-G+ABC DEF-G+AECDEFG

SOtiLEAN ËXPRESSIOl\I AFTER SIEP3

.B-ct,E-FG+CDrE-F-G+AI]l|.)E-F-G+BtJ-EF.G+ADEFG+8c.EF.G+.AEiFG+aA.cB0F-G+AcBDF.G+i^D.BiFrG+AB.c0FG+-CAB-oE.G+B.DTAEG+.DArB-E6
+CAiBiEG+-A-E-G+C-^DrBrG+A-B-CDEF +A-B-E1F

SIMPLIFIED OPTIlI.IAL PROOUCT STRING

-EFC-AD-G+cA-CDEF+-E-ABDF-G+-CDcA-B-F+0FCA-BG+BCD-ErG+EACBDF+A-CBDTEF+-DAiB-E-F+rB-F-ErG+E-ADaBrF+CAr3-ErF

FIÀ]AL SJ14PL IFIED BOl]LEAN EXPRESSION

E-AD-ß.Ë+A-CB0-EF+EACBDF+-CDG^-B-F+CDrE-FrG+AB-DEaF-G+ADEFG+8CaEF.G+rÂE-FG+-A-CBDF-G+-CAB-DE¡G+B-D-AEG+'DA.BTEG+CATBTEG+
-A-Ë-G+C-AD-B-G+q-B-CDEF+A-B-É-F

Example 3

J

ìJ{



Appendix C

"Don' t-Care" Simplification Examples

Simplification involving "don't-care" conditions using

Method Ä or Method C has not yet been implemented by a

computer program.

A1l- the examples given in this Appendix are

simplifications using Method B. Unnecessary "donIt-care"
conditions have been deleted from the final- expression

manually.

Example 1 is a conversion expressíon from NBCD (Nat,ural

Binary Coded Decimal) to an excess-3 code. The truth table
for the conversion is given below.

decimal
number

NBCD inputs excess-3 outputs
w x v z a b c d

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1
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0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

7

B

9

The

D_

The

b-

d-

The

D_

The

d--

b-

d-

"donIt-care" conditions are

wxyã+wiyz +wxyZ +wxyz +vtxyÊ, +wxyz

output functions are

Ñxyz + wxyZ + frxyz + wifZ + wxfz

wxyz + w-Íyz + wxyz + wxyã + wfyz

\ñxyz + wxyz + wxyz + wxyz + wxyz

vrxyz + ÑxyZ + îrxyZ + frxyZ + wÎlZ

"don't-care" conditions simplify to

wy + \^/x

simplified output functions obtained are

xz+xy+w

xyã+xz+xy
yzlyz

z
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BOOLEAN EXPRESSION TIITH BRACKETS

H-X Y-Z+r4-XYZ +H XrYaZ +r.l X-YZ + WXY-Z+ l{ XYZ

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION I.IITHOUT BRACKETS

||-X Yr Z +W- XYZ +HX-Y-Z+ i'l X-YZ +l,l XYrZ+ l'{XYZ

SOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER RE¡4OVING REDUNDANT TERI'lS

Ì,1- X y- Z + w- X Y Z + H Xl Y- Z + W X a Y Z + r.t X Y- Z+','f X Y Z

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTION

Hr XY- ¿+ HaX YZ+ VtX- Y-Z +tl X-Y Z +t^iX Yr Z+t.lXY Z

FINAL SIHPLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

t{Y+9txJ
coo

Example'l "Don' t-Care" Conditions



BOOLEÀN EXPRESSION I{ITH BRACKETS

HrX Y-¿ +H-XY Z+wX-Yr Z +WX-Y Z +llXY -Z+lll XY Z+-tl X-YZ+-WXY-Z +-l{ X YZ + HrX-Y-Z + l{-XrYZ

BOOLEAN EXPRESSII]N I{I THOUT BRACKETS

llt-xY-z+t¿{-xY z +w xrY-z +w xrYZ +l,lXYrZ +r,l XYZ+-l{ X-YZ+-l.,lXY-Z+- }IXYZ+ H-Xr Y-Z + t{-Xr YZ

8ClJLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REI4OVING REDUNDAI'IT TERI',IS

l,t-xY-¿+t{-xYz+l,,lxaYìz+vlx-Yz+¡lxY-z+wxY¿+-'l,lxaYz+-t,lXYrZ+THXYZ+W-X-YrZ+W-X-YZ

BOCLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTION

'v{-XY -¿ +t'l-X YZ+ W X rYi Z+W X- YZ+ v{ XY- Z+ |,ri XY Z+- l.lX-Y Z+rl.tXYrZ+-l,/XYZ+t{-X-YlZ+ t.lrXiY Z

F TNAL S TMPL I F TED BOOL ËAN EXPRESSION

XZ+XY+H

æ
J

Example 1 Function a



BOOLEAN EXPRESSION I,'ITH BRACKETS

l{-XY- z +vl-xYz + |nlxiY-z +t{ XiYz + l,lXY-Z+ r.txYZ+-l{i xrY z+rt.li Xy- z +-rdr XyZ+- HX-v-Z+t{-x-y z

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION !.lTTHOUT BRACKETS

t{- xY-z + yt- xYz+ |{ x-y-z+ .r{ xryz + hlx y- z+r,l xy Z+-trt- X-yZ+-w-Xy-Z+-,.t-XyZ +rHXry rZ +t{¡X-yZ

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REMOVING REDUNDANT TERMS

l{-X Y- Z+l{- X YZ + WX- Y- Z +,il XrY Z+t{X Y-Z+ |{ Xy Z+al,,l-X -y Z+-t{-Xy-Z +-t{ -XyZ+it¡t Xry rZ +t{ -XryZ

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTI ON

wax Y- z +!.ìi-x Y z+wx aYa¿ +{ x -Yz +l{x Y rz+r{ xY z +-H- x-Yz +-t,l- X Y-Z+-H-X YZ +- |{Xi Y-Z+ t{rX- y¿

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER STEP3

XrYi¿ +-XZ+l,lZ +-XY+t,lY

J

co
N)

SIMPLIFIED OPIIONAL PRODUCT STRING

,r{x-z+HX-Y

FINAL SIHPLIFIED EOOLEAN EXPRESSION

HX+X-Y-Z+-XZ+rXY

Example 1 Function b

4.:.



EOOL:AN EXPRESSION !.ITTH BRACKETS

!.1-xy- z+H-xyz +wx-Y-z +r,,l x-Yz + ttxY-z+l"l xYz+-H- xrY-z +rþl- xYz+- wx-Y-Z+-l{XY Z+W-XrY-Z

BCOLEAN EXPRESSION l{ITHOUT BRACKETS

tl iXY -Z+H -XYZ + !{ X-Y-Z +WX-YZ + l.lXYrZ+ l{XYZ+-l4r Xr Yr Z +r t{a XY Z+- l.lX-Y-Z+rl{X Y Z+l,lrXiYrZ

BOSLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REHOVING REOUNDANÏ TERMS

¡|rXY -Z + f{r XYZ+ W X-Y-Z+ r.{X-Y Z+ HX Y- ¿+ l,l XY Z+- l.rl- X- Yr Z +-l.l-XY Z +-l.lxrY-Z+rl{XY Z +'rl -X-Y -Z

BÛOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTION

H-XYr Z+ H- XYZ + HXrYr Z+ HX-Y Z +WXY -Z+li XY Z+-t{ rX-YiZ +-ll -XY Z +rl{X-Y-Z+-llXYZ+'lrX-Y1Z

BOOLÊAN EXPRESSION AFTER SÏEP3

rY-Z+YZ+W-Z+Xl{
J

@
UJ SII'iPLIFIED OPTIONAL PRODUCT STRING

Yil

FINAL SIMPLIFIED EOOLEAN EXPRESSION

YH+aY.Z+YZ+XH

Example 1 Function c

tì



BOCLEAN EXPRESSION }IITH BRACKETS

l4-XYr Z+l,rla XYZ +WX-Y-Z +l{X-Y Z +W XY-Z +ll XYZ+rl,l|r XrYiZ+rt{r XYaZ +r|4 XrY-Z +ir¡'XY-Z+ HrXrYrZ

8OÛLEAN EXPRESSION WITHOUT BRACKETS

W-XY- Z+'d-XY Z +14 X -Y-Z +rrlX -YZ + 
'¡,| 

XYrZ +W XYZ +rtúr Xr Y- ¿+rl.l- XYr Z+a14XrYrZ+-HX Y-Z +t{- X- Y- ¿

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REI'lOVING REDUNOANT TERMS

t{-xY-¿+w-xYz + |.lx-Y-z+ H x-YZ + w XY-Z+ l,rXY z+ at{- xaY- z +i |.l-xY- z+iftxaY- z+a.l.¡xY-z+t{-X¡y rZ

EOOLEAN EXPP.ESSION AFTER ABSORPTICN

fl-X YIZ+ |l- XYZ+ i'lXîYrZ+ TJXTYZ + l¡lX Yr Z+ Ì,| XY Z+ a|l- Xa Y- Z +-ll- XY- Z+rl{X-Y-Z +-l{ XY-Z+l{ rXrYrZ

FINAL SIMPLIFI:D BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

i Z+ l.,Y+'{Xé
co
.F

Example 1 Function d



Exampl-e 2 is a conversion expression from an NBCD code

to a Gray code. The tabl-e for the conversion is given berow

decimal-
number

NBCD inputs Grav code
a b d w x v z

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1,

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

The "donrt-care" conditions are

! = aËcd + a-bcd + abõd + abõd + abcd + a]¡cd

The output functions are

w:a6õo+a¡ão
x = ã¡ôa- + ãbõd + ãbcã + ãbcd + abõã + aEEa

y = ãbcã' + ãEcd + ãbcd- + ãuõa

z = ãËõ¿ + ã6cã + ã¡õa + ã¡cd + a6õ¿

The "donrt-care" conditions simplify to

þ=ab+ac

l Bs



The simplified output functions obtained are

W:a
x:a*b

Y=bc+bc
z=õð.+cã

186



BOOLEÂN EXPRESSION l.lITH BRACKETS

A-BC -D + A-8C D +ABrC rD+ ABrC D+ABCTD+Â BCD

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION }lITHOUT ERACKETS

A-BCr0+AaBC D +AB IC -D + A8 -C D+ ABC rD+A BCD

B0IJLEAN EXPRESSI0N AFTER REI'10vIr,¡C neOUruOArur rEnNS

ArBC-D+A-BC D+ AB-C-D+ AB-C0+ABCiO+ABCD

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPfION

A-BC -D+ A- BC D+ Â B-C- D+ AB- C D+ AB C- D+A BCD

FJI'IAL SIMPLIFIED BOCLEAN EXPRESSION

AC+Aß
J
æ{

Example 2 "Don I t-Care t' Conditions



BOOLEAN EXPRESSION I{ITH BRACiETS

A-BC-D+A- BC O+ AB.C-D+ ABrC D+ABC.D+A BC D+A -B ICrD+AAB.CD

BOOLEÂN EXPRESSION WITHOUT BRACKETS

A-BC aD +A-BC0 +A B-C aD+ AB aC0 +ABC rD+A BCD+A rB-C -D+À-8rCD

EOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REMOVING REDUNOANT TERIVIS

A rBC rD +A-BC O+ AB-C aD+ A8 -CD +A8CiD+A BCD +A¡B.C-D+ Ar BICD

BodLEAN EXPRESS ION AFTER ABSORPTiON

A-BC-D+A-BCD+ AB-C-D+ ABrC D+ ABCrD+A 8C0+AaB-CiD+Ar8-CD

FINAL SII'4PLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

À

J
co
'Òo

Example 2 Function w



BDOI.EAN EXPRESS ION Ì.I ITH BRACKETS

A-BC rD+A -BC D+ ABTCTD+ AB-CD+ A8C-D+A BC D+i AB-C- D+rAB-CD+-A8C-D+rA BCD+ ArBiCrD+AaB-CD

BOCLEAN EXPRESSION HIfHOUT BRACKETS

A-BC-D+ A- BC D +Â8-C- D+ ABiC D+ABC-D+A BCD+-AB-C -D+-AB-C 0+ - ABCID+-A BCD+ A-B-C -D+AaBaC D

EOOLEAN EX2RESSION AFTER REI4OVING REOUNDANÏ TERMS

A-BC- D +A- ùC D +A B-C-D+ AB -C D +ABC-D+A BC D +-AB-C iD+aABiC D+ iABCTD+rA BCD+A-BrC-D+A-BrCD

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFfER ABSORPfION

A-BC-D +A-BC D+ ABaC -D+ AB -C D+ A8C -D+A BC D+-AB -C -D+iÂBrCD+- A BCrD+-A BC D+ ArB-C-D+Aa BrC0

FINAL SII4PLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

B+A

J

@
\o

Example 2 Function x

:l



BOOL¡AN EXPRESSION I.IITH BRACKETS

A-BCiD+A-BCO+AB-ClD+AB-CD+ABCr0+ABCO+-A-BC-D+rAaECD+-AB-CrD+-AB-C 0

BCOLEAN EXPRESSION l.lITHOUT BRACKETS

ArBC iD +A-BC D+A B-C -D+ ABrC D+ ABC -D +A BC D+-AaBCrD+14-BCD+-AB-C- D+-AB-C D

EOCLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER REIIOVING REDUNDAI'IT TERMS

A-BC -D+ AiBCD+A I rC-D+ AÐ -CD+ ABC-D+A BCD+rA-Bc-D+- Ai BCD+rAB-C- 0+- AgrC D

BOIJLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTIONI

A-BC aD +A-llC D+ A B-CrD+ AB-C O+ ABC- D+A BC D+- Ar BC-D+- A-BC D+-A BaCrD+-AB-C 0

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER STEP3

-8 C+BrC+ AC

J

\o'o SIHPLIFIED OPTIONAL PRODUCT STP.ING

A8

FINAL SIMPLIFIED BOOLEÁN EXPRESSION

AB+-BC+B-C

Example 2 Function y



BOOI. EAN EXPRESS ION 14ITH ERACKETS

A-BC-O+ Aì BC D+A BrC- D+ AB-C D+AB C.D+A BC D+rArBrCD+.A.BCAD+-AB -C D+rABC.D+A.BICD

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION WITHOUT BRACKETS

A-BCiD +A-BC D+ A BrCrD+ A BrC 0 +ABCTD+A BC D+-A-B -CD+ rAaEC r0+ìAB -C D+-ABC -D+A-BaC D

BOCLEAN ExPRESSION AFTER REi'lOvING REDUn'DANT TERr.4S

A-8C -D+ Ai BC D+AB-C -D + AB -C D+ABC -D+A BC D+aA-B -CO +-A-8C-D+- AEiC D+r ABC-D+ A- B-CD

BOOLEÀN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTION

A-BC -D + ArBC D+A B-C -D+ A3 -CD+ AB C -D+A BCD+-A- BrCD +r A- BCr D+aAB-CD+- ABC-D+ AaErCD

EOOLÊAN EXPRESSTON AFTER STEP3

rcD+c-D+aD+AB

J'þ
J

SIÀ4PLIFIED OPIIfJNAL PRODUCT STRING

AC

FINAL SIMPLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

ac +rc D +c,aD+A I

Example 2 Function z



Appendix D

Mul-tipi-e-Output Simplif ication Exampl_es

complete multipre-output function simprification has

not yet been implemented. The routines which check for
functional- redundance and which de]ete multiple-output terms

containi-ng al-l the output functions have noÈ been added to
the progran. As a result, the program will- not always

obtain the best simplificat,ion possibl_e.

Example 1 is the multiple-output simplification of
Exampre 1 in Appendix c. The mul-tiple-output terms are

obtainecl from the tab]e below.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

wxyzab

wxyzãõã

wxyzac

wxvzã¿

wxyãã
_ _ -_:wxyzbcd

wxyZ6õ

wxyzOa

decimal-
number'

NBCD input,s excess-3 code multiple-
output terms
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witz6

wxizõd

The mul-tiple-output expression to be simplified is
\,rÏyãã6 +wxyzãõd +wxyããõ +wxyzãã +wxyãã +wxyzÈcd

wxyZbc + wxyzËa- + wxyã6 + vrxyzcd-

The simplification obtained is
wxzacd + lryzab + wxyããõ + wxyzãa + wxz5õA

ñxyz6õ + wxyz6d- + wiyã6 + wxyzõa

The output functions obtained

a = üxyã + frxyz + wiyZ + wifz
= Çxyz + wiyz + wxfz + frxz

b = frxz + ñxy + wïyz + wx!ã +

= -wlz + ñxy + ûxyZ + wxfz

c = wiã + wxyz + wxyã + wxyz +

= wyã + ñxyz + fixyz + wxfã

d = wfã + wxyã + wx!ã + FxyZ +

= Wã + wÍyã + ñxyZ + wxyz

0

1

0

1

0

0

n

0

B

9

+ wxyza +

are

+ frxz

wxyz

\^IXy z

vrxyz
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BOOLEAN EXPRESSIOI.I IiITH BRÀCKETS

-l,l- X- Y-Z- A- B+ -r',/-X¡Y Z r A-C- D+-'¡l-X YiZrA-C +-l.l- XYZ ¡A rD+il'lX-YaZ aA+rlrlXrYZ rB rC rD + rt{XYrZn BrC +-l.lXY Z- B-D+W-X-Yì ZrB +t.lrXrY ZrCr D

BOCLEAN EXPq,ESSION l,lITHOUT BRACKETS

-\,1-x-Y-z-a-8+-!r-x-YZ-a-c-0+-14-xY-¿-A-:+-1.{-xYzrarD+-|¡xrY-zra+-t,rxayzrBrc.D+-r.,tXY-Z-B-c+r14xYz-B-D+l{lx-vaz-B+H-xryz-c-o

BOOLEAN EXPRËSSTON AFÏÉR REMSVING REDUNDANT TERI'IS

-l.l-X-Y -Z -A -8 +-r.l-XiYZ-A-C iD+ - W-XY- Z aA-C +- l.l-XY Z-Ar D+-t.l X-Yi Z-A+-WX -Y Z- B-CiD+-I4XY aZ rBrC +iWXYZaB iD+Vl-XiYrZ -B +H-X-YZ -C iD

BCLîLEAI.I EXPRESS ION AFTER ABS!RPTION

-l.lrxlY -z r 
^-B+ 

r!.1-x-Y z - a-c- D+- l.,l-xYa z- À-c+- t^,rxY z- A-D+rl.¿ x-Yr zrÀ+-rdx -Y zr8-c -D+ -t{ xY-¿aB-c + il¡ xYz -B-D+ t{rxrYaz r8 +t{-x-Y Z¡cr D

8U0LE,ll.l EXPRESSIoN AFTER STEP3

r d- xYr zr A-c +- 1,,r-xY z- a- D+r |,.lx-Y- zr A+ -HX Y-z- B-c+-t.l xYz -B -D+ ulaX-Y-Z -B + l,t- X-Yzrc -0+ - x- y-z -A- B+-x-Y zr A-c-D+-Hx z- 8-c1 D

SI¡4PLIFIED OPTIONAL PR,ODUCT STRING

-H-Y- 7--A-B+ -B -ulY Z-A rf) +r|.l -X Z- A-C aD+rD-t^lr X YrArC +-D rìd X YrB rC +-C-D WiXrYaB+ -C-H-Z-Ai B+-D-C- l{. Aa B

FII'¡AL SIiYPLIFIED BOCLEAN EXPRESSION

-vi -x z -a-c -D+- v¡-Y- z-A -B+-w - iv. z-q -c +rl{-xY zrAr0+ rllX-Y-Z-a+-H X Yi ¿- B- c+ì t{xYz- B- D+H- x-Yrza8+ wrx -Yz rc -D+-t{xzr B-G-o

J
\o

Example 2 Multipl-e-Output Simplification



Example 2 is the multiple-output simplificaÈion of
Example 2 in Appendix C. The mul-tipJ-e-output terms obtained

from the table are given bel-ow"

decimal-
number

NBCD inputs Gray code multiple-
output termsa b c d w x v z

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

ol
0l

,l

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

äË¿dwiy

ãËcãrli

abcd\^7x2

-_ -=--abcdwz

ãbõdñ

ãbcd'it

ãucailfã

anõayz

al-:cdy

The multiple-output expression to be simplified is

. ãËc¿w*i + ã6cd-wi + ã6cdwfã + ã¡õ¿Tã + ãbõd\,v +

ãrcãwy + ãrcawyã + aËõayZ + aãõay

The simplification obtained j-s

ãb\^ryt + ãcdwxy + ã6cãwx + ãbcdw + ãbcdwy +

aEcay + ã6cwxã + ã¡õwã + a6õyã

The output functions obtained from this simplifícation
are
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w=aEõd+a6õ
: abc

x = ã¡ + ã¡ca + ãuc¿ + auõa + ã¡õ + aÈõ

=ãb+a6õ
y=ãb-ca+ãuõ¿+ãEc+ãbõ

= ã6c + ã¡õ

z = ãcd + ãnìa + ã¡õa + ã¡cã' + a¡ãa

= ãõa + ã¡cã + ã¡c¿ + a¡ða

The simplifications for both Examples 1 and 2 | are not
as minimal with respect to the number of different products
and l-iteral-s usedr âs the simplifications obtained in
Appendix c. This is because the "donrt-care" cond.itions
have not been used for simplificati_on of either of the
examples in this -A,ppendix"
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BOILEAN EXPRESSION HITH BRACKETS

r A- B-C Drt{-X-Y +-A-BC -D-l'l-X+-A -BC D-l'la X-Z +-A BaC -Drì.,r2 +-AB iC Drl.r+rABC rDrWrY+rABC DrT{-Y-Z+Ar BrCaDiYr Z+ÂrBrCD-Y

BOCLEÁN EXPRESSICN l,lITHOUT BRACKETS

-A- B-C D-w-X -y +-A-8C -D -lltrX +- AiEC D- |^l- XrZ +-A B-C i0- H-Z+1AB-C Dr l,,,+ìABC- Datl- y+- A8C O-t.ll-yr Z +AiEaCiDrya Z +AaB-C Dry

EOOLEAN EXPRESSICN AFTER REi\îDVING REDUIiDANT TERMS

-A- B-C D- d- X-Y+-A -BC -D- w- X +-A-BCD- l"l- X- Z+-A B aC-D- l.lr Z+- ABTCDTH + 1AB C- D-r{-Y +-ÂBC [rrH iY -Z +A-B-C-O-Y- Z +A-B-CD-Y

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPT TOl'I

rA-B-C D-r,.1-X-Y+- AiBC -Drr.l¡ X+- A¡ BC Dr l,l-X- Z +- A B-C -C- }rlr Z+-AB rC Dalr{+aA8Ca DrHry +aA BCD-ltay- Z +ArB-c aD-y-Z+A-B-CD-y

BOOLEA\ EXPRESSION AFTER STEP3

-A-BC-D-t,lrX+-AB-CD-W+aABC-D-W.Y+A-B-CD-Y+-B-CD-l.l-X-YrrYiZrABôi|.i+aZ-A-BCi|.l-X+-AB-Cr|.l-Z+A-BrC-YrZ

SII'¡PL I FIED OPTiTJNAL PRODUCT STRII.!G

-A-CD-H-X-Y +-Y.AC -0rr{ -X+-DiYaAB-H-Z+-Z-A3C-'.1-y+-Z -AD-|JrX-y

FINAL SII'jPLIFIED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

lYr AB-t{- ¿ +-A-CDar,ìlaXrY +-A-gð -O-w-x +-¡ B -C D rl,ll+1A3C rD-'t- y+ A- B-CD- y+- Z-A- 8C- !t- X+iAB -C-r{-Z +A-B-Cìy- Z

J
l0\¡

J

Example 2 MuItiple-Output Simplification



Appendix E

Multipfe-output simpfification with "Don't-care" conditions
Simplification of multiple-output expïessions, with

"donrt-care" conditions wil-1 be performed using our modified

Zissos' method in conjunction with Method B. unnecessary
I'donrÈ-care" conditions will- be deleted manuaIly.

The multiple-output. terms for Example 1 are obtained

from the tabl-e given bel-ow.

input variabl-es output functions mult,iple-
output termsV \^7 X v z a þ c d

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

fi

0

1

n

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

ol'
011

r lr
olo
,1,
,lo
olo

'lo
:l;

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

JI;

;l:

vwxyzace

viìxyzãõa

vwxvãõãe

vwxy zabe

"-""v;ãbd
vwxyz6ãe

vwxyzaþc

vr^t;t;bõã

vwifzEcã

*iv ãäAe

The multiple-output. expression to be simplified is
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vwxyzãcê + vwiyzãõð + vwiyãcde + wviyzã-bê + vtrxyãã6d' +

wvxyzbðê + wvxyza6õ + wviyã-bõã + wxyz6õã + wvxyãâðe

The "don¡t-care" conditions are

O = vfrxiã + vwxyz + v-wxyã + wîxyã + vwxyz + -vwxfã +

vwiyz + wvxyz + vwxyZ + îvrxyz + wvxyã + vwxyz +

vw-xlz + vùxyã + vlrxyz + vw*lzz + vwÍyf + vw5<yz +

rrwxpã + vwxfz + vwxyã + v\^rxyz

The "don't-care" conditions simplify to
¡ = wx-yã + Viyã + xyz + wvyã + \úyz + v\ttz + vw-fZ +

\,vxz * vxz * vv,¡z + vwxy + v¡xy + vxy + w7y + vvüx

The simplified multiple-output expression is
xtt6õe + wyãåEA- + yzã6ã + wxZõde + xz-bdõ + wzbõð- +

wxtãcd- + xyã6ã + wyãaã + wxãõê

The simplif ied output functi-ons oirtained f rom the
expression above are

a=Îyã+wiZ+xz+\¡tz

b=wxã+wxÍ*wy+\^ix

c:wiE*yz+xz*wy

d=*9z*yz*xy+wx

e=-wÍZ+v¡z+wxy*xy+wx
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BOI]LEAN EXPRESSIO¡I WTTH BRACKETS

rV-''{- X-Y-Z +-V-H- X-Y Z +r V- HrXY- Z+-Vrl.,X rY-Z +TVTWXYZ+-VH-X-YrZ +-VHr XYZ+-VHX- YZ+rVtlXY-Z+rVt,,lX yZ+ V-HaX-yr Z+ V- HrXyZ +V-r{Xry Z+ Vrt{X
Y-Z+ V-H XYZ + V II. XA YZ+ V,,f-X Yì Z + VW'XY ¿+V'/{ X-Y ¡ Z+ VI'IX-Y Z+ Vr,lX Y- Z+VHXYZ

BOOLEAN EXPRESS IOI.I IdITHOUT BRACKETS

-V-sl-X-YrZ+-V-}lrX-YZ+-V-þl-XY-Z+-V-l.lX-Y-Z+aV-HXYZ+-Vt{-X.Y-Z+-VI'l-XYZ+-VHX-YZ+rVwXy-Z+-V¡¡XvZ+V-HiX-yiZ+Vl¡1-XyZ+V-t{XìyZ+V-HX
YrZ +VAII XY Z+VH- X.YZ + VW-XY' Z + VTll-XYZ + Vl,{ X-Yi Z+ VH XI Y Z+ V i,IXY. Z+ Vl,lXY Z

BODLE,lI,I EXPRESS TON AFTER REI,IOVING REDUI'IDA¡.]T TERi4S

-V-r.l-X-Y-Z+-v-!.11x-yz+-v-r^l-xy-Z+-V-ttxry-z+avaHXyz+-v!,trxayaz+rvvr-xvz+-vHXayz+-vt,lxyrz+-vHXyz+v-l.l-x-y-z+v_ttrXyZ+v_t{X-yZ+v-HX
Y -Z +V - i{ X Y Z +V H - X - Y Z +V }I aX Y -Z + VW.X Y Z + Vi.l X- Y - Z + V t{ X- Y¿ + V it X Y- Z + VI,I XY Z

BOCLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER ABSORPTION

rVr'ilrXrYrZ+rV-''i-X-YZË-V-W-XYrZ+-V-l{X-Y-Z+aV-r.JXY¿+rVH-X-Y-Z+rVt/,t-XYZ+-VHXiYZ+rVftXyìZ+rV|{XyZ+V-tiJrXryrZ+VrHrXyZ+VlftXayZ+VaHX
YrZ+V-WXYZ+V9l-X-yZ+VftrXy-Z+V!,lrXyZ+Vtl,lXìyrZ+Vr¿{XryZ+Vt{Xy-Z+VWXyZ

FINAL SII'IPLIFTSD BSOLEAN EXPRESSION

i|{ixrY-z +rvì xaYr z+xy ¿ +av-|,ìlry- z +Hy z +vyz +.v-hi- xr¿+t{ xz+vxz+ vr{z+rv-t,l- xry+HXy+ vxy +vt{y+v |.lx

N)
o.o

Example l "Donrt-Care" Conditions
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EOOLEAN EXPRESSION I{ITH ERACKETS

-V-H- XrYaZ+rV-l.l- X rY Z +-Vr',1-X Yr Z+-V-l{X- Y-Z +-VTWXVZ +-Vl.l-X.YìZ+-V f{rXYZ+ -Vt.l Xr YZ +-VÌ{ XYr Z+r VtlxyZ + Vrþt rX-yr Z+ V-ì{aXy Z+VrHX iy Z+V-H X
YìZ + V-',{XY ¿+ V H - XrYZ+ V }l- XYa Z+Vl'i- XY Z +Vl,,/Xr Yr Z+ VHX-Y Z+ Vt,lXYTZ+V |.lXY Z+-Vl,| X-Y-Z-A-CaE +Vll,{-XrY Z-A-C rD+V-H-XYiZlC-DrE+rVrt{rXY ZrArBr
E +V-W X -Y -Z -A-B-D + -V -i.l X-YZ -B- D-E+- V-þlX Y-Z -A-B-C +V|/ll-XrY-Z-BrC- E +-V|^l-X-y Zi B- Cr D+-VW¡Xy- Z -ArD-E

BOì]LEAI.¡ EXPRESSION WITHOUT BRACKETS

rVrl{-X-YaZ+-V-W-XrYZ+-V-l¡laXYrZ+-Vr|lX-YrZ+aVrWXYZ+rVflrXrYrZ+-Vl..laXYZ+-VVJX-YZ+rVl^lXYaZ+-VWXYZ+V-W-XrY-Z+V-W-XYZ+Vrl{XrYZ+V-''lX
Y -Z +v r'/l X Y Z +V!.i -X-YZ +V d -xY-Z iv!,l -xYZ +V rl X-Y- Z+ Vl,t XiY Z+ V l.lX Y-Z +V l'.lXYZ +iVft Xr Yr Z -ArC -E +VrrdrX ry Z- A-C -D+V rHr Xy- Z-Cr Ol E+-Vrr4-XyZ rA-B-
E +V-WX-Y- Z-Ai Br D+- Vi /i XlY Z - B- D- E+- V- l,,lX Y - ZaAr BrC+Vl{ -X -Y-Z - B-C- E+-VH rX.y Z -8-C aD+rV |,ìl-XyiZ aAr Cr- E

BOiJLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER RE14(.}VING REDUI.]OANT TERMS

-V-.1-X-Y.Z+-Vr!4rX-YZ+-Vrtl-XY-Z+rVaÌ,JX-Y-Z+rV-U¡XYZ+-Vl.l-X-Y-Z+-VHTXYZ+rVr.lX-YZ+-V|{XY-Z+-Vl.lxYZ+Vr|.laX-Y-Z+VIt{rXYZ+Vrt{XryZ+V-HX
Y-Z+V-WXY/_+Vl./-XaYZ+V"i-XY-Z+V',i.l-XYZ+Vl,lxrY-Z+VWX-YZ+V,,tXY-Z+Vl|lXYZ+-Vt,/X-y-Z-A-C-E+V-t1-X-YZrAìClD+VrtlaXy-Z-C-0-E+-V-t{-xyZ-ArBa
E +V -'i.t x -Y- ¿- A- B- D+-Va r.l X-yZ -BrD-E +r VrWX y-Z -A-B-C +Vt',/- X-y- Z- 8-C- E +-Vil- X-y¿-B-C - D+-Vl,./-Xy-Z -A- 0- E

BOOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTÊR ABSORPTION

-V-v{-X-Y-Z+rV-W-X-YZ+-V-Vl-XY-Z+-V-WX-Y-Z+-V-WXYZ+-Vvl-X-Y-Z+aV|,r|-XYZ+-Vl4X-YZ+-Vl,lXY-Z+-VWXYZ+V-HiX-Y-Z+V-WTXYZ+V-llX-YZ+VrtlX
Y-Z+v-tlXYZ+Vl,lrXlYZ+VvlnxY-Z+V'¡l-xYZ+V|,.lX-YrZ+VflX-YZ+Vr,\lXY-Z+Vv{XYZ+-Vl{X-Y-Z-ArC-F+ViwlX-YZ-A-C¡D+V-t{-Xy-Z-C-O.E+-V-H-XyZ-A-B-
E+V\|lX-Y-Z-A-BaD+-VaãXiYZrB-0-E+1Vi'itxy-Z-A-BiC+VW-X-y-Z-B-C-E+-VW-X-yZ-B1CaD+-Vv{iXy-Z-A-D-E

BCOLEAN EXPRESSION AFTER SIEP3

-',l-XrY-Z+rV-X-Y-Z+XYZ+-BlC-ErX-YrZ+-V-H-Y-Z+-ArB-D-!l-Y-Z+rlYZ+VYZ+YZ-ArB-E+-V-þl-X-Z+rC-D-E-1{iXrZ+|.,lXZ+VXZ+X¿-BaD-E+Vt.lZ+t{Zr
8 -C-D+rV-l,l- XrY+-A-C rD -l{-X iY+l.rl X Y+V XY+ XY-A¡ B-C+ Vi{Y+ t4Y- ArlJ-E +V|.|X +tlX- A-C-E

SIMPLIFIED OPTIONAL PRODUCT STRIN6

V7- rA-C -D a X-Y + Z rBrC -D-V- X- Y+V YiC-0 aE- X-Z+YrArD-E-V- X-Z +V X -ArBiDrY- Z +X -A-CìE -VrYrZ +VZaA-C -Drt{-Y+Z -BiDrE -V-WrY+ VY rCrCtaE-t{rZ
+Y-A-BrCiV-l/l-Z+Vll-B-C-E-Y-Z+þlrArCrE-V-YrZ+VZ-AiCr0-l.J-X+ZrArB-ErV-r.t-X+VX-A-B-D-W-Z+X-A.BiC-V-ftrZ+Vtt-BrCiE-XaZ+r.{ìÂrD-E-V-X
- z+ vY ìc rDr Ea l.lr x+ yaA- B r E-v- w1x +vxr A-B-D-tll -y+x- BrDr E-v-þt -y+vr.{ rB-cr E-x-y+ wrB rclD-v- x- y

F¡NAL SI¡4PLIFIEO BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

rl'liX-Y-Z+-V-X-Y-Z+XY¿+rBrC-E-X-Y-¿+-V-l,l-Y-Z+-AiBiD-WaYiZ+l,liYZ+VYZ+YZ-ArB-E+-V-þlrXa¿+-CrD-E-l{aX-Z+þlXZ+VXZ+XZ-8-D-E+VHZ+HZi
BrC- D +a V- H- Xa Y+ - A-C -D-''l-X rY+|.lXY+V XY+ X Y-A- B-C+VtlY+ r,tyrAr D-E +VH X+H X -A.C -E

t\)o
5

Multiple-Output Simplification withttDon I t-Caret' Conditions
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